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Claudie Roy
This PhD thesis presents work on the development of electrocatalysts for oxygen evolution and reduction reactions. The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is a bottleneck in the large-scale development of electrolyzers, which are promising technologies for energy storage in hydrogen bond. Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) electrolyzers rely on scarce and expensive materials like RuO$_x$-based catalysts to achieve high efficiency. However, RuO$_x$ is also unstable under OER conditions. Part of this work was to study the catalytic activity and stability of oriented thin films of RuO$_2$ with the (111), (001), and (101) orientations, and compare it to RuO$_2$ (110) single-crystal and commercial particles. The catalytic activity was measured from stability tests performed in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ and coupled with inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry to measure Ru dissolution.

The second part of this thesis focuses on the better understanding of NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ catalysts for the OER in alkaline electrolyte. NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ as OER catalyst has been used in the industry for decades, but several open questions remain regarding the reasons for its very high catalytic activity. Using a model system of mass-selected NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles, we addressed two main questions i) the impact of size effect and ii) the role of bulk activity on the oxygen evolution.

The reverse reaction, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), was also studied. ORR is the limiting reaction in hydrogen fuel cell technologies, which allow for the conversion of hydrogen back to electricity. The third and last part of this work focuses on the synthesis of Pt-rare-earth alloys on a gram scale. We investigated the alkalide and cyanide reduction, and the high thermal synthesis methods.
Denne ph.d.-afhandling præsenterer arbejdet med udvikling af elektrokatalysatorer til oxygenudviklings- og oxygenreduktionsreaktionerne. Oxygenudviklingsreaktionen (OER) er en flaskehals for udbredelsen af elektrolyse-systemer, som er lovende teknologier til at gemme energi i hydrogenbindinger. Polymer elektrolyt membran (PEM) elektrolyseceller er afhængige af sjældne og dyre katalysatorer f.eks. RuO$_x$-baseret materialer for at opnå høj effektivitet. RuO$_x$ er dog også ustabil under OER betingelser. En del af arbejdet under denne ph.d. har været at studere den katalytiske aktivitet og stabilitet af orienterede RuO$_2$ tyndfilm med orienteringerne; (111), (001) og (101) og sammenligne med RuO$_2$ (110) enkeltkrystal og commercielle partikler. Den katalytiske aktivitet blev målt gennem stabilitetsforsøg i 0,05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ og sammenholdt med induktivt koblet plasma massespektroskopisk til måling af Ru opstået i væsken. Anden del af denne afhandling fokuserer på at opnå en bedre forståelse af NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ katalysatorer til OER i alkalisk elektrolyt. NiFeO$_x$H$_y$, som OER katalysator, har været brugt i industri i århier, men der er endnu flere åbne spørgsmål omkring grunden til deres høje katalytiske aktivitet. V.h.a. et modelsystem af masse-selekterede NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanopartikler, adresserede vi to centrale spørgsmål; i) indvirkningen af størrelseeffekt og ii) hvilken rolle bulk aktivitet spiller på oxygenudviklingen. Den modsatte reaktion, oxygenreduktion (ORR), blev også undersøgt. ORR er den begrænsende reaktion i hydrogenbrændselscelleteknologier, som konverterer hydrogen til elektricitet. Den tredje og sidste del af arbejdet i dette ph.d.-projekt fokuserede på syntesen af Pt-sjældne jordarter-legeringer i gram-mængder. Vi undersøgte alkali og cyanid reduktion og højtemperatur syntesemoduler.
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The focus of this thesis is to investigate new catalysts for the electrochemical oxygen evolution and oxygen reduction reactions taking place in electrolyzer and hydrogen fuel cell applications, respectively. An economy based on hydrogen holds the power to mitigate CO₂ emissions and limit global warming. This chapter serves, first, as a motivation to understand why the world needs to transition from fossil fuels to sustainable energy sources. It also introduces the basic concepts related to catalysis, and more specifically to electrocatalysis, that help the reader understand the research work in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. Finally, the research topics covered in this thesis with an outline to my personal contribution are presented.

1.1 The Need for an Energy Revolution

From 1.6 billion in the pre-industrial era, today’s population is estimated at 7.6 billion people [1]. This number is expected to rise by 28% between 2015 and 2040, with most of the increase occurring in non-OECD countries [2]. The world’s energy consumption has also increased with the population. In addition to global population, the amplitude of the energy change is affected by the economic activity, the lifestyle, the energy efficiency and the land-use patterns technology [3], just to name a few. That helps to explain why, during the twentieth century, the population increased by a factor of 6, but the energy consumption grew by a factor of 80 [2].

Since the Industrial Revolution [4], the global energy supply is based on fossil fuels. Still in 2015, natural gas, coal and oil represented around 86% of the global energy consumption [2]. Two-thirds of the crude oil reserves are located in the Middle East, but most of it is consumed in the USA, Japan and Europe [5]. This creates a clear economic dependency
that can potentially have a strong impact on social, political and economic interactions. The other main issue regarding the use of fossil fuels is the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions related to CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, which explains why nearly 75\% of the CO\textsubscript{2} emissions in the last 20 years come from fossil fuels [4]. Figure 1.1 shows the country-wise distribution of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions in the world. The bigger the circle in a country, the more CO\textsubscript{2} was emitted in that country in 2015. The largest CO\textsubscript{2} emitters related to the burn of fossil fuels are China with \(~10.4\) MtCO\textsubscript{2} and the USA with \(~5.4\) MtCO\textsubscript{2}. India, the second most populous country, ranked after the USA due to lower economic development.

![Figure 1.1: World CO\textsubscript{2} emissions related to fossil fuel consumption by country. The size of the dot is proportional to the amount of CO\textsubscript{2} emitted [6]](image-url)

CO\textsubscript{2} is a GHG together with other compounds such as methane and nitrogen oxide. The introduction of the concept of greenhouse effect goes back to 1810. Joseph Fourier was the first to compare heating of the Earth’s atmosphere to the action of glass in a greenhouse through his work on heat transfer [7]. The GHGs are defined as gasses that absorb infrared radiation and release it as heat. On the Earth, a higher GHG concentration leads to less heat escaping the atmosphere, resulting in global warming. Figure 1.2 shows the change in surface temperature between 1910 and 2012 in different areas of the globe. As shown in the map, a temperature increase of +2.5°C has already been observed in some world regions.

Global climate change have long-lasting consequences on nature and human systems. It imperils our lands and water, and it affects the amount
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Figure 1.2: Observed changes in surface temperature between 1901-2012 [8]

and pattern of precipitation [8]. Over the years, the increase in atmospheric
temperature has led to an even larger increase in water temperature. The
rapid ice loss and the thermal expansion of the ocean caused by warmer
surface waters are the main causes of sea level rise [3]. It is expected that
the sea level rise caused by a global temperature increase of 2°C could
compromise food security and could lead to massive population migration
from heavily populated coastal communities [9].

Carbon dioxide also reacts with its surroundings. The natural sinks of
carbon are plants, by the photosynthesis process, and the ocean, where CO$_2$
is dissolved to become carbonic acid. Approximately 30% of the atmospheric
carbon dioxide goes into water [3], leading to ocean acidification, which
has major impacts on the marine ecosystems. For instance, it affects the
structure of coral reef and shellfish as carbonate will dissolve at low pH [10].
Some experts claim that climate changes might already be contributing to

There is therefore a clear need for substantial and sustained mitigation
efforts to limit climate change before it leads to irreversible damages.
Mitigation pathways give rise to technological, economic, social and institu-
tional challenges, and no single solution is sufficient on its own [12]. On
November 4$^{th}$ 2016, 168 countries ratified the Paris agreement, and set goals
regarding GHG emissions, adaptation and finance starting in 2020 [13]. It
was agreed for all participating countries to contribute to holding the tem-
perature increase below 2°C above pre-industrial level. This is a daunting
Chapter 1. Introduction

challenge given the lack of progress in mitigating CO$_2$ emissions so far, and even more so since the withdrawal of the USA in 2017. According to Meinshaussen and co-workers [14] burning all proven and recoverable fossil fuels would definitely jeopardize the temperature target. Facing all the evidence regarding climate change, global warming and GHG emissions, the transition to renewable energies is crucial.

As presented in Figure 1.3, oil, coal and natural gas represent around 86% of the total energy consumption. Hydroelectricity and nuclear energy, which are more established and mature technologies, hold 11% of the total energy production. Other renewable energy sources like solar and wind are only responsible for 3%. The development of renewable energy technologies like solar and wind is of great interest as it holds the potential to mitigate carbon emissions. Any future renewable technology needs to be scaled to the terawatt (TW) level in order for it to compete with fossil fuels [15]. Solar energy is, therefore, among the most promising types of renewable energy [15,16]. The sun hits the Earth with 173 kTW, out of which 30% is reflected by the Earth’s surface, and another portion is used to maintain life. Nevertheless, if we compare this value to the global power consumption of 2015 (17.4 TW), the great potential for the sun to become one of our main energy sources is clear. Experts estimate that wind has the potential to provide us with 25 to 70 TW [15], which makes wind energy another promising candidate.

![World primary energy consumption of coal, renewables, hydroelectricity, nuclear energy, natural gas and oil in million of tonnes oil equivalent][2]

One of the main challenges associated with the use of solar and wind
1.1. The Need for an Energy Revolution

energy is the fluctuation in energy output that has to match the demand in electricity, that also varies considerably. Figure 1.4 shows an example of the pattern of wind energy production and total energy demand/consumption for a period of 14 days, in September 2016, in Denmark. In this Figure, energy demand changes of around 3.5 GW is observed. The fluctuations in the energy demand are related to the differences of energy required during the day (maximum) and night (minimum). On the other hand, the power generated by wind energy varies greatly over the same period of time, and, most importantly, does not always match the energy demand. To solve this problem, the energy has to be converted and stored with minimized losses, and made available when needed.

![Figure 1.4: Energy demand and wind power production over time for a two week period in September 2018, Denmark. The energy demand represents the energy demand and the blue-shaded area the power production multiply by factor of 2. Data from [17]](image)

Electrical energy storage allows electricity production to be decoupled from the energy demand by a large-scale energy storage that can be used at any time. There are many different energy storage technologies including electrical, mechanical, chemical and thermal [18,19]. Hydrogen fuel cell technology is a chemical energy storage technology that has received increased attention in the last years. Some of the reasons behind this growing interest are the high gravimetric energy density of hydrogen, the fact that
it can be implemented on a wide range of scales, and that the capacity can easily be adapted over time [19]. Most importantly, hydrogen-based energy storage systems can be efficiently coupled to renewable energy technologies.

1.2 Electrochemical Energy Conversion

The conversion of energy coming from renewable sources in chemical bonds represents a big challenge. Hydrogen and electricity are complementary energy carriers as electrical energy can be converted to hydrogen, and vice versa. This chapter will firstly serve as an introduction to hydrogen production using electrolyzers. Secondly, the reverse process will be addressed, i.e. when hydrogen is used to produce electricity via fuel cell technology. Apart from introducing the basic concepts of these technologies, the focus will primarily be on the limiting reactions, i.e. the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) for hydrogen production and conversion, respectively. The recent advances of the electrode catalysts with the highest performance will be presented, with emphasis on the types of materials investigated in this thesis.

1.2.1 Why Hydrogen as Energy Carrier?

Global warming is shifting the world’s energy focus to renewable and zero carbon footprint energy sources. The majority of the world’s energy consumption today comes from fossil fuel resources [2]. If the global population wants to turn to carbon-free emission sources, what are the options? Here, I present hydrogen as energy carrier. I introduce briefly why a hydrogen-based economy is an attractive option, and what the challenges related to it are.

Hydrogen is a very attractive chemical compound with a high gravimetric energy density. The best energy storage systems allow up to 1.3 kWhkg\(^{-1}\) to be stored compared with 0.2 kWhkg\(^{-1}\) for Li-ion batteries [5]. To improve hydrogen storage, the challenge is to reduce the large volume that H\(_2\) occupies. The most common way of storing hydrogen is with high-pressure gas cylinders. However, the low hydrogen density, together with high pressure, leads to leakage problems. Hydrogen is not found in nature in a diatomic form, and has to be synthesized. Approximately 50 billion kg H\(_2\) is produced per year globally, which makes it one of the world’s most important chemical [20]. It is an extremely important compound in the chemical industry. Hydrogen finds application in the refining industries; it is actively used in petroleum recovery and refining [21]. The other major use of hydrogen is ammonia synthesis for fertilizer production via the Haber-Bosch process [22]. In the eventual development of a hydrogen economy, hydrogen
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could also have other really important functions. This clean and non-toxic chemical species also has the potential to be produced in larger scale for application in transportation, other industry related processes and in the heat sector. Indeed, hydrogen offers the possibility of decentralized power production. Storage of energy can help buffer the electricity system, thus helping the integration of variable renewable energy sources by enhancing system security.

As dihydrogen molecule cannot be found in nature, it must be produced from diverse sources. Many hydrogen production technologies exist in different stages of development. Nowadays, approximately 96% of the hydrogen comes from fossil fuels [4,23], where steam reforming and partial oxidation of hydrocarbons are the main production methods. Steam reforming with natural gas is also the cheapest source of hydrogen [24]. Using a Ni-based catalyst, steam reacts with methane to form hydrogen, as described in equation (1.1).

\[
\text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons \text{CO} + 3\text{H}_2 \tag{1.1}
\]

From this, additional hydrogen can be formed via the water-gas shift reaction:

\[
\text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 \tag{1.2}
\]

Among the main disadvantages of using steam reforming to produce hydrogen, there is the massive amount of CO/CO\(_2\) emitted. Including all processes, 500 megatonnes CO\(_2\) are emitted annually for hydrogen production [25]. In addition, the process requires a huge amount of energy (heat) to drive the reaction, and large installations. Also, the hydrogen produced from steam reforming is contaminated with CO, which can be problematic for some fuel cell technologies because of catalyst poisoning/deactivation. As one of the main point of interest in developing a hydrogen-based energy system is to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions, steam reforming is not the ideal option. Photolytic processes, another way of producing hydrogen, includes biological and photoelectrochemical production. Currently, production of hydrogen using water only represents 4% of the total production [26]. However, electrolysis of water is very promising on the long run as it could help us reach the atmospheric CO\(_2\) concentration goals. The main advantage of hydrogen production using (photo)electrochemical processes is that it can use renewable energy like wind and solar to oxidize water.

The development of a hydrogen economy requires large-scale and carbon free hydrogen production such as electrolyzer, and technologies that allow re-conversion of H\(_2\) into electricity like fuel cells, on top of distribution
infrastructures [24]. It is a real challenge, as it has to be cost competitive with the existing infrastructure of fossil fuels energy.

1.2.2 Overview of Electrolyzer Technologies

The solutions to our global energy crisis will consist of many different energy storage and conversion technologies. Electricity generation by wind and solar photovoltaics are technologies that are seeing market penetration [20]. However, wind and solar are inherently more variable and uncertain than oil or coal power stations. Although Denmark is already generating 45% of its electricity from wind [27], technical limitations such as grid stability and reliability prevent high penetration rates worldwide. The electrochemical synthesis of hydrogen using intermittent energy sources as buffer to overcome these fluctuations is definitely one promising pathway. The low temperature and fast start-up time of electrolyzers are particularly well suited towards coupling with renewable energies. In this section, both alkaline and polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) electrolyzers are presented.

During water electrolysis, water is split into its components, hydrogen and oxygen, by applying a current/voltage. This process allows conversion of electricity into chemical energy, and the technology uses up to 100 cells in a parallel circuit to deliver higher rate of hydrogen [26]. The efficiency can be modulated by changing the applied current/voltage. Two types of electrolyzers are introduced: alkaline and PEM electrolyzers. Schematics of the two systems are presented in Figure 1.5. The first one uses alkaline electrolyte while the latter functions under acidic conditions.

Alkaline electrolysis is a mature technology used since the 19th century [29]. The commercial device shows stable performance for up to 15 years with an efficiency ranging from 40 to 80% [26]. Two electrodes are immersed in a caustic potash alkaline electrolyte. The electrolyte is a key component; it provides ionic conductivity and is electronically insulating. As shown in Figure 1.5, left panel, a diaphragm that keeps the gas products apart from each other, separates the cathode and the anode compartments. H$_2$O is reduced at the cathode and H$_2$ is produced. OH$^-$ migrates through the diaphragm on the anode side, and is oxidized to O$_2$. Alkaline electrolyzers operate at low temperature, between 40-90°C. The typical cathode material is based on nickel nanoparticles supported on carbon. The anode material is usually composed of an alloy of Ni with Co and/or Fe. The maturity, and the cheap and abundant catalysts used are the main advantages of this technology. There are three main downsides to alkaline electrolyzer [28]. Cross-diffusion of H$_2$ is one of them, since it limits the efficiency, and most importantly represents a safety risk if the concentration of H$_2$ in O$_2$ reaches 2 vol.%. To avoid a system shutdown for safety reason, the device has to
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operating at low partial load range. An additional drawback of this technology is the limited current density caused by the high ohmic resistance across the liquid electrolyte and diaphragm. Finally, the device cannot be operated at high pressure, which results in a massive stack design. It should also be noted that while the overpotential for the oxygen evolution reaction is similar in acid and alkaline electrolyte, the hydrogen evolution kinetics are poorer in alkaline [30].

PEM water electrolysis cell was developed to overcome the drawbacks of the alkaline electrolyzers [28,31]. It uses acid electrolyte and a polymer electrolyte that allows very low gas crossover. Typically, the membrane is made of Nafion® or fumaprem®. The membrane is responsible for providing proton conductivity from the anode to the cathode side. The PEM electrolyzer also has a high operating pressure that enables the design of a compact device [26]. However, due to the strongly oxidizing conditions, only noble metals can be used as electrode materials. Pt is the best catalyst for the hydrogen evolution reaction [32], and requires very low loading [33]. IrO_x- and RuO_x-based catalysts are the most active materials for the oxygen evolution in acid [34,35].

Figure 1.6 compares the voltage efficiency as function of the current densities the alkaline and PEM electrolyzers. For both devices, the hydrogen production efficiency decreases with current density while the hydrogen production rate increases. For a specific cell geometry, this means that there

![Schematic of the operating principle of an alkaline and PEM water electrolysis cell. Taken from [28]](image-url)
is a trade-off between the amount of hydrogen one wants to produce and the efficiency of the device. This decrease is associated to mass transport limitation and ohmic resistance. For traditional alkaline electrolyzers, current density between 0.25 and 0.5 A/cm$^2$ can be delivered when operating at an efficiency between 70 to 80%. In comparison, for a similar efficiency, PEM water electrolyzers can achieve between 1.5 to 2 A/cm$^2$. From this, we can deduce that while alkaline electrolyzers are a mature and low-cost technology, PEM electrolyzers show a greater potential to increase efficiency and reduce capital investments [25] due to the higher current density and broader operational range.

Figure 1.7 shows the overpotential that goes for OER and HER in an alkaline electrolyzers. While high current density for the hydrogen evolution reaction can be achieved at relatively low overpotentials, it has been shown that the majority of the losses in water electrolyzers can be traced back to the oxygen evolution reaction [36,37]. For that reason, and because catalysts dissolve under OER conditions, more effort is needed toward the development of active and stable OER catalysts.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of the overpotentials associated with oxygen evolution and hydrogen evolution reactions taking place is alkaline electrolysers. Adapted from [37]

1.2.3 Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell

The requirements of new energy storage technology, for instance through water electrolysis, also involves the development of efficient ways to convert chemical energy into electrical energy. As such, the use of hydrogen as an energy carrier is closely linked to the deployment of electrolyzers and hydrogen fuel cells. Fuel cells are the technology that converts hydrogen, with oxygen from the air, into electricity and forms water as side-product. There are several types of fuel cells currently under development, such as solid oxide, polymer electrolyte membrane, direct methanol, alkaline, phosphoric acid, molten carbonate and reversible fuel cells [38]. Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is an attractive technology mainly because of its low operating conditions and quick start-up and load following, among others.

Hydrogen fuel cell technology can be integrated to cars where it could mitigate CO₂ emissions related to transportation. Indeed, hydrogen fuel cells can be use to propel fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs), a carbon-free technology. FCEVs are electric vehicles using hydrogen stored in pressurized tanks, with a fuel cell for direct conversion into electricity. The first FCEVs were developed in the 1960’s [25], but it is only in the last 10 years that the technology has developed to the extent that FCEVs were commer-
cialized for light duty passenger vehicles. Besides light duty passenger cars, hydrogen for application in transport has a promising future in light duty fleet vehicle and heavy-duty trucks, public transportation, non-electrified trains and maritime transport because of the fast recharging time of fuel cell. Hydrogen fuel cells can also be used in other end-use applications related to buildings and industries for heat or electricity production. Indeed, co-generation of power and heat by fuel cells is particularly attractive in the building sector as it can significantly increase the overall energy efficiency [25]. Compared to the 45-50% electric energy efficiency in FCEVs, stationary fuel cells can reach up to 95% energy efficiency [39], mainly because it can use the heat being generated.

The basic principles of hydrogen fuel cell is simple: The hydrogen and oxygen are recombined, and an electric current is produced. The recombination of the hydrogen and oxygen is an exergonic reaction, but instead of heat energy being liberated, it is electric current that is produced [40]. To understand how an electrical current is produced, we need to look at the two half-cell reactions:

\[
\text{Anode} \quad 2\text{H}_2 \rightarrow 4\text{H}^+ + 4e^- \\
\text{Cathode} \quad \text{O}_2 + 4\text{H}^+ 4e^- \rightarrow 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\text{Overall} \quad 2\text{H}_2 + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow 2\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

The oxidation and reduction reactions taking place at the anode and cathode, respectively, are illustrated in Figure 1.8, where a schematic of a PEMFC is shown. The reaction at the anode of an acid electrolyte fuel cell consists of ionizing two H\(_2\) molecule into four H\(^+\), which liberates four electrons. The electrons travel through an external circuit and will recombine on the cathode side with O\(_2\) and the protons, that diffused through the polymer electrolyte membrane, to form water.

A measured polarization curve from Pt catalysts in PEMFC is shown in red in Figure 1.9. From this, one can observe that the open circuit potential is less than the theoretical value (1). A rapid loss in potential is then observed (2) before the voltage starts falling more slowly and linearly (3). There are few causes of voltage drops including activation loss, ohmic losses and mass transport or concentration losses [40]. At 1.5 A/cm\(^2\), the potential difference with the thermodynamic potential (green line) is significant. The fuel cell potential is of 0.57 V compared to 1.17 V for the ideal case. The blue curve represents the overpotential of the ORR, and accounts for 70% of the total potential loss. This indicates that most of the losses come from the sluggish kinetic of the ORR, and the design of more active catalysts is key for the increase in efficiency.

The U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE) cited durability and cost as the two main factors limiting the commercialization of hydrogen fuel cells
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell [41]

[4]. Platinum is the best pure metal catalyst for both the hydrogen oxidation reaction and the oxygen reduction reaction taking place at the anode and cathode, respectively. The platinum loading of state-of-the-art fuel cell requires $\sim 0.5 \text{ mg Pt per cm}^2$ which results in 50 g Pt per 100 kW vehicle [42]. Using the present technology, and should the 200 tons of Pt produced annually being dedicated only to FCEVs, only four million cars could be manufactured. In comparison, the worldwide automobile production was of 72 millions in 2016 [43]. As platinum is a very scarce and expensive material, the Pt loading really needs to be decreased for the deployment and economic viability of fuel cell vehicles. The anodic reaction, where the hydrogen oxidation reaction takes place, is not the main concern as 0.05 mg Pt per cm$^2$ of electrode area is necessary, compared to 0.4 mg Pt per cm$^2$ for the ORR [33]. Similarly to OER, it is highly challenging to find a metal catalyst for ORR that will have stable performance over time due to the acid electrolyte and oxidative potentials under reaction conditions [44–46].
1.3 Thesis Outline

My PhD work includes the chemical synthesis of Pt-rare-earth alloys for the oxygen reduction, but also in a more general manner the electrochemical testing of new catalysts for the oxygen evolution and reduction reaction. For all studies presented in this thesis, I have collaborated extensively with other researchers. I will depict the whole story but focus will be put on my contribution to the work.

Chapter 2 introduces the relevant parts of the field regarding the oxygen evolution and reduction reaction.

Chapter 3 presents the pertinent experimental methods for a good understanding of the results presented in this thesis.

Chapter 4 explores the electrochemical stability of rutile ruthenium oxide particles and well-defined surfaces for the oxygen evolution in acid electrolyte. The deposition of the RuO$_2$ oriented thin film electrodes was performed at MIT-EEL by Reshma R. Rao and Jonathan Hwang. I performed the stability measurements and the ICP-MS analysis, and participated to the analysis of the results.

Chapter 5 presents our work on the investigation of NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles for the oxygen evolution in alkaline electrolyte. The design of the experiments was done by Béla Sebők, former PhD student, and myself. I did all the electrochemical measurements related to this work, except for the isotope labeling experiments, which were performed by Søren Scott, PhD
student. The extensive physical characterization work was performed by Béla Sebők and the electron microscopy part by Elisabetta Maria Fiordaliso, Postdoc at the Center for Electron Nanoscopy at DTU.

Chapter 6 reports the work on the chemical synthesis of Pt$_x$Y alloys on a gram scale. For the alkalide and cyanide reduction synthesis, the work was done in collaboration with a former postdoc at DTU Physics, Amado Andres Velazquez-Palenzuela. The alloys synthesized using thermal annealing was mostly developed by Brian Knudsen and Christoffer Pedersen during their PhD work. My contribution to this work was to follow their protocol and gain information through physical characterization. I was also involved in verifying their hypothesis made using thermodynamic calculations by doing thermal synthesis connected to the mass-spectrometer. Also, I did most of the physical characterization presented in this thesis, as well as the electron microscopy part. Lastly, Amado Velasquez also greatly contributed to this work by doing some of the electrochemical measurements.

Chapter 7 summarizes the main conclusions from my PhD work and provides directions for future research.
2.1 The basics of (Electro)Catalysis

This chapter introduces the basic concepts of catalysis applied to oxygen electrochemistry. The notions presented here were chosen with the aim to aid the understanding of Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

2.1.1 Thermodynamics of Electrode Reactions

The energy input in electrochemical reactions is the potential difference over two electrodes, \( \Delta U \) \[49\]. This difference in potential drives the transfer of protons and electrons, hence influencing the reaction rate. For an electrochemical reaction to take place, electrodes have to be immersed in a highly conductive electrolyte. An electrochemical reaction is divided into two half-reactions, i.e. a reduction and an oxidation reaction, each taking place at their respective electrode. The electrode where the oxidation takes place is called the anode, and the electrode where reduction takes place is called the cathode. As formulated in equation (2.1) \[50\], the equilibrium potential, \( U_{\text{cell}} \), depends on the change in Gibbs free energy, \( \Delta G_f \), the number of electrons exchanged in the reaction, \( n \), and the Faraday constant, \( F \):

\[
U_{\text{cell}} = \frac{\Delta G_f}{nF} \tag{2.1}
\]

Let us consider the following generic electrochemical reaction:

\[
bB + dD \rightarrow eE \tag{2.2}
\]

The change in Gibbs free energy for a reaction varies with temperature and pressure, and can be represented as function of the standard change in Gibbs free energy, \( \Delta G_f^0 \):
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\[ \Delta G_f = \Delta G_f^0 - RT \ln \left( \frac{a_B^b \cdot a_D^d}{a_M^m} \right) \]  

(2.3)

Where \( R \) is the gas constant, \( T \) the temperature, and \( a \), the reactant activity. The reactant activity is defined as function of the pressure, \( P \), and standard pressure, \( P_0 \), as: \( a = \frac{P}{P_0} \). The Nernst equation can be obtained by combining equation (2.1) and (2.4), giving:

\[ U_{cell} = U_{cell}^0 - RT \ln \left( \frac{a_B^b \cdot a_D^d}{a_M^m} \right) \]  

(2.4)

The Nernst equation is useful to determine the minimum change in voltage to drive a non-spontaneous electrochemical reaction [49]. Often, if not always, the operating potential deviates from \( U_{cell}^0 \). As presented in equation (2.5), the minimum voltage required to drive a reaction depends on different parameters:

\[ U_{cell} = U_{cell}^0 \pm iR \pm \eta_{mt} \pm \eta_a \]  

(2.5)

That includes, the standard potential, the ohmic drop \( (iR) \), the mass transport overpotential \( (\eta_{mt}) \), and the activation overpotential \( (\eta_a) \).

The standard potential is specific to the reaction occurring at the surface. The ohmic losses are the resistance to the flow of electrons through the material of the electrodes, as well as the resistance to the flow of ions through the electrolyte. The mass transport or concentration losses result from the change in the amount of reactant molecules reaching the surface. Finally, the activation overpotential can be reduced through the optimization of the catalyst, since it is a kinetic parameter [40]. The work presented in this thesis mainly concerns the optimization of the activation overpotential by optimizing the catalyst electrode.

2.1.2 Role of a Catalyst

A catalyst is defined as a substance that accelerates a chemical reaction without undergoing any permanent changes itself [51]. A catalyst strictly affects the kinetics, and does not have any impacts on the thermodynamic equilibrium. The analogy in Figure 2.1 illustrates this concept. Let us assume one takes a walk to go from point A to point B. The difference in elevation between point B and A is correlated to the reaction thermodynamics, which cannot change. On the other hand, the pathway to get from A to B, in this case, the reaction kinetics, can be influenced by the catalyst.

The catalyst accelerates a reaction by forming bonds with the reactants. The molecules undergo changes, going through reaction intermediates, before the products detach from the surface. In theory, the same active
Figure 2.1: Analogy to illustrate the difference between reaction kinetics and thermodynamics

The reaction rate depends on the potential energy diagram (Figure 2.2), where the non-catalytic and catalytic reaction are compared. The uncatalyzed reaction can be described by using the Arrhenius equation [51]:

\[ k = Ae^{-\frac{E_a}{RT}} \]  

where \( E_a \) is the activation barrier, \( T \) the temperature, \( R \) the gas constant, and \( A \) a constant. The reaction will proceed when there is sufficient energy to overcome the energy barrier. If a reaction is catalyzed, the reactants bond first to the catalyst, through a spontaneous reaction. The reaction proceeds at the surface of the catalyst. The activation energy in that case is smaller than the non-catalyzed activation energy, i.e. \( *E_a < E_a \). Once the reaction is completed, the products desorb from the catalyst in an endothermic step.

In thermal catalysis, the reaction is initiated through high pressure and high temperature. In electrochemical reactions, it is by applying voltage/current that the reaction is favored [49]. Using density functional theory calculations (DFT), Rossmeisl, Nørskov and co-workers used a thermodynamic approach to explain the origin of the overpotential for both oxygen...
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Figure 2.2: Potential energy diagram of an electrochemical reaction, with gaseous reactants and products, and solid catalyst. The uncatalyzed reaction goes over a much considerable energy barrier. Adapter from [51]

reduction [52] and oxygen evolution [53]. For the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), or inversely, the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), 4 proton-electron transfer steps on single metal sites is assumed. In acidic environment the ORR/OER mechanism is:

\[
O_2 + 4H^+ + 4e^- \leftrightarrow OOH^* + 3H^+ + 3e^- \quad (2.7)
\]

\[
OOH^* + 3H^+ + 3e^- \leftrightarrow O^* + H_2O + 2H^+ + 2e^- \quad (2.8)
\]

\[
O^* + H_2O + 2H^+ + 2e^- \leftrightarrow OH^* + H_2O + H^+ + e^- \quad (2.9)
\]

\[
OH^* + H_2O + H^+ + e^- \leftrightarrow 2H_2O \quad (2.10)
\]

Where * denotes surface site. Equivalently, the reaction in alkaline can be written as:

\[
O_2 + 2H_2O + 4e^- \leftrightarrow OOH^* + H_2O + OH^- + 3e^- \quad (2.11)
\]

\[
OOH^* + H_2O + OH^- + 3e^- \leftrightarrow O^* + H_2O + 2OH^- + 2e^- \quad (2.12)
\]
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\[
O^* + H_2O + 2OH^- + 2e^- \leftrightarrow OH^* + 3OH^- + e^- \quad (2.13)
\]

\[
OH^* + 3OH^- + e^- \leftrightarrow 4OH^- \quad (2.14)
\]

The reaction intermediates \((O^*, OH^*, OOH^*)\) are the same in base and acid electrolyte \([54,55]\). Each step of the reaction is associated to a specific \(\Delta G\). The free-energy diagram for the oxygen evolution on an ideal catalyst is presented in Figure 2.3a. On this ideal surface, the four charge transfer steps are equal resulting in an individual step height of 1.23 eV at room temperature, and a total change in free energy of 4.92 eV, when \(U = 0\) V vs RHE. By definition, the overpotential is any deviation from the equal steps.

The free-energy diagram for the ORR on Pt(111) at several electrode potential was calculated \([52]\) (Figure 2.3b). At the equilibrium potential, i.e. \(U = 1.23\) V, the barrier for OOH\(^*\) formation (\(\Delta G_{OOH^*}\)) and OH\(^*\) reduction (\(\Delta G_{OH^*}\)) are still uphill in energy. By increasing the overpotential, the driving force the reaction step for each reaction is increase until all the reactions steps become downhill in energy. \(\Delta G_{OH^*}\) is the potential determining step, which the last step to become downhill in energy. For the ORR on Pt(111), it is at \(U = 0.78\) V that all reaction steps are exergonic. Similarly, Rossmeisl and co-workers calculated the free-energy energies of intermediates on RuO\(_2\) for the oxygen evolution at \(U = 0, 1.23\) and \(1.60\) V \([53]\), and the results are presented in Figure 2.3c. According to their findings, it is only at \(U = 1.60\) V that they all reaction steps are downhill in energy, and the oxygen is evolved.

According to the free-energy diagram calculated for the ORR on Pt(111) (Figure 2.3b), the ideal catalyst would bind OOH\(^*\) more strongly than Pt, but OH\(^*\) more weakly. Unfortunately, \(\Delta G_{OOH^*}\) and \(\Delta G_{OH^*}\) cannot be varied independently. Because each adsorbate binds the surface via the oxygen atom, it is expected that the too strong binding for O\(^*\) also translates for HO\(^*\) and HOO\(^*\). The theoretical plot of free energies of adsorption of HOO\(^*\), HO\(^*\) and O\(^*\), shows a linear relations, as presented in Figure 2.4. More specifically, the Figure shows that the energy difference between \(\Delta G_{OH^*}\) and \(\Delta G_{OOH^*}\) is of \(\sim 3.2\) eV. This difference in energy does not match the one of the ideal case, calculated to be of \(2 \times 1.23\) eV, which implies that the minimum value for \(\Delta G_{OH^*} + \Delta G_{OOH^*} \approx 0.8\) eV. As shown in Figure 2.4, for an ideal catalyst, the overpotential is shared equally so that \(\Delta G_{OH^*} = \Delta G_{OOH^*} \approx 0.4\) eV. Based on these calculation, the best catalyst will have, at least, 0.4 eV in overpotential.

The so called volcano plot is a result of the scaling relation, where the top of the volcano is associated to the ideal catalyst. If the binding is too weak (right side of the volcano), the reactants do not adsorb at the surface of
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Figure 2.3: Free-energy diagram for a) ideal standard free energy diagram at zero potential ($U=0$ V vs RHE), and at equilibrium potential ($U=E^0$), b) Free-energy diagram for oxygen reduction over Pt(111) for low oxygen coverage are shown at $U=0$, 1.23 and 0.78 V, and c) Free-energy diagram of the OER on O-/*-covered RuO$_2$ at U=0, 1.23 and 1.60. * represents an active site. a) is adapted from [52,53], b) is taken from [52], and c) is taken from [53].
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Figure 2.4: Theoretical plot of free energies of adsorption of OOH\(^*\), OH\(^*\) and O\(^*\), as a function of \(\Delta F_{O H^*}\), for (111), (100) and (211) pure metal surfaces (filled squares), and Pt overlayers on Pt-alloy surfaces (open circles). Figure taken from [53,56]

the catalyst and the reaction does not take place. Conversely, if the binding is too strong (left side of the volcano), the products will not desorb from the catalyst and, therefore, act as a poison. The volcano plots associated to the ORR and OER are presented in Figure 2.5a and b, respectively. The ORR volcano plot plots the theoretical activity measured from DFT calculations as a function of the O binding energy [52]. As presented on this volcano, Pt is the best pure metal catalyst for the ORR. The OER volcano plot for metal oxides in acid and alkaline electrolyte where the overpotential measured for \(j = 1 \text{ mA/cm}^2\) is plotted as a function of hydroxil binding energy [57]. The overpotential presented in this OER volcano come from theoretical and experimental data. Figure 2.5b shows that IrO\(_x\)/SrIrO\(_3\) and NiFeO\(_x\) have among the lowest overpotential. RuO\(_x\)-based catalyst, which is among the most active OER catalysts in acid, was not included in this plot by the author, but should sit very close to the top of the volcano according to previous DFT calculations [53].
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Figure 2.5: a) ORR volcano plot for metals. The ORR activity was calculated from DFT and is plotted as function of the oxygen binding energy. Figure adapted from [52] b) OER volcano plot for metal oxides. The overpotential measured at $j=1$ mA/cm$^2$, taken from theoretical and experimental data, is plotted as function of the hydroxyl binding energy. Figure adapted from [57].
2.1.3 Catalyst Design

As presented in the previous section, most catalysts bind the reactant intermediates either too strongly or too weakly, hence limiting the reaction rate. The design of more efficient electrocatalysts is a key step in the development of electrochemical devices [51]. There are many approaches that can be used to optimize the binding of the reactants, reactant intermediates and products to the surface of the catalyst. Two main catalytic development strategies can be combined to reach the highest catalytic activity [57]: (i) increasing the total number of active sites, and (ii) increasing the specific catalytic activity of the electrode material.

The first strategy, increasing the total number of active sites, is achieved by increasing the electrochemical surface area of the material, or the loading. The electrochemical surface area can be increased, for example, by using highly porous substrates, like foam, or through the development of high surface-to-bulk ratio catalyst like nanoparticles [51]. However, this approach has a limited impact on the reaction rate as the activity can only increase linearly with the number of active sites. Also, with high material loading, charge and mass transport rapidly become physical limitations.

The other way of increasing the overall catalytic activity is to increase the specific catalytic activity of the electrode material. This strategy is much more appealing as it can lead to orders of magnitude increase in specific activity. To increase the specific catalytic activity, the binding energy of the molecular species to the surface needs to be tuned. An atomic-scale understanding of phenomena in electrochemistry is intimately tied to the electronic structure of the electrode’s surface.

The electronic structure of a material can be altered via strain and ligand effects [58,59]. The binding energy of the molecular species to the surface can be tuned via alloying. When a metal is alloyed with another one, its electronic structure is modified by solute metal atoms of a different composition. The internal energy can be modified when the molecule is strained, which in turn also changes the electronic structure [60]. Strain effect can be explained via the d-band model, where a compression/extension in the lattice parameter of a metal will lead the a shift in the d-band centre, resulting in a surface that binds more strongly/weakly the adsorbates [60]. Let us take two example where the ligand and/or strain effects changes the surface’s binding energy.

Near-surface alloy (NSA) of Cu/Pt(111) was investigated by Chorkendorff [61], and Stephens [62] and co-workers for the ORR. They showed, using cyclic voltammetry, a lower OH adsorption on NSA Cu/Pt(111), which translated into a weaker binding for $^\ast$H, $^\ast$OH and $^\ast$CO, compare to Pt(111). They ORR electrochemical measurements also show higher activity for the
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NSA Cu/Pt(111) than for Pt (111). The weakening effect can be attributed to both ligand and strain effects, as these effects cannot be distinguished.

As second example, let us take the case of a platinum nanoparticle, as shown in Figure 2.6. The (111) and (100) facets, as illustrated, have different coordination numbers (CNs). The (111) surface is a close-packed surface with a CN of 9. In comparison, the (100) is a more open surface with a CN of 8. Terraces, kinks and steps also exhibit different CNs, the most uncoordinated surface being the kink sites. An atom with fewer neighbors results in an upshift of the d-band centre, resulting in a surface which binds more strongly than unstrained Pt.

![Figure 2.6: Schematic of a nanoparticles where the (111) sites are in blue, (100) sites in purple, steps in green and kinks in pink. Taken from [63]](image)

2.2 Overview of Promising OER Catalysts

This section presents a short overview of the state-of-the-art OER catalysts in acid and alkaline. This overview of the literature is oriented towards the types of materials investigated during this PhD work.

2.2.1 Acid OER Catalysts

Figure 2.7 shows an overview of the most active catalysts in acid electrolyte for the OER. Finding an efficient OER catalyst well-suited for application in PEM electrolyzers is a great challenge, because few catalysts are stable at low pH under experimental conditions. As shown in Figure 2.7, only IrO$_x$- and RuO$_x$-based materials show decent activity under these conditions. They are the only materials that can reach $\sim 5$ mA/cm$^2$$_{oxide}$ for potentials lower than 2 $V$$_{RHE}$ [30]. As shown in Figure 2.7, the oxidation pretreatment of these materials has a strong impact on their performance. In most cases, Ir and Ru become less active once oxidized. This is observed, for example for the Ru, RuO$_2$, Ir and IrO$_2$ thin films reported by Cherevko.
and co-workers (Referred as [c] in Figure 2.7) [64]. The most active Ir-based material ever reported is IrO$_{x}$/SrIrO$_3$ [65]. According to density functional theory (DFT) calculations [65], the high catalytic activity is associated to the formation of IrO$_3$ or IrO$_2$ anatase motifs when strontium leaches out. IrO$_x$ is a state-of-the-art OER catalyst in acid electrolyte because of its high catalytic activity and as it corrodes less than RuO$_x$ [64].

Figure 2.7: Overview of the state-of-the-art for the oxygen evolution reaction: a) In acid media. Data adapted from: [a] for Ru, Ir and Pt polycrystalline (pc) and nanoparticles (NP) [66] [b] for PtIr nanostructured thin-films (NSTF) [67], [c] for Ru, RuO$_2$, Ir and IrO$_2$ thin films [64], [d] for 100 nm IrO$_x$/SrIrO$_3$ [65], [e] for sputter RuO$_2$ [68], [f] for RuO$_2$ NPs [34], [g] for RuO$_2$ and IrO$_2$ NP [69], [h] for Ru$_{70}$Ir$_{30}$ and Ru$_{60}$Co$_{40}$ NP [70], [i] for Ru$_{0.7}$Ni$_{0.3}$O$_{2-y}$ [71] and [j] for RuO$_2$ oriented thin film and RuO$_2$ (110) single crystal (This work).

To the best of our knowledge, metallic Ru is the most active material reported so far [34,36,64]. Stoerzinger and co-workers demonstrated that the ability of a surface to oxidize OH$^-$ groups into O$_2$ strongly depends on the crystallographic structure of the rutile RuO$_2$ [35,72,73]. RuO$_2$ (001) oriented thin film measured in this work shows among the highest catalytic activity in acid. In comparison, we report a lower activity for RuO$_2$ (110) single crystal, the most thermodynamically stable surface [35].
Ir and Ru, both very expensive and scarce materials, can also be mixed with other cheap and abundant elements such as Ni or Co to reach similar performance [70,71]. Another way to decrease the amount of precious metal used is by increasing the surface-to-volume ratio. Stephens, Chorkendorff and co-workers performed a study using a model system, and showed that the diameter of Ru nanoparticle does not strongly affect the catalytic activity [34], which means that the nanoparticles can be optimized to the smallest particle size. Bimetallic Ru-Ir catalysts also present an interesting compromise between higher activity and stability [70,74,75].

Other noble metals such as Au, Pd or Pt could, at first, also seem like interesting candidates because they can resist the harsh environment of PEM electrolyzers. However, they are poor OER catalysts due to the large overpotential required to form an oxide surface layer before the reaction proceeds [55,76]. This is clearly demonstrated by the poor activity of Pt catalysts in polycrystalline and nanoparticulate forms [66].

Because of its exceptional catalytic activity, Ru is often used as benchmark in acid electrolyte. Shao-Horn and co-workers worked intensively on the understanding of the mechanism and active sites responsible for the high activity of rutile RuO$_2$ catalysts for oxygen evolution [35,72,73,77]. Part of their work consisted of studying preferentially oriented thin films obtained by pulsed laser deposition. They recently investigated a broader range of surface orientations, i.e. RuO$_2$ (100), (101), (110) and (111). Schematics of these rutile structures are presented in Figure 2.8A-D. In their work, they could correlate the density of active sites, namely coordinatively unsaturated Ru sites (CUS) that are identified in gold color in Figure 2.8A-D, to the increase in OER current measured at 1.53 V$_{RHE}$, as shown in Figure 2.8E.

They also used these catalysts to investigate the possible participation of lattice oxygen in the oxygen evolution. To do so, they used labelled water, H$_{2}^{18}$O, combined with online electrochemical mass spectrometry. All surfaces tested, i.e. rutile RuO$_2$ (100), (110), (001), (111) surfaces, and RuO$_2$ sputter-deposited polycrystalline thin film, showed no evidence of lattice oxygen participation.

Ru-based catalysts are generally more active than Ir-based ones, but also less stable. RuO$_2$ corrodes according to the following equation:

\[
\text{RuO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons \text{RuO}_4^{4+} + 4\text{H}^+ + 4\text{e}^- \quad (2.15)
\]

An overview of the faradaic efficiency (FE) for Ru dissolution during OER, based on OER measurements performed in acid and alkaline electrolyte, is presented in Figure 2.9. The FE to Ru corrosion varies over many orders of magnitude, and is dependant on the pretreatment. The FE
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Figure 2.8: RuO$_2$ oriented surfaces from the side (top image) and from above (bottom image) of the A) (100) B) (101) C) (110) and D) (111). The O atoms are in red, what is define as inactive Ru atoms in brown and the undercoordinated Ru atoms in gold where the O atom on this site is silver. E) Oxygen evolution current measured at 1.53 $V_{RHE}$ (right axis), and the number of undercoordinated Ru per nm$^2$ calculated using DFT. The Gibbs free energy per O atoms ($\Delta G_0$, in eV) is also indicated for each surface. Figure taken from [73].

to Ru dissolution measured for RuO$_2$ sputter deposited thin films in 0.1 M H$_2$SO$_4$ [68] is of 0.01%, while in the case of metallic Ru it reaches FE as high as 15% [34], and 10% for oriented SrRuO$_3$ in 0.1 M KOH [78]. Figure 2.9 does not show major differences between the FE for Ru corrosion in acid versus alkaline electrolyte. Also, it is not possible to establish any trends between metal dissolution and the current/potential applied, as the experimental conditions vary significantly for all the studies presented.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the faradaic efficiency of dissolution for Ru-based catalysts in acidic and alkaline electrolyte. The faradaic efficiency contributions associated to Ru dissolution during water oxidation, in percentage, were extracted from [a] Hodnik et al.[79] for Ru metal, electrochemically prepared RuO$_2$ and thermally prepared RuO$_2$ in 0.1 M HClO$_4$ [b] Cherevko et al. [64] for Ru metal, and thermally prepared RuO$_2$ in 0.1 M H$_2$SO$_4$ and 0.05 M NaOH. [c] Chang et al. [78] for polycrystalline Ru metal and oriented SrRuO$_3$ films in 0.1 M KOH. [d] Tamura et al. [80] measured Ru dissolution for Ru metal, hydrous RuO$_2$ and thermally prepared RuO$_2$ in 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$. [e] Paoli et al. [34] for Ru nanoparticles in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$. [f] Vukovic et al. [81] electrodeposited Ru electrode. Type A electrode: as prepared electrode, Type B electrode: electrochemical activation of type A in 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$. [g] Kim et al. [82] SrRuO$_3$ in 0.1 M KOH. [h] Paoli et al. [83] for Ru dissolution from plasma treated and thermally annealed RuO$_2$ nanoparticles in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ [i] Frydendal et al. [68] for Ru dissolution from thermally prepared sputter deposited thin films in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$. 
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2.2.2 Alkaline OER Catalysts

In comparison to acid electrolyte, a broader variety of materials can be used in alkaline [30], including transition metal catalysts like Mn, Co, Ni and/or Fe. Figure 2.10 enables the comparison between some of the most active catalysts reported so far. While NiO is a poor catalyst for the oxygen evolution [84], bimetallic catalysts made of Ni and Fe show among the highest current density per geometric area. The most active catalysts include NiCeO\textsubscript{x}/Au [85], Ni\textsubscript{78}Fe\textsubscript{22}-Layered double hydroxide (LDH) [86] and Ni\textsubscript{75}Fe\textsubscript{15}O\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y} NP (this work), as presented. Co-based materials also show a very decent activity [30,87], approaching in some cases the one of NiFeO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y}. FeCoW [88], together with PrBaCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5+d} [89], were also reported as very promising catalysts for this reaction, enabling 10 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2} at 300 mV overpotential. In opposition to what was reported in acid electrolyte, scarce and expensive RuO\textsubscript{x}- and IrO\textsubscript{x}-based materials have relatively low catalytic activity in alkaline electrolyte [35,72], i.e. in some cases comparable or worse than NiO, which makes them highly unattractive for their application in alkaline electrolyzers. On top of being active and stable, OER catalysts should be conductive [84]. It was suggested that one way to increase the conductivity of a catalyst is via the use of a more conductive substrate [84,85,90,91]. In Figure 2.10, this is well demonstrated by the activity of NiCeO\textsubscript{x} that varies over one order of magnitude when deposited onto a gold substrate versus a glassy carbon one.

The incorporation of Fe into NiO, either by intentional addition in the synthesis process or via the Fe impurities contained in the KOH electrolyte [95–98], leads to a drastic activity increase. Figure 2.11a shows NiO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y} and NiFeO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y} cycled in 0.1 M KOH. NiO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y} was cycled in a Fe-free 0.1 M KOH, and the CV is presented in green. An anodic and cathodic peak associated to the oxidation and reduction of Ni\textsuperscript{+2} to Ni\textsuperscript{+3/4} is observed at around 0.12 and 0.06 V overpotential, respectively. When the same material is cycled in Fe-contaminated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte, a drastic increase in OER activity and a shift in the Ni redox peak are observed (orange curve). Fe does not have any features in the CV, but modifies Ni oxidation states. More specifically, the addition of Fe makes the oxidation of Ni more difficult, shifting the Ni redox feature to higher overpotential. The concentration of Fe leading to the optimal catalytic activity is rather broad. As presented on Figure 2.11b, similar catalytic activity are observed for NiFeO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y} where the optimal composition is between 10 and 50% Fe [99–102]. The identification of active sites in NiFeO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y} for the oxygen evolution is under debate. One hypothesis is that Fe is the active site [100]. The other hypothesis is that Ni is the active site, and that when Fe is incorporated into the structure, it affects its oxidation state, thus making it active for the reaction [103,104].
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Figure 2.10: Overview of the state of the art for the oxygen evolution reaction in alkaline media. Data adapted from: [a] for NiCeO$_x$/Au and NiCeO$_x$/GC [85], [b] for G-FeCoW [88], [c] for NiO$_x$H$_y$-Au [84], [d] for BSCF [92], [e] for PrBaCoO$_3$ [89], [f] for RuO$_2$ (100), RuO$_2$ (110), IrO$_2$ (100), IrO$_2$ (110) [35], [g] for RuO$_2$ and IrO$_2$ NP [69], [h] for SrIrO$_3$ [93], [i] for CoFeO$_x$ [30], [j] for Ni$_{85}$Fe$_{15}$ (This work), [k] for Ni$_{78}$Fe$_{22}$-LDH [86], [l] for sputter MnO$_x$ [68], [m] for Co$_3$O$_4$ NP [87] and [n] for Ni$_{0.9}$Fe$_{0.1}$O$_x$ [94].

Figure 2.11: a) Effect of Fe on surface redox chemistry of Ni and oxygen evolution activity of Ni(Fe)O$_x$H$_y$ catalyst. The scans were recorded at 10 mV/s in 1.0 M KOH. b) Determination of optimal composition [99], [100], [101], [102] Taken from [105]
The NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ structure can easily be compared to NiO$_x$H$_y$. According to the Pourbaix diagram, Ni(OH)$_2$ is stable in alkaline conditions between pH 9 to 13 [106]. In this structure, Ni has the oxidation state +2. The nature of the catalyst is affected by the electrochemical conditions or, in other words, by the charge/discharge processes, as presented in Figure 2.12a. When Ni(OH)$_2$ is oxidized and deprotonated, NiO$_x$H$_y$ is obtained. The oxidation state of Ni can then vary from +2 or +3, if NiOOH is favored [107]. By charging and discharging processes, it is possible to go from $\beta$-Ni(OH)$_2$ to $\beta$-NiOOH. The increase of the potential above the charging of $\beta$-Ni(OH)$_2$ to $\beta$-NiOOH oxidize the structure to $\gamma$-NiOOH [107–109]. The crystallographic structure of the $\beta$-Ni(OH)$_2$ is well known but the oxidized phases, $\beta$- and $\gamma$-NiOOH, are under debate. The crystallographic transformations are only valid when the charge/discharge processes take place in Fe-free electrolyte. The intercalation of Fe in Ni(OH)$_2$ leads to the formation of charged layers that are balanced by anions located in-between the layers [99,100]. For example, H$_2$O intercalates into the structure and forms hydrogen bond with the OH$^-$ groups in the layers. Figure 2.12b is a schematic of one of the crystallographic structure of $\gamma$-NiFeO$_x$H$_y$, known as LDH, where Fe substitutes 25% of the initial Ni.

So far, some studies showed that oxygen from the lattice of the oxide material can also contribute to the OER. More specifically, participation of lattice oxygen was previously observed on Au surface oxide [110], IrO$_2$/Ti [111], Co$_3$O$_4$ spinel [112], some Ru-based catalysts [71,113] and perovskite with high metal-oxygen bond valency, including La$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$CoO$_{3-\gamma}$.
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Pr$_{0.5}$Ba$_{0.5}$CoO$_{3−\gamma}$ and SrCoO$_{3−\gamma}$ [114]. On the other hand, the participation of lattice oxygen was not observed for oriented thin films of rutile RuO$_2$ [73], as mentioned above, and perovskites with low metal-oxygen bond valency like LaCoO$_3$ [114]. For all these studies, isotope labelled water coupled with a sensitive detection method involving mass spectrometry was used.

In the case of NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ catalyst, the notion of bulk activity implies i) oxidation of water located in-between the nanosheets and ii) oxygen from the lattice that is evolved as O$_2$. Bulk activity in NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ catalyst was supported by recent DFT calculations from Vojvodic and co-workers [115]. These calculations showed similar thermodynamics for the OER intermediates in the bulk of the material and at the surface of the material, i.e. in-between the nanosheets and on the (001) surface orientation. Moreover, Boettcher and co-workers reported a linear increase of the OER current as a function of NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ loading up to 100 $\mu$g/cm$^2$ [116], which could suggest bulk activity. In opposition to this work, Hu and co-workers showed that the apparent turnover frequency decreases with higher loading [117]. As presented here, it can be difficult to distinguish between the surface and bulk activity with high loading and not well-defined experimental conditions. A thorough and reliable answer to this question would require a model system.

2.2.3 Does More Active Equals Less Stable?

Activity is a critical parameter in catalyst development, but achieving stability is also essential. As mentioned previously, stability is a challenge for the OER catalysts considering the very harsh experimental conditions. Long-term testing can be difficult to achieve and, in that case, shorter experimental procedures revealing the stability on the long term are necessary. It is wrong to believe that stability of a catalyst can be evaluated only on the basis of potentiostatic and/or galvanostatic measurements [118]. In such cases, one would assume that a loss of stability would immediately translate into an increase of potential or loss of current, which is not necessarily representative of the phenomena occurring. It was demonstrated that corrosion might occur even though the current/potential is stable [68]. Indeed, it is possible that metal dissolution occurs but as new atoms are then at the surface, the current/potential is not affected. In an effort to overcome this issue, Chorkendorff and co-workers developed an approach where they coupled stability measurements to inductively coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) [68]. In their work, they sputter deposited MnO$_x$ and RuO$_2$ on quartz crystal. They performed both potentiostatic and galvanostatic measurements while measuring the amount of metal, Mn or Ru, dissolved in the electrolyte and monitored the mass of the catalysts with the EQCM.
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Figure 2.13: Steady-state measurement at a) constant current of 20 mA/cm$^2$ and b) constant potential of 1.8 V$_{RHE}$ for 40 nm RuO$_2$ in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$. The black lines refer to the potential/current recorded, and blue lines to the change in mass based on in situ resonance frequency measurements. c) Comparison of the mass loss from the ICP-MS and EQCM measurements adapted for RuO$_2$ mass. Figure taken from[68]
Figure 2.13 shows the results obtained when doing stability tests at 30 mA/cm$^2$ (Figure 2.13a) and 1.8 V$_{RHE}$ (Figure 2.13b) with RuO$_2$ thin film catalyst in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$. The EQCM follows the mass variation during the stability tests by measuring the change in frequency of a quartz crystal resonator. The black lines are associated to the potential (Figure 2.13a) and (Figure 2.13b) current recorded. The blue lines correspond to the mass variation of the RuO$_2$ catalysts during the measurement. The metal dissolution was also monitored by sampling the electrolyte and measuring the Ru concentrations. In Figure 2.13c, the Ru dissolution rates measured by ICP-MS and EQCM are compared for each measurements.

Figure 2.13a might suggest that RuO$_2$ is stable under these conditions over 2h. However, the constant mass change registered corresponding to mass loss says otherwise. On the other hand, when looking at the current recorded at 1.8 V$_{RHE}$ (Figure 2.13b), a more evident change is observed. The current rapidly decreases, and then becomes stable at 20 mA/cm$^2$. Similarly to what was shown for the chronopotentiometry at 30 mA/cm$^2$, a constant mass change/loss occurred. This observation was confirmed with the ICP-MS with which the Ru concentration in the electrolyte was measured (Figure 2.13c). It was suggested, by theoretical studies, that low-coordinated sites, such as steps, kinks and defects, are more likely to corrode than terrace sites [119–121]. Removing a terrace site requires more energy as the terrace site has more bonds than undercoordinated sites.

In the last few years, researchers have also tried to correlate activity with stability [64,78,122–125]. With the aim of establishing a correlation between noble metals and their dissolution profile, Mayrhofer and co-workers performed a comparative study between Ru, Ir and Pt [125]. Using a flow cell/ICP-MS, they focused on the relation between the dissolution of the materials and their activity. The stability of the oxidized metal was evaluated during OER under short-steady-state chronopotentiometries of 600s. Figure 2.14 shows the mass dissolution profile as a function of time and current. The first sweep from reductive to anodic potential leads to oxidation of the surface and, hence, to transient dissolution. A transient dissolution is still observed every time the current is increased, as observed for the first 600s measurement of Ru, Ir and Pt, but the metal dissolution is less than what was observed for the first oxidation. After the transient dissolution, a slow decrease in metal dissolution is observed. As shown in Figure 2.14a, the dissolution rate of Ru at 1.5 mA/cm$^2$ is much bigger than the first transient, in contrast to what was observed with Ir and Pt. Also, it is worth noting that at all applied current, Ru has the highest corrosion rate. The reason explaining the very low dissolution of Pt is the formation of a passive surface oxide layer that inhibits further Pt dissolution [125]. The FE associated to the metal dissolution in that work is ranging between 0.0005,
Figure 2.14: Dissolution profile of a) Ru b) Ir and c) Pt under galvanostatic measurements. The current profile (gray line) applied was the same for all metals. Figure taken from [125]

Iridium is much more stable than ruthenium. Independently of the electrolyte, it was reported that dissolution increases as $\text{IrO}_2 \ll \text{RuO}_2 < \text{Ir} \ll \text{Ru}$ [64]. It was also reported that a combined $\text{IrO}_x/\text{RuO}_x$ system can be a compromise between the excellent catalytic activity of ruthenium oxides and the better stability of iridium oxides [64,74]. Chorkendorff and co-workers reported that submonolayer amount of $\text{IrO}_x$ at the surface of $\text{RuO}_x$ helps reducing Ru corrosion while reaching decent current density [74]. Strasser and co-workers used a thermodynamic argument to correlate oxygen evolution and metal dissolution [126]. They suggested that $\text{O}_2$ generates catalyst degradation via the discharge of oxide anions. Even though we understand that there is a rationale linking $\text{O}_2$ evolution to dissolution, based on the arguments presented in this work, we do not think that the driving force for $\text{RuO}_2$ dissolution is greater than the one for oxygen evolution.

Figure 2.15 presents the activity-stability relationship reported in acid by a) Markovic and co-workers [75] and b) Mayrhofer and co-workers [125]. The metal dissolution of Os, Ru, Ir, Pt and Au, as presented in Figure
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2.15a, comes from the first sweep from 1.23 $V_{RHE}$ to 5 mA/cm$^2$, in acid electrolyte. This study reported a decrease in noble metal dissolution for smaller overpotential, where Os is the most unstable and also the most active material. Mayrhofer and co-workers investigated the metal dissolution of similar metals including Rh and Pd on top of Os, Ru, Ir, Pt and Au (Figure 2.15b). In that study, the metal dissolution was measured in situ while cycling from 0 to 1.5 $V_{RHE}$. It is very interesting to notice that the trend from that study is really different than the one reported by Markovic and co-workers [75]. In this case, more active catalysts were not directly related to less stable ones. This opens up a very interesting question on the validity of the universal claim that Markovic and co-workers [75,78,122,123,127] made: Does a more active catalyst necessarily mean less stable?

Figure 2.15: Stability and activity relationship for a) Os, Ru, Ir, Pt and Au for the first cyclic voltammetry from 1.23 $V_{RHE}$ ($\eta$=0) to 5 mA/cm$^2$ in acid electrolyte. The metal dissolution is measured from the electrolyte after stability measurement. Data from Markovic and co-workers [75] b) Stability and activity relationship for Ru, Ir, Rh, Pd, Pt and Au measured in-situ while cycling from 0 to 1.5 $V_{RHE}$ in acid electrolyte. Data from Mayrhofer and co-workers [125]. Figure adapted from [90].
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The development of new cathode electrodes for the ORR is of paramount importance in the quest to increase hydrogen fuel cell technology on the market. It is reported that Pt loading in PEMFCs should be reduced by a factor of 4 to 10 for large-scale development [42,128]. Over the years, researchers have put a lot of effort in the development of more active ORR catalysts. Pt is the most active pure metal catalyst for the ORR, sitting very close to the top of the volcano plot but still binds $\text{OH}_{\text{ads}} \sim 0.1 \text{ eV}$ too strongly for optimal activity. Based on this information, the idea is to develop new ORR catalyst that binds to these intermediate slightly more weakly. The adsorption energy of reaction intermediates to the surface can be optimize by lowering the average energy of the Pt 5d band compare to Fermi level [51]. The Pt 5d band can be modified using strain and ligand effect. The more direct approach for having a great catalyst and low Pt loading is by introducing another metal to the already active Pt catalyst. As highlighted by Chorkendorff and co-workers [56], the ideal ORR catalyst would have only one monolayer of Pt that is, at least, as active as Pt, and have a core made of a cheap and abundant metal, on top of being stable.

When Pt is alloyed with a less noble metal, the corrosive experimental conditions favor the formation of a Pt overlayer while the alloy remains in the core of the material. In the 1990’s, Mukerjee and co-workers [129–131] showed that Pt alloyed with transition metal like Ni, Co and Cr have significant increase in activity in PEMFCs, compare to bare Pt. More recently, a broader range of Pt alloys with 3d transition metals were investigated. With the aim of understanding the oxygen reduction better, and eventually being able to predict ORR reactivity, bulk crystalline samples of $\text{Pt}_3\text{M}$, $\text{M}=\text{Ti, V, Fe, Co and Ni}$, were tested [132–134]. From this, Markovic and co-workers were able to demonstrate that these alloys are more active than Pt, and that there is a fundamental relationship between the electrocatalytic activity and the d-band center for the ORR. $\text{Pt}_3\text{Co}$ showed the highest specific activity measured at $0.9 \text{ V}_{\text{RHE}}$. They also studied the surface reconstruction of these alloys when exposed to different experimental conditions. In their work, all polycrystalline bulk $\text{Pt}_3\text{M}$ were prepared by conventional metallurgy (i), the samples were annealed (ii) and finally submitted to electrochemical ORR measurements (iii). The LEIS and Auger spectra, and CVs before/after annealing and electrochemistry were recorded, and they found that the near-surface region is dependent on the pre-treatment. Taking $\text{Pt}_3\text{Fe}$ as example, the LEIS and Auger spectra after annealing compare to the initial one show a change from 75% Pt and 25% Fe to pure platinum due to surface segregation. This Pt overlayer is referred to as Pt-skin and is typically 1-2 nm thick. The influence of ORR EC measurements was
also investigated using Auger spectroscopy on the as-prepared and after EC measurements sample. Auger spectra of the post electrochemically measured Pt₃M bulk sample showed an attenuated Fe signal compared to the one before EC measurements. This indicates that during the ORR measurement in 0.1 M HClO₄, Fe dissolves and a Pt overlayer is formed. To differentiate between the Pt overlayer created in UHV and electrochemistry, the latter was referred to as Pt-skeleton in opposition to Pt-skin. The Pt-skeleton overlayer was observed to be thicker than that of Pt-skin and also more porous. The differences between PtNi alloy, Pt-Ni/Pt-skeleton and PtNi/Pt-skin for a nanoparticle is presented in Figure 2.16. For both cases, once the Pt overlayer is formed, it acts as "protection" for the sub-surface alloy from the oxidative ORR conditions [106].

![Figure 2.16: Schematics of a PtNi alloy, Pt-Ni/Pt-skeleton and PtNi/Pt-skin nanoparticles. Figure taken from [135].](image)

To better understand how the near surface layer influences the ORR activity, Stamenkovic and co-workers pursued the work with well-defined Pt₃Ni (111), (110) and (100) surfaces [136]. They reported a 90-fold improvement for the Pt₃Ni(111) surface over the commercial Pt/C nanoparticles, which is, to our knowledge, the highest specific activity ever reported. Based on the extremely high activity obtained from this model system, they tried to extend it to the nanoparticulate form. They synthesized Pt₃Ni nanoframe by leaching a Pt₃Ni polyhedra structure [137]. However, translating model to a scalable system like nanoparticles is highly challenging. As expected, even though extremely high, the activity of the Pt₃Ni nanoframe is lower than the one reported for the Pt₃Ni(111) surface. When compared with Pt/C and PtNi/C nanoparticles, it ranks as follows: Pt/C < PtNi/C << Pt₃Ni nanoframes. More specifically, the Pt₃Ni nanoframe shows a 22-fold enhancement in specific activity, and 36-fold improvement in mass activity, when compared to Pt/C nanoparticles. One of the downside of Pt₃Ni nanoframe is the relatively complicated synthesis procedure that cannot be scaled-up easily. It was demonstrated that by scaling up Pt₃Ni nanoframe by a factor of 10, i.e. to obtain a total of 60 mg catalyst, a decrease in ac-
tivity of roughly half was reported. Using the PtNi/C octahedra structure already developed, Huang and co-workers investigated metal-doped PtNi/C [138]. They reported that using Mo as dopant enables better performance and more stable catalyst.

With the aim of integrating Pt$_3$M catalyst into fuel cell devices, other scientists such as Mayrhofer [139] and Shao-Horn and co-workers [140,141] worked on the development of Pt$_3$M/C nanoparticles. From PtM$_x$, where $x>1$, M=Cu, Ni, Co, came the dealloyed catalysts pioneered by Peter Strasser [142–147]. The dealloyed catalyst refers to a bimetallic alloy where the more reactive component (M in Pt$_x$M), was preferentially dissolved. For example, dealloyed Pt-Cu [145] and Pt-Ni nanoparticles [148] were reported with uniquely high catalytic activity, i.e. 0.55 and 1.72 A/mg, respectively.

Another category of very active catalysts for the ORR are the hollow Pt-alloy structures. In a very recent review published by Maillard and co-workers [149], they present the recent development made in this field. They explain how the Kirkendall effect or galvanic replacement leads to the formation of hollow Pt-alloy nanoparticles. The Kirkendall effect is described as the interdiffusion of two metals causes by the difference in diffusion rates of the metal atoms [150]. In hollow structure, locally-compressed and -expanded domains co-exist. The structural disorder created by the Kirkendall effect can be simplified by the concept introduced by Calle-Vallejo and co-workers on “generalized” coordination number ($\tilde{CN}$) [151]. $\tilde{CN}$, to which weight is considered to each first-nearest neighbor atoms, allows the comparison in activity of nanoparticles and extended surfaces. Defects, steps or kink sites are more reactive, favoring stronger adsorption of intermediate species and should thus be minimize.

Figure 2.17 presents the state-of-the-art ORR catalyst normalized to the mass of platinum, the most relevant parameter for large scale application of PEMFCs. Interestingly, the most active catalyst reported so far was obtained from leaching of PtNi nanowires and is exclusively constitute of platinum. Altough liquid half cells are well-suited for laboratory studies as they required a small amount of material and the parameter of conventional RDE measurements are easy to optimize, Chorkendorff and co-workers [152] showed that it reflects poorly on the performance in a PEMFC. For example, the highly active PtNi/C nanoframe that was reported with a mass activity of 5.7 A/mg$_{Pt}$ at 0.9 V$_{RHE}$ yield to only 0.76 A/mg$_{Pt}$ when tested in a fuel cell. This brings to our attention that our actual way of investigating catalyst activity should be optimized in order to mimic better the real device.

A highly active catalyst is pointless if the surface is unstable. Thus far, the goal of 0.44 A/mg$_{Pt}$ at 0.9 V$_{RHE}$ set by the USDOE [4] was reached, but not the stability requirements. A catalyst would be considered
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Figure 2.17: Overall ranking of ORR mass activity, normalized by the total mass of metal. Adapted from [153]. All data are taken in O$_2$-saturated HClO$_4$ at 1600 rpm at 0.9V$_{RHE}$,[154] for PtCoMn-NSTF, [155] for PtAu$_6$@Pt$_{ML}$, [135] for PtNi-Pt-skin, [153] for commercial Pt tkk 60%, [156] for Pt$_3$Co/C, Au@Pt$_3$Fe/C [157], [145] PtCu$_3$ dealloyed, [158] for Fe-Pt nanoparticles, [139] for PtNi@HGS, [159] for hollow Pt nanoparticles, [160] for Pt$_4$Pd Aerogel, [161] for Pd@Pt-Ni, [148] for PtNi Dealloyed, [162] for 9 nm Pt$_5$Y, [163] Pt$_{2.5}$Ni Octahedra, [164] for 8 nm Pt$_5$Gd, [137] for Pt$_3$Ni nanoframe, [138] for Mo-PtNi, [165] for Pt nanowires

"stable" if after 5000h of operation performance losses of 40% or lower were reached [4]. The generic problem with bimetallic ORR catalysts is the constant leaching of the less noble metal in acid electrolyte with time which results in a more Pt concentrated catalyst. The bimetallic catalyst of Pt alloy with early transition metal shows decent stability in RDE setup under accelerated stability test conditions but as presented, the observation made under such experimental conditions cannot automatically be translated to real operating conditions in PEMFC. Dubau and co-workers tested Pt$_3$Co/C nanoparticles in PEMFCs and showed direct evidence of bulk Co dissolution. The nanoparticles suffer compositional changes and slowly, the catalyst performance resembled more the one of Pt/C nanoparticles. Figure 2.18 enables the comparison of the nanoparticles composition in Pt and Co. The high-angle annular dark field images of the Pt$_3$Co nanoparticles over time show a depreciation in Co content to end up with only Pt nanoparticles after the 3422h stability test.
In the search of highly active but also more stable Pt-alloy materials for the oxygen reduction, our research group focused on Pt-rare-earth alloys for the oxygen reduction [162,164,167–169]. More specifically, Pt<sub>x</sub>Y and Pt<sub>x</sub>Gd have among the highest alloying energy ever reported. The intermetallics of Pt-rare-earth have greater resistance against diffusion over Pt alloyed with transition metals. The reason of their supposedly higher stability is related to the more negative heat of formation [47]. Most recently, Schiotz and co-workers demonstrated using DFT calculations that there is a correlation between the alloying energy and the diffusion barriers of the less noble component [170]. The overall dissolution process of Pt<sub>3</sub>Y and Pt<sub>3</sub>Co are compared in Figure 2.19, where an overview of the dealloying energy when the catalysts are tested in PEMFC at 1 V<sub>RHE</sub> is presented. According to this schematic, the atom of Co or Y that will dissolve has to go through the core alloy and the Pt overlayer. The initial energy barrier to dissolution is proportional to the alloy energy formation, explaining why the dissolution process.
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Figure 2.19: Schematic of the energy barrier for dealloying of Pt₃Co and Pt₃Y under operation conditions in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell at 1 V vs RHE. Taken from [170]

of Co is easier than Y, according to this study. Once the initial energy barrier is overcome, the dissolution process becomes more favor. At that point, the energy barrier to dissolution of Y from Pt₃Y is smaller, yet still bigger than Pt₃Co.

After being tested for the ORR, the Pt-rare-earth alloys show the formation of a platinum-skeleton with platinum overlayer being around ~1 nm thick. Stephens, Chorkendorff and co-workers [169,171] showed, using polycrystalline surfaces, that the ORR enhancement was attributed to compressive strain imposed onto this Pt overlayer by the alloy in the bulk. To accommodate the larger rare-earth atoms, most of the Pt atoms at the topmost layer are arranged in *kagome* nets [172]. The Pt-Pt nearest-neighbor in such structure is very short, i.e. < 2.7 Å, and bond length of 3 Å to their neighbor atom. The compressive strain in the Pt overlayer was also shown to be structure sensitive, with the activity for Pt₃Y > Pt₅Y > Pt₂Y [168]. The stability of a polycrystalline PtₓGd film was tested by cycling between 0.6 and 1 V<sub>RHE</sub> for 1,000 cycles in O₂-saturated 0.1 M HClO₄. The loss in activity registered at 0.9 V<sub>RHE</sub> is of only 15% compared with 75% loss for Ni/Pt(111) under similar experimental conditions [173].

Already showing very promising properties for the ORR in the polycrystalline form [47,56,168], PtₓY and PtGdₓ catalysts were investigated further in the nanoparticulate form. Mass-selected nanoparticles of PtₓY and PtGdₓ were deposited through gas-aggregation technique [162,164].
Nanoparticles with diameter ranging from approx. 4 nm to 9 nm were obtained and tested in O\textsubscript{2}-saturated 0.1 M HClO\textsubscript{4} using a RDE setup at 1,600 rpm. Figure 2.20 shows the specific and mass activity reported.

![Graph.png](image)

Figure 2.20: a) Surface specific activity and b) mass activity of Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (red) and Pt\textsubscript{x}Gd (blue) compare to Pt (black) measured at 0.9 V\textsubscript{RHE}, recorded at 50 mV/s at 1,600 rpm in O\textsubscript{2}-saturated 0.1 M HClO\textsubscript{4}. The lines serve as a guide for the eye. Figure taken from [164].

The activity of the Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (red) and PtGd\textsubscript{x} (blue) nanoparticles are also compared with mass-selected Pt nanoparticles (black). The specific activity as a function of nanoparticle diameter (Figure 2.20a) shows an increase in current density from nanoparticles diameter around 4 nm to 8-9 nm. By comparing with Pt nanoparticles, one can observe that there is a critical size, i.e. < 4-5 nm, below which no enhancement is observed. The stability of PtGd\textsubscript{x} and PtY\textsubscript{x} nanoparticles were investigated using the same accelerated stability test as describe above. The comparison of the activity before/after stability test shows a loss in 30-50% in current density at 0.9 V\textsubscript{RHE} for both catalysts [162,164]. The mass activity of the most active Pt\textsubscript{x}Gd and Pt\textsubscript{x}Y
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Figure 2.21: Specific activity of Pt$_x$Y (red) and Pt$_x$Gd (blue) measured at 0.9 V$_{RHE}$ in O$_2$-saturated 0.1 M HClO$_4$ at 1,600 rpm as function of the strain relative to Pt foil (%), determined by EXAFS after oxygen reduction measurements. The strain after stability test for Pt$_x$Gd is presented in green. Data from Pt nanoparticles (black) after oxygen reduction were added for comparison purposes. The dashed line is a guide to the eye. Data included in this Figure comes from[162,164] and the Figure was taken from [164].

nanoparticle size are compared to the other state-of-the-art ORR catalysts in Figure 2.17, where they rank as the fourth and sixth most active catalyst reported when normalized to the mass of Pt.

To confirm that the increase in activity was due to strain effect, the average nearest Pt-Pt distance of Pt$_x$Y and Pt$_x$Gd nanoparticles was measured with grazing-incidence extended X-ray absorption fine structure measurements (GI-EXAFS). The average nearest Pt-Pt distance was compared to polycrystalline Pt one, and strain values in percentage were determined. Figure 2.21 shows that the specific activity scales with the increase in strain.

From these findings, they concluded that the increase in activity compared to bare Pt nanoparticles originates from the fact that a thick Pt overlayer is strained by the core alloy [171], and that the increase in particle size results in the core alloy straining even more the topmost Pt layer. When the nanoparticle size increases, the core alloy contributes even more to strain the Pt overlayer until an optimal is reach. In this case, the optimal is reached around ca. 9 nm for the Pt$_x$Gd as the current density of the polycrystalline film is at that point very similar. The optimal mass activity for
Pt$_x$Gd nanoparticle with diameter around 8-9 nm can be explained by i) the specific activity of the material increasing with particle size and reaching a plateau and ii) the surface to bulk ratio, of the nanoparticles, for which smaller nanoparticle size have more Pt exposed to the electrolyte.

The investigation of mass-selected Pt$_x$Y and Pt$_x$Y nanoparticles for the ORR serves as a model study. The gas-aggregation technique allows the deposition of only few ng per hour which does not make it suitable for large scale development. For that reason, researchers need to come up with a synthesis method that can be scaled up to the gram scale. Many attempted to synthesized Pt-rare-earth nanoparticles [174–178], but without any proof of alloy formation, i.e. no X-ray diffraction spectra showing reflection peaks of intermetallic compound, besides Pt, and no X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy showing the alloy formation through the Y 3d peak, expected at $\sim$156.5 eV for metallic Y [162]. So far, only Alivisastos and co-workers [179] proved that they could produce nanoparticles Pt$_3$Y alloy through a molten reducing agent. Unfortunately, the Pt$_3$Y catalyst was not tested for the ORR, and the activity cannot be compared to the one reported in the model study [164].
The aim of this chapter is to summarize the several techniques that were used in this project to prepare, characterize and evaluate the electrochemical activity and stability of the catalysts.

3.1 Sample Preparation

Physical deposition techniques were used to prepare some of the oxygen evolution catalysts. The next section is a brief summary of the gas aggregation technique and pulsed laser deposition used to obtain NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ and RuO$_2$ oriented thin films, respectively.

3.1.1 Mass-selected Nanoparticles

NiFe mass-selected nanoparticles were prepared by Béla Sebők, using a magnetron sputter aggregation source combined with a time-of-flight mass filter (Nano-Beam 2011, Birmingham Instruments Inc.), similar to the one described in [180]. The Nanoparticle Source, as we called it, is ultra-high vacuum (UHV) compatible, with a base pressure of $10^{-10}$ mbar. A schematic of the Nanoparticle Source is presented in Figure 3.1. It is connected through gate valves to two UHV chambers: the preparation/deposition chamber and the analysis chamber.

The preparation/deposition chamber was used to sputter or heat the substrate before deposition, if necessary. This chamber is also connected to the analysis chamber were various physical characterization tools including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and low-energy ion scattering are available, and allow characterization of the sample without exposing it to air.

The process for depositing mass-selected nanoparticles can be summarized as follows. First, a plasma is formed when a voltage is applied at the
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the nanoparticle source used for the synthesis and characterization of the mass-selected nanoparticles in UHV conditions. Courtesy of Jakob Kibsgaard

75 at% Ni/ 25 at% Fe target (99.95%, Kurt J. Lesker Ltd., UK), and Ar\(^+\) is used to sputter the target. The density of the plasma can be tuned by changing the voltage. The compartment identified as the aggregation zone is where collisions of the atoms occur. To favor collisions, and the formation of bigger clusters/ nanoparticles, the compartment is cooled down with liquid nitrogen, and He gas is added, so a pressure between 0.1-1 mbar is reached. The magnetron head can also be moved to adjust the length of the aggregation zone, leading to an increase in residence time and, therefore, an increase in the total number of collisions. The particles are pushed away from the aggregation zone by the noble gas and enter a skimmer. At that point, the pressure is much lower due to differential pumping. The low pressure prevents further growth of the nanoparticles. The negatively charged particles, from their collision with Ar\(^+\), allow a separation based on their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z), using the lateral time-of-flight mass separator. In a time-of-flight mass separator, high voltage pulses are applied. This induces a lateral displacement of the nanoparticles that depends on m/z, and allows nanoparticles separation. The mass filter was set to be used with negatively charged particles, and to have a mass resolution of approximately m/\(\Delta m\)=20. A representative deposition current as function of mass is presented in Figure 3.2.
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3.1.2 Oriented Thin films

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a physical vapor deposition technique carried out in a vacuum system. The theory on the topic presented in this paragraph is taken from [181]. A simplified version of the PLD process is presented in Figure 3.3. It is a relatively simple method frequently used for thin film growth. In PLD process, a pulsed laser, a pulsed laser is focused onto a rotating target of the material to be deposited. For the creation of a plasma, the laser energy needs to be above the ablation threshold. Since this process is not in equilibrium, a stoichiometric transfer will take place independently of the vapor pressure of the elements composing the target. The plasma created by the laser pulses is forward-directed, and the deposition takes place on the substrate located in front of it. The energy of the deposited cation species, when they reach the substrate, depends on the fluence of the laser, the pressure in the vacuum chamber and the distance that the species have to travel, i.e. the target-substrate distance. A background gas can be used to reduce the kinetic energy of the ablated species. The background gas can be introduced in the chamber to favor the formation of multication thin film materials such as oxides when using oxygen gas, for example. Finally, the substrate is located on a holder that allows rotation, for an homogeneous deposition, and heating, to influence the growth mode.

PLD enables shot-to-shot control, which is ideal for submonolayer control. One PLD shot can correspond to 0.001 to 1 Å per pulse. The growth kinetics during PLD can be put into 3 distinct categories depending on the energy of the free energies of the film surface \( \gamma_F \), substrate surface \( \gamma_S \),
and the interface between the film and the surface ($\gamma_I$). For the layer-by-layer mode, required for epitaxial growth, the total surface energy of the substrate, i.e. $\gamma_F + \gamma_I$, needs to be lower than the surface energy of the bare substrate ($\gamma_F$). For epitaxial growth, choosing the right substrate is essential. Similar lattice parameters of the substrate and the film are required. The bonding of the deposited species for the surface plays a determining role in the growth process that will take place. In this work, oriented thin films of RuO$_2$ were deposited on single crystal (001)-oriented SrTiO$_3$ or MgO substrates (from CrysTec and MTI), or (101) or (111) TiO$_2$ from a polycrystalline RuO$_2$ ceramic target. The SrTiO$_3$ substrates were first immersed in NH$_4$F-buffered HF. They were then annealed at 950 °C in O$_2$ for 1h to obtain an atomically flat surface. The oriented MgO and TiO$_2$ substrates were annealed in air at 950°C for 2 hours for surface quality recovery. RuO$_2$ thin film deposition was performed using a KrF excimer laser ($\gamma = 248$ nm) to obtain ~25 nm thick films. The O$_2$ pressure during the deposition was 50 mTorr and the freshly deposited thin films were cooled to room temperature under 200 Torr O$_2$. 

Figure 3.3: Schematic of a pulsed laser deposition chamber including the deposition process. Taken from [181]
3.2 Sample Characterization

Throughout the study reported in this PhD work, X-ray diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, low-energy ion scattering, and electron microscopy were used to investigate the various catalysts. In this section, I described briefly every technique to enable a better understanding of the results later on.

3.2.1 X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a bulk physical characterization technique that provides essential information on the nature and structure of crystalline materials. When a sample is bombarded with X-rays, as shown in Figure 3.4, the scattered monochromomomatic X-rays that are in phase give constructive interferences. The radiation is in phase if the path length between scattering planes is equal to an integer number of wavelengths.

\[ n\lambda = 2d\sin\theta; \quad n = 1, 2, ... \]  

(3.1)

Where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the X-rays, \( d \) is the distance between two lattice planes, \( \theta \) is the angle between the incoming X-rays and the normal to the reflecting lattice planes and \( n \) is an integer named the order of reflection. The constructive interference lead to peaks that can be associated with the crystallographic structure of a specific material. In a standard XRD configuration, the incident beam and the detector are maintained at the same angle. In that case, a diffractogram as function of \( 2\theta \) is obtained.

Figure 3.4: Representation of the interaction between X-rays and a crystal lattice that can lead to constructive interference. Adapted from [51]

With Bragg’s law, it is possible to derive the lattice spacing from the diffraction of the X-rays by the crystal planes:
In situ XRD was used in this work to study alloy formation and crystallinity when exposed to experimental conditions, i.e. change in temperature and atmosphere. A schematic of the cell used for in situ XRD measurements is presented in Figure 3.5. The gas tight cell is connected to an external gas system allowing to perform XRD measurements under Ar, He, O\textsubscript{2} and/or H\textsubscript{2} atmosphere. The cell has multiple heating elements that can reach up to 800 °C. Two X-ray transparent windows made of beryllium allow transmission of the incident and diffracted beams. The sample is mounted on a stage made of a ceramic material.

Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the in situ X-ray diffraction cell. Taken from [182]

3.2.2 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a highly used technique in surface science to identify the atomic elements contained in a material and their oxidation states [51]. X-rays are produced and directed to the sample. The interaction of the X-rays, $h\nu$, with the material will excite electrons from the core levels of the material, as illustrated in Figure 3.6.

The mean free path of the photoelectrons is low, resulting in a high degree of surface sensitivity for this technique. During XPS measurements, only the topmost layers are probed. The electrons ejected are then detected as function of their kinetic energy ($E_{\text{kin}}$). As shown by equation (3.2), the binding energy of the emitted electrons, $E_b$, and the contribution coming from the oxidation state of the element, $E_{\text{chem}}$, can be determined. Finally, $\phi$ is the work function of the analyzer and $h\nu$ the incident energy.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the photoelectronic effect in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. On this representation, an electron from the core level is excited by an incident X-ray beam. Figure taken from [183].

\[
E_{\text{kin}} = h\nu - E_{b} + E_{\text{chem}} - \phi
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

An hemispherical electron energy analyzer was used to measure the energy distribution. The intensity of electrons emitted, \( N(E) \), from the excitation process as function of the binding energy, obtained form the kinetic energy, is plotted. For the XPS measurements of the NiFeO\(_x\)H\(_y\) catalyt, unmonochromatized MgK\(\alpha\) radiation from a SPECS XR50 dual filament X-ray gun was used. A Theta-Probe instrument (Thermo Scientific) equipped with a monochromated AlK\(\alpha\) source was used for the Pt\(_x\)Y/C measurements.

3.2.3 Low-energy Ion Scattering

Low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) relies on ion scattering off the outermost atomic layer of a surface to give information on the elemental composition [184]. In LEIS, noble gas atoms like Ar or He are ionized using an ion gun. Ar\(^+\) or He\(^+\) are then accelerated with a kinetic energy ranging from 1 to 10 keV towards the surface of the sample to analyze. When Ar\(^+\) or He\(^+\) ions interact with the surface, some of the ion gas will be backscattered, and their kinetic energy, \( E_f \), can be detected. The value of \( E_f \) is determined according to the laws of conservation of energy and momentum [185].
Figure 3.7: Schematic of the low-energy ion scattering principle. Noble gas ions of 1-10 keV ($E_1$) and mass $m_1$ hit atoms at the surface of the sample of mass $m_2$. The backscattered ions have an energy of $E_f$ that depends on $m_1$ and $m_2$ and will be detected. Figure taken from [185]

3.2.4 Electron Microscopy

There is an interrelation between the micro-structure and the chemical, physical and/or mechanical properties of a material. For that reason, electron microscopy, which can be used to get information on the morphology (size, shape, spatial distribution), the structure and the composition, can be very insightful. This section introduces the electron microscopy-based techniques used to characterize the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$, Pt/C and Pt$_x$Y/C nanoparticles. More specifically, scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy were used in this work.

The micro-structural characterization is achieved by allowing a probe (light or high energy electron beam) to interact with the specimen. In comparison to visible light, high-energy electrons have a shorter de Broglie wavelength, enabling a significant increase in resolution. This is the reason why significantly higher magnification can be achieved with electron microscopy. Figure 3.8 shows the signals generated from the interaction of the high-energy beam with a solid sample. Depending on the electron microscopy used, the transmitted beam, secondary electrons or scattered X-rays will be investigated.

Backscattered electrons (BEs) originate from the primary beam, and can have energies ranging from zero to the incident energy beam. The secondary electrons are generated by the interaction of the probe with the sample, ejecting electrons from the near surface region. The penetration
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Figure 3.8: Schematic drawing of an high-energy electron beam incident on a solid sample, showing the signals generated that can be used to help characterize the microstructure. Adapted from [186]

depth of the primary electrons depends on the interaction volume, or, in other terms, on the nature of the sample and the acceleration voltage. BEs are electrons that undergo elastic scattering on the atoms at the surface. In that case, the intensity scales with the atomic number. Finally, if the sample is thin enough, like in the case of TEM analysis, the incident beam will be transmitted through the sample.

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Similar to an optical microscope with visible light, the transmission electron microscope uses a collimated beam of electrons transmitted through a thin sample (<100 nm). The images obtained using TEM are a 2D projection of the 3D structure of a sample. A TEM consists of an electron source, electromagnetic lenses, aperture, the sample chamber and detectors, all mounted into a vertical column. The parallel electron beam is created from thermionic or field emission gun. The accelerated electrons will then interact with the sample. The particle-wave duality of the electrons causes the wavefronts to interact with the sample lattice. The resolution of the projection is limited by the wavelength of the probe [186]. To achieve atomic resolution, the electrons from the probe are accelerated with acceleration voltage between 80-300 kV. The high-resolution TEM images of the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles acquired in this work were recorded at 80 kV.
electron energy, using a FEI Titan E-Cell 80-300 ST TEM with a monochromated electron source and post objective aberration correction. The other TEM images were acquired in bright-field TEM mode in an FEI Tecnai T20 G2 equipped with a thermionic electron source, using 200 keV acceleration voltage.

**Scanning Electron Microscopy**

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) relies on the measurement of the secondary or backscattered electrons. In scanning electron microscopy, the surface is scanned by a beam of electrons to gain information on the topography and composition. The electron beam is scanned in a raster pattern. The detected signal is then coupled to the position to create 2D images. In SEM, the secondary and backscattered electrons generated by an electron beam accelerated to 0.5-30 kV located on the same side as the probe are collected. The resolution of the SEM in this work goes up to 0.5-1 nm. The SEM images presented in this work were acquired at 5 kV using an FEI Helios EBS3 microscope equipped with a field emission gun and a through-the-lens detector for high resolution imaging.

**Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy**

The incident beam for both TEM and SEM, creates excited states that will generate X-ray emissions. The specific energies of the X-rays can be used to identify the elements in the sample. EDX line scans were recorded using an Oxford silicon drift detector.

### 3.3 Measuring Catalytic Activity and Stability

The electrochemical activity of NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles and thin films, RuO$_x$ thin films and particles, and Pt-alloy catalysts were measured. The electrochemical experiments were performed with a VMP2 multi-channel potentiostat (Bio-Logic Instruments) computer controlled using EC-Lab software. The main electrochemical techniques used in this work were cyclic voltammetry (CV) and chronoamperometry (CA). For all electrochemical measurements, a three-electrode setup was used. However, depending on the sample and reaction investigated, specific experimental conditions were used. A schematic of the electrochemical setup used for the measurements of Pt$_x$Y/C nanoparticles as oxygen reduction catalyst is presented in Figure 3.9. The reference electrode was connected to the cell through a Luggin capillary to prevent contamination from the Hg/Hg$_2$SO$_4$ reference electrode. The temperature of the cell was controlled via a heated
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water jacket at 23°C. A rotating disk electrode setup was used for the ORR measurements and a Pt wired was used as counter electrode. An extra electrode, referred as "dummy" electrode, composed of the same material as the counter-electrode, was used for potential control when inserting the working electrode in the electrolyte.

![Schematic of a three-electrode electrochemical cell](image)

Figure 3.9: Schematic of a three-electrode electrochemical cell. Taken from [187]

The activity and stability measurement of NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles in N$_2$-saturated 1 M KOH (Semiconductor grade, pellets, 99.9%) was performed in a teflon cell to avoid Si contamination from glass corrosion. Except when otherwise stated, a rotating disk electrode setup was used. A Hg/HgO was used as reference electrode and a carbon rod as counter electrode.

To measure accurately the ruthenium dissolution of RuO$_2$ samples in N$_2$-saturated 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$, the working electrode compartment was separated from the counter-electrode compartment by a Nafion membrane. The working and counter-electrode compartments were separated to prevent redissolution of dissolved Ru at the counter electrode. A Hg/Hg$_2$SO$_4$ reference electrode, and a gold mesh as counter electrode were used.

All teflon and glassware were cleaned with aqua regia solution (nitric acid and hydrochloric acid ratio 1:3) and piranha solution (sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide 3:1) for 12 hours each, afterwards the glassware was rinsed 3 times with ultrapure water (Milli-Q water, 18.2 MΩ·cm).

57
All the potential values reported in this thesis are corrected for the ohmic losses, and calibrated to the reversible hydrogen electrode (V\textsubscript{RHE}) in the same electrolyte saturated with 1 bar H\textsubscript{2} over a clean Pt mesh before each experiments. The ohmic resistance was measured by using impedance spectroscopy. The ohmic resistance was determined from the fitted high-frequency intercept measured using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The ohmic drop compensation was done by online Ohmic drop correction where 85% correction was applied for CA measurements. The ohmic drop compensation of CVs was done manually where 100% correction was applied.

**Electrochemical Characterization of Pt-based Catalysts**

This section focuses on the electrochemical characterization of Pt-alloy catalysts for the oxygen reduction. The CV of Pt has a clear signature in perchloric acid electrolyte. This signal is modified in the case of Pt-alloy formation, but the main features remain. Figure 3.10a shows a CV of Pt\textsubscript{x}Y alloy nanoparticles obtained from thermal annealing (see Chapter 6). The hydrogen underpotential deposition region (HUPD) is labeled in blue. At the measured potentials, hydrogen is adsorbed during the cathodic cycle and desorbed during the anodic one. The energy for the adsorption and desorption of H\textsuperscript{+} is highly specific to the nature, and the orientation of the sites, which explain the large features observed. This process is reversible and, therefore, show very similar, if not identical, signals on the positive and negative current axis. At more negative potential than the H\textsubscript{UPD} region, hydrogen evolution takes place. At more anodic potential, the platinum is oxidized. The reduction of the Pt-oxide takes place around 0.8 V\textsubscript{RHE} (green part of the CV).

The determination of the electrochemical surface area with platinum can be done using the H\textsubscript{UPD} peak area assuming that there is one hydrogen atom adsorbed per Pt site. However, when characterizing Pt-alloys, it was shown with PtNi, PtCo and other alloy catalysts [133], that the adsorption of hydrogen is affected by the electronic effect of the less noble metal. For that reason, when working with Pt-alloy catalyst, it was suggested that measuring the ECSA with the CO stripping method is more reliable, as it is not influence as easily by electronic effects. The CO stripping method can be summarize as follows. CO molecules adsorb strongly to the surface of platinum, so when applying a potential lower than 0.4 V\textsubscript{RHE}, CO will adsorb at the surface of platinum over other anions present in solution. Once CO is adsorbed at the surface of platinum, the solution is purged with an inert gas, in this case Ar, to remove the leftover CO. Once all the CO molecules dissolved in the electrolyte are removed, the potential is increases
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Figure 3.10: a) Cyclic voltammetry of PtₓY nanoparticles and b) CO stripping measurement in Ar-saturated N₂ 0.1 M HClO₄ at 10 mV/s

slowly to more anodic values, and the CO is oxidized to CO₂. As shown in Figure 3.10b, a sharp peak is obtained when CO oxidizes. Steric repulsion between CO molecules limits the number of molecules that can adsorb to the surface, which explain why the CO-to-Pt ratio is lower than one. However, because this number is not well established and, for sake of simplicity, a 1:1 CO:Pt ratio was used. For a two electron process, and for CO:Pt ratio of 1:1, a charge of 420 μC/cm² was used [188] and chosen for consistensy with previous work from our group [162,164]. CO poisoning experiments were done by bubbling CO gas while holding the potential at 0.1 Vₐ₝ at 1600 rpm. The CO was then removed from the electrolyte by purging with Ar,
after what the CO was oxidized by going to anodic potentials.

We assume that the coverage of CO is not affected by surface structure and alloying even though it was shown that both CO and H adsorption are affected by these factors [61,189,190]. For that reason, the ECSA determine using the CO stripping method is most likely lower than the true value.

As mentioned above, a rotating disk electrode (RDE) setup was used to mitigate the mass transport limitation associated to measuring the activity in a stagnant electrolyte. The current measured when using a RDE setup can be explained according to the equation:

\[ j_d = 0.62 \cdot n \cdot F \cdot S \cdot D^{(2/3)} \cdot C^{(-1/6)} \cdot \omega^{(-1/6)} \]  

(3.3)

where \( n \) is the number of electron transferred, \( F \) the Faraday constant, \( S \) the area of the electrode, \( D \) the diffusion coefficient of the reactant in the electrolyte, \( \nu \) the viscosity of the electrolyte, \( C \) the reactant concentration and \( \omega \) the rotation speed of the electrode. As presented, for a specific electrochemical reaction, the current measured for a transport limited process will increase with rotation speed. Figure 3.11 presents a typical CV recorded with a platinum-based catalyst.

![Figure 3.11: Oxygen reduction current on Pt_xY nanoparticles obtained from high temperature synthesis for 360 min. The cyclic voltammetry was recorded in 0.1 M HClO_4 at 50 mV/s at 1600 rpm. The transport and kinetic control region are highlighted. The current in red is associated to the O_2 reduction to H_2O and the blue current to H_2O_2. The current is normalised by the geometric surface area.](image-url)
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The activity was evaluated at 0.9 \( V_{RHE} \), where the current is mass transport and kinetically limited. To account only for the kinetic current \( (j_k) \), equation was used:

\[
j_k = \frac{j_l \cdot j}{j_l - j}
\]

(3.4)

Where \( j_l \) is the limiting current at 0.4 \( V_{RHE} \) and \( j \) the raw current.

3.3.1 Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry

Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is an elemental analysis technique capable of detecting metals and several non-metal elements for concentration as low as part per quadrillion. It has many advantages, such as being a multielemental method, including isotopic analysis, and having a high sample throughput. The ICP-MS was used for Ru detection, for which the concentration can go as low as 0.1 ppb [90].

The ICP-MS employs plasma as ionization source and a mass spectrometer as detector. Figure 3.12 shows a schematic representation of the ICP-MS. The liquid sample is transformed into aerosol droplets using a nebulizer, and introduced into an Ar plasma. The Ar plasma dries the aerosol, dissociates the molecules, if any, and creates singly charge ions. The ions reach the MS, were they are separated based on their mass-to-charge ratio using a quadrupole. The quadrupole which works with radio frequency (RF) and four rods to filter the ions. The system used in this work is from Thermo Fisher Scientific (model iCAP-QC ICP-MS). To quantify the amount of product detected, a calibration curve from 0.1 ppb to 100 ppb made from 1000 ppm metal solution was measured prior to every analysis.

![Figure 3.12: Schematic representation of an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry using a quadrupole mass spectrometer](image-url)
3.3.2 Electrochemistry-Mass Spectrometry

Electrochemistry-mass spectrometry (EC-MS) enables real-time detection of electrochemical desorption phenomena. The system is able to catch reactant molecules desorbing from the surface of a flat electrode. These molecules will then be passed to a MS for quantitative analysis. One of the main challenges in such experiments is that electrochemical processes run in wet environments, while the products detection using MS requires high vacuum. The EC-MS consists of a microfabricated membrane coated with a fluorinated polymer and a capillary as described in [191]. The distance between the working electrode and the membrane is called the working distance, and is 100 µm. The working compartment consists of 2 µL of electrolyte. The dissolved gasses, once in touch with the membrane, evaporate and are delivered to the MS through capillary using He as carrier gas. The time response of the EC-MS is below 1s. Also, this technique is highly sensitive to certain products: those with relatively fast diffusion and high volatility. It can detect up to 0.05 monolayer of H₂ desorbing from a Pt surface with a signal-to-noise ratio around 20 [191], for example. In this thesis, the EC-MS setup was used specifically for isotope labelling experiments with NiFeOₓHᵧ nanoparticles. Figure 3.13a shows a schematic of the EC-MS setup, and Figure 3.13b is a photograph of the stagnant thin-layer cell-electrode-membrane chip-interface block assembly.

Figure 3.13: a) Cross section of the cell-electrode assembly and membrane chip showing two of the four liquid channels of the cell. b) Photograph of the stagnant thin-layer cell – electrode – membrane chip – interface block assembly. Figure adapted from [191]
Ru-based catalysts are among the most active for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in acid electrolyte, but are also known to corrode under oxygen evolution conditions [34,64,122]. In this work, we investigated well-defined catalysts of rutile RuO$_2$ with the (111), (101) and (001) orientations developed recently [35,72,73], RuO$_2$ (110) single crystal [192] and commercial rutile RuO$_2$ particles for the OER in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$. First, we compared the oxygen evolution current of different RuO$_2$ surface facets with particles. Second, we quantified the amount of Ru dissolved during the oxygen evolution, using inductively coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), and tried to identify if corrosion is structure sensitive. Last, we compared the activity and stability of the RuO$_2$ catalysts to see if the universal stability-activity argued by Markovic and co-workers [78,122,123] applies to RuO$_2$ surfaces.

The rutile RuO$_2$ oriented thin films used in this work were deposited by Reshma R. Rao and Jonathan Hwang from the Electrochemical Energy Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The physical characterization, including X-ray diffraction and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller measurements, of the RuO$_2$ particles, was performed by Binghong Han. I performed the electrochemical activity and stability measurements of the samples and the inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry measurements, and contributed to the analysis of the results.
4.1 Experimental Section

4.1.1 Sample Preparation

Rutile RuO$_2$ thin films with (100), (001), (101), and (111) orientation were grown by pulsed laser deposition, as reported previously [35,73]. The (100) film was grown on a (001)-oriented SrTiO$_3$ substrate and the (001), (101) and (111) films were grown on (001), (101) and (111) oriented TiO$_2$ substrates. Representative X-ray diffraction spectra and atomic force microscopy images, taken from [193], are presented in Appendix A (Figure A.1). For the (110) orientation, a single crystal electrode was used, which was prepared by oxidative evaporation/redeposition of RuO$_2$ powders as described in reference [192,194]. The nanoparticles were purchased commercially (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9% trace metal base). Physical characterization of the particles using X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy, performed by Binghong Han, are presented in Figure A.2.

4.1.2 Electrochemical Measurements

At first, the corrosion of RuO$_2$ nanoparticles was investigated by stability testing ranging from 1.4 to 1.7 V$_{RHE}$. According to the Pourbaix diagram, the reversible potential for RuO$_4$ formation is 1.39 V$_{RHE}$ [106], and dissolution can be expected for potentials more positive than this value. Metal dissolution on the oriented thin films was measured for potentiostatic measurements performed at potentials ranging from 1.6 to 1.7 V$_{RHE}$. Specifically for the oriented thin films, we have experienced that tests at potentials higher than 1.7 V$_{RHE}$, caused delamination and yielded a poor reproducibility of the OER current. Also, the (100) surface was tested, but high instability of the thin films throughout the measurement prevented us from measuring an accurate corrosion rate. For this reason, only the initial activity of the (100) surface could be measured. The instability could be a result of the design of the samples itself. Finally, the capacitance was measured using CV at 100 mV/s before and after the stability measurements.

The electrolyte was sampled three times per stability test: 1) before and ii) after the insertion of the electrode and iii) after the stability measurement. The concentration of Ru was detected using ICP-MS, and quantified using a calibration curve (see Figure A.3). The amount of Ru measured for the two-hour test was then normalized to the real surface area of the electrode.
4.2 Results

We first evaluated the activity of rutile RuO$_2$ particles for the OER by cycling up to 1.7 $V_{RHE}$ in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$. The average activity of the as-prepared samples is presented in Figure 4.1a, by the blue curve. Then, the impact of the stability measurement on the activity at various anodic potentials was evaluated using a two-hour potentiostatic measurement. More specifically, stability tests were performed at 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 $V_{RHE}$, as shown in Figure 4.1b. The activity using CV was re-measured post-stability measurements, and the recorded current is presented in Figure 4.1a.

One interesting observation coming from the polarization curves in Figure 4.1a are the two slopes observed: one from 1.45 to $\sim$1.6 $V_{RHE}$, and the other one from $\sim$ 1.6 to 1.7 $V_{RHE}$. To more easily compare the variation in current after each stability measurement, the initial activity values, represented by the bars in blue in Figure 4.1c, are plotted at 1.55 $V_{RHE}$ (dashed) and 1.7 $V_{RHE}$ (filled), and compared to the post-stability test current for the same potentials. It is observed that the activity decreases, and that this loss in activity is more significant at more anodic potentials. Indeed, the current at 1.55 $V_{RHE}$ after 2 hours at 1.7 $V_{RHE}$ is 2.1 mA/cm$^2$ RuO$_2$, while the current associated to the stability test at 1.4 $V_{RHE}$ is 54.9 mA/cm$^2$ RuO$_2$, i.e. closer to the initial current density of 75.7 mA/cm$^2$ RuO$_2$. Representative CVs of each sample are available in Figure A.4 and A.5. The amount of Ru dissolved for the two-hour measurements as a function of the potential is presented in Figure 4.1d. It is observed that the amount of Ru dissolved increases with the applied potential, and appears to follow an exponential trend.

The study of well-defined crystallographic structure is essential for a more fundamental understanding of surface processes. For that reason, the catalytic activity of well-defined surfaces, namely RuO$_2$ thin films with (001), (101) and (111) preferential orientation and RuO$_2$ (110) single crystal, was measured. Schematics of the rutile RuO$_2$ structures are presented in Figure 4.2a. A Ru atom can form up to 6 bonds in a rutile structure. The coordinately unsaturated Ru sites (Ru CUS) were identified as the active sites for the oxygen evolution on rutile RuO$_2$ [53,54]. It was also demonstrated that the activity of RuO$_2$ scales with the number of CUS Ru-O bond [73]. Each Ru$_{CUS}$ is linked to five Ru-O bonds at the surface of a (110) and (101), and provides one surface site for the reaction. On the other hand, the Ru$_{CUS}$ of the (001) and (111) surface makes four Ru-O bonds, and has two empty sites for the reaction. As such, the density of CUS Ru-O bonds varies with the crystallographic structure, and decreases as follow: (001) < (001) < (111) < (110). The activity recorded at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ taken from the first CV is plotted as a function of the number of
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Figure 4.1: a) Tafel plots of RuO$_2$ particles measurements in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$, measured by cyclic voltammetry at 10 mV/s based on 3 independent samples (averaged forward and back and ohmic drop corrected). b) Current densities at 1.55 V$_{RHE}$ and 1.7 V$_{RHE}$ from the polarization curves presented in a). c) Potentiostatic measurements at 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 V$_{RHE}$. d) Ru dissolution measured using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) after the two-hour stability test and normalized to the RuO$_2$ area. The electrolyte was sampled before and after the constant potential measurement. The dotted line is a guide to the eye for zero Ru dissolution.
4.2. Results

CUS Ru-O bonds per nm² of unit cell determined for each facet. Figure 4.2b shows a correlation between the density of CUS Ru-O bonds and the activity measured. The observed trend, i.e. increase of current density with CUS Ru-O bonds, corroborates what was reported in 1 M KOH by Shao-Horn and co-workers [35,72,73]. This similarity suggests that the active sites in acid and alkaline electrolyte are the same.

Figure 4.2: a) Schematics of the (111), (110), (101) and (001) facets, and b) Average current density at 1.6 V<sub>RHE</sub> measured during the first cyclic voltammetry at 10 mV/s in 0.05 M H₂SO₄ as function of site density of Ru<sub>CUS</sub>.

Similarly to the experiments performed with the RuO₂ particles, corrosion measurements on preferentially oriented thin films were performed at 1.6 and 1.7 V<sub>RHE</sub>, and the Ru dissolution was monitored using ICP-MS. Figure 4.3a and b present the current generated from (001), (101) and (111) RuO₂ surfaces at 1.6 and 1.7 V<sub>RHE</sub>, respectively. At 1.6 V<sub>RHE</sub>, the potentiostatic measurements show a smooth decay in activity over the two-hour measurement time. At 1.7 V<sub>RHE</sub>, more drastic fluctuations in the current are observed for the (001) and (101) films over the 2 hours. For both potentials, the activity ranks as follows: (001) > (101) > (111) ≈ particles.

Figure 4.3c compares the amount of Ru dissolved during the two-hour measurements at 1.6 and 1.7 V<sub>RHE</sub>. The current and amount of Ru dis-
solved for the RuO$_2$ particles, first presented in Figure 4.1, were added to Figure 4.3 for comparison with the oriented thin films. The highest amount of Ru dissolution for both potentials was measured for the (001) facet, followed by the (101) and (111) facet. RuO$_2$ particles have the smallest dissolution rate. The amount of Ru dissolved is higher at 1.7 V$_{RHE}$ compared to 1.6 V$_{RHE}$, and the amount of Ru is dependant on the surface structure. The capacitance of the oriented thin films was measured before and after the chronoamperometric measurements at 1.6 and 1.7 V$_{RHE}$, and are presented in Figure 4.4 a and b, respectively.

The CVs recorded after the CAs at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ (darker colors) for the three different preferentially oriented surfaces resemble the initial ones (lighter colors), except for a slight increase in the capacitance value for the surface (red curves). A substantial difference is, however, observed when comparing the CVs recorded before and after the CA at 1.7 V$_{RHE}$ (Figure 4.4b). The biggest change in capacitance value is observed for the (001) surface, with a 2.3-fold increase, followed by the RuO$_2$ (111) sample, with a capacitance increase of 1.3 times. The capacitance recorded for the RuO$_2$ (101) remains similar before and after stability test at 1.7 V$_{RHE}$.

To evaluate the activity and stability of the samples for longer operating time, the oriented thin films used for the stability measurement at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ were submitted to a second stability test using the same experimental conditions. Figure 4.5a and c shows the OER currents measured for the first and second stability tests at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$, respectively. The insets show the amount of Ru dissolved during the two-hour experiments. As mentioned above, during the first stability test, the current of the (001), (101) and (111) oriented thin film of RuO$_2$ decreases over time and converge to a more similar value. The (110) single crystal shows a different current-profile than the other samples. Its current increases during the first $\sim$40 minutes before reaching a steady state. The current recorded for the (110) single crystal is higher after 2h at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ than it was at the beginning of the measurement. The Ru dissolution for the first stability test ranks as follow: (001) $>$ (101) $>$ (111) $>$ (110) $\approx$ particles.

Interesting observations can be made when comparing the second stability test to the first one. First, the initial current of all RuO$_2$ surface facets are higher than what was observed at the end of the two-hour measurement for the first stability test (Figure A.8). Except for the (110) single crystal, the activity measured at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ is similar in between the two stability test measurements. On the other hand, the amount of Ru dissolved is smaller for the second stability test (Figure 4.5d) than it was for the first one. Except for RuO$_2$ (101), it seems that the corrosion of Ru reached similar values for all samples. Overall we observed that while the drop in activity is not significant when comparing the stability measurements 1 and
4.2. Results

Figure 4.3: Potentiostatic measurements at a) 1.6 V and b) 1.7 V in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ and c) the respective amount of Ru dissolved during these electrochemical testing for the (111), (101) and (001) surfaces.
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Figure 4.4: Capacitance measurements at 100 mV/s of the (001) (green), (101) (red) and (111) (orange) rutile RuO₂ surfaces before and after potentiostatic measurements at a) 1.6 V\textsubscript{RHE} and b) 1.7 V\textsubscript{RHE} in 0.05 M H₂SO₄.

2, a drastic difference is observed when comparing the amount of metal that dissolved from the electrode.

To investigate the possible relationship between the activity and stability towards oxygen evolution of rutile RuO₂ powder and well-defined surfaces, including the (110) single crystal, the amount of Ru dissolved for the first and second stability test is plotted as function of the average current density measured over the two-hour stability test, as shown in Figure 4.6. The squares represents the oriented thin films, the stars the (110) single crystal, and the triangles the commercial RuO₂ particles.

For the first stability measurement, it is observed that the average current density of the (001), (101) and (111) surface is proportional to the amount of Ru dissolved, with (001) as the most active but also the least stable. The (110) single crystal and the RuO₂ particles, have very similar catalytic activity around 45 µA/cm². Interestingly, the Ru dissolution of the single crystal and particles are slightly different. Notably, the (110) single crystal has a lower dissolution rate. It is also worth noting that while the average current density of the (110) single crystal is lower than the (111) facet, its Ru dissolution is higher. Contrary to the results obtained for stability test 1, no trend is observed when comparing the results obtained from stability test 2; no relationship can be established between stability and activity.
4.2. Results

Figure 4.5: Two-hour potentiostatic measurements at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ in 0.05 M $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$

a) First stability and b) Second stability test for the (111), (101), (110) and (001) surfaces. The purple dashed line is associated to the (110) single crystal. The insets (B, D) show the corrosion rate of Ru of each oriented thin films measured for their respective stability test.
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of the activity-stability relationship through the analysis of the average current at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ obtained from the stability tests as function of the amount of Ru dissolved for a) the first and b) second stability test, respectively. The squares represent the (001), (101), (111) oriented thin films, the star the (110) single crystal and triangles the commercial RuO$_2$ particles.
4.2. Results

From the amount of Ru dissolved during the first stability test at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$, and assuming RuO$_4$ as dissolution product [81], the faradaic efficiency of dissolution upon OER was calculated. Figure 4.7 shows that the faradaic efficiency to dissolution varies from 0.02% for the RuO$_2$ particles up to 0.11 to 0.26% for the oriented thin films.

![Figure 4.7](image)

Figure 4.7: Comparison of the Faradaic efficiency of dissolution for well-defined surfaces and particles of RuO$_2$ catalysts in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte. The Ru dissolution was measured from two-hour stability measurement at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$.

The activity of all rutile RuO$_2$ surfaces were measured using CV for the as-prepared samples, after 2h, and 4h at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$. Figure 4.8 shows the average current forward and back at 10 mV/s. To avoid corrosion, and thereby modifying the surface before the stability measurement, only one CV was performed in each case. As observed in Figure 4.8a, the activity of the as-prepared samples ranks as followed: (100) \( \approx \) (001) \( > \) (111) \( \approx \) particles \( > \) (110) single crystal. A reasonably narrow scatter is observed, except in the case of the (101) surface facet. The (100) thin film was extremely unstable under experimental conditions at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$, and delaminated shortly after the start of the first stability test. For that reason, only the initial CV can be presented.

The CVs of the oriented thin films and particles after the two-hour measurement at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ show a slightly different trend. According to Figure 4.8b, (001) surface remains slightly more active than the (101). The
Figure 4.8: Tafel plot of OER activity in 0.05 M H₂SO₄ of (100), (001), (101) and (111) oriented thin films, (110) single crystal and particles, measured by cyclic voltammetry at 10 mV/s (taking mean value of forward and backward cycle and ohmic drop corrected) of the as-prepared oriented thin films (a), after 2h at 1.6V_{RHE} (b) and 4h at 1.6 V_{RHE} (c).
4.2. Results

Figure 4.9: Average capacitance values for the (001), (101) and (111) oriented thin film and the (110) single crystal taken from a cyclic voltammetries at 100 mV/s in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$. The current at 0.7 $V_{RHE}$ for the as-prepared samples, and after stability test at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ for 2h and 4h are presented.

superior activity of the (101) compared with the (111) oriented thin films is also clearer at this point. The RuO$_2$ particles are the least active according to our activity measurement. The single crystal became more active over time with a different slope. Indeed, it has a current density of around 728 $\mu$A/cm$^2_{RuO_2}$ at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ compared to 74 $\mu$A/cm$^2_{RuO_2}$ for the as-prepared sample. Except for the (110) single crystal, all other catalysts suffered a loss in activity. Finally, the activity after 4 hours of electrolysis at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ is presented in Figure 4.8)c. A similar trend after 2h and 4h at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ is observed.

Capacitance measurements, that relate to the electrochemical surface area and, therefore, the roughness of the samples, were recorded at 100 mV/s. The capacitance of the as-prepared oriented thin films, and after 2 and 4h at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ are presented in Figure A.6-A.7. The current at 0.7 $V_{RHE}$ taken from these CVs are reported in Figure 4.9. As observed in Figure 4.4, when comparing the capacitance after stability test at 1.6 and 1.7 $V_{RHE}$, there is an increase in current for longer stability test that translates into higher surface roughness. The surface that exhibits the highest stability over time according to the capacitance measurement is the RuO$_2$ (111).
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4.3 Discussion

The Ru dissolution during oxygen evolution observed from well-defined surfaces (Figure 4.3 and 4.5) and particles of RuO$_2$ (Figure 4.1) corroborates what was previously reported in the literature, i.e. that OER is accompanied by metal dissolution [64,78,81,122]. The amount of dissolved Ru increases with anodic potential (Figure 4.1 and 4.4). On average, the current corresponding to Ru dissolution for the well-defined surfaces and particles is $<0.26\%$ of the total OER current. From the stability measurements performed in this work, we thus assumed that all the current density is going to O$_2$ evolution. This low faradaic efficiency to dissolution is comparable to what was reported for other thermally annealed RuO$_2$ catalysts for similar experimental conditions, like the sputter deposited film [68] and RuO$_2$ mass-selected nanoparticles [83]. From the amount of dissolved Ru measured, we were able to approximate the number of monolayers (ML) that it represents. We calculated that the amount of dissolved Ru at 1.6 V$_{\text{RHE}}$ corresponds to ca. 1.5 to 2.5 ML, depending on the surface orientation. At 1.7 V$_{\text{RHE}}$, we expect that the surface reconstruction is more pronounced as between 2 to 3.5 ML are dissolved. The dissolution of Ru explains why we observed an increase in surface roughness through the capacitance measurements (Figure 4.4 and 4.9). However, even though Ru dissolution is affecting the surface termination and morphology, it only represents $\sim$4% of the oriented thin films.

In this work, it is also noted that stability measurements result in a loss of catalytic activity over time. This decrease in current density implies that the freshly exposed surfaces, as a result of Ru dissolution, have different RuO$_2$ terminations than the as-prepared ones. The loss in activity during the stability tests can also be related to bubble formation. The static measurement does not allow the removal of the O$_2$ gas as well as a rotating disk electrode setup would. Therefore, some of the active sites at the surface of the electrode can be blocked, which translates into a lower current. The formation of bubbles blocking active sites is evident when comparing the current from the first stability test at 1.6 V$_{\text{RHE}}$ after 2h to the initial current of the second stability test at 1.6 V$_{\text{RHE}}$ as bubbles were removed in-between (Figure A.8).

As shown in Figure 4.3, the current profile for the stability measurement at 1.7 V$_{\text{RHE}}$ is different from the one at 1.6 V$_{\text{RHE}}$. It seems that there is a threshold where the (001) and (101) surfaces become highly unstable. We hypothesize that this could be explained by the reach of surface intermediates with more oxidized Ru state [77], and therefore more prone to dissolution or delamination.
4.3. Discussion

Using the measured Ru dissolution and current densities recorded at constant potential measurements, we investigated if a relationship between the activity and stability of the well-defined surfaces and particles of RuO\textsubscript{2} could be established. The activity from the potentiostatic measurements at 1.6 V\textsubscript{RHE} for the first 2h (Figure 4.5) decreases in the order (001) > (101) > (111), and the same trend is observed for metal dissolution. These observations show that the corrosion rates are intrinsically dependent of the surface atoms, as different facets have different dissolution rates. For the second stability test, no such trend between the current and the Ru dissolution is observed. While it is clear from these results that OER is accompanied by metal dissolution, the rate at which the Ru is dissolved varies, and is highly dependant on the structure, and possibly the surface defects as previously reported [90,120]. Our results suggest that the activity and the stability are decoupled as the Ru dissolution does not match the change in current density. From the first stability test, the (001) surface is the most active and has the highest dissolution rate/ lowest stability. When this sample is submitted to a second stability test, the lower corrosion rate suggests that the samples contained fewer unstable sites, but the activity remained similar to the initial one. The relationship between activity and stability established using the measured well-defined surfaces of RuO\textsubscript{2} contradicts what was already reported in the literature for other Ru-based catalysts tested in acid [64,68,73,122] and alkaline electrolyte [64,79], which show that there is a correlation between metal dissolution and the activity during the oxygen evolution.

We suspect that density of undercoordinated sites such as kinks, steps and edges, plays a crucial role in the overall stability of surface atoms [64, 119–121,195]. We suggest that the density of surface defects for the oriented thin films scales like: (001) > (101) > (111) > (110). It is also reasonable to assume that the (110) has few defects, as it is a single crystal, compared to oriented thin films. In a similar manner, the RuO\textsubscript{2} particles and (110) single crystal have similar initial activity, but different initial corrosion rates. Our results suggest that RuO\textsubscript{2} corrosion is much more pronounced during the first stability test due to a higher amount of defects at the surface and as the uncoordinated sites dissolve over time, the surface reaches a more stable state. Indeed, except for the (101) surface, all surfaces exhibit a similar dissolution rate during the second stability test.
4.4 Conclusion

The aim of this work was to investigate the possible relationship between activity and stability obtained from RuO$_2$ particles, preferentially oriented RuO$_2$ surfaces and a RuO$_2$ single crystal. Our results show that as observed in alkaline [73], the current density of rutile RuO$_2$ surfaces scales with the density of CUS Ru-O bonds.

We performed potentiostatic measurements of RuO$_2$ electrodes coupled to the analysis of the Ru dissolution in the electrolyte using ICP-MS. From our results, we note that the surface structure has a direct impact on the activity and the stability of the electrode. However, we identified different sites responsible for each process, i.e. CUS Ru-O bond as active sites and surface defects as the most unstable sites, explaining why we do not see any evident links between activity and stability. We believe that the more general anti correlation suggested is not enough to explain all the phenomena observed. The results show that catalysts undergo drastic changes due to surface reconstruction, making their investigation very challenging. We think that in situ methods and more sensitive techniques enabling investigation at lower potentials are of high interest for future research on the topic [77,196,197].
Investigation of NiFeO$_{x}H_{y}$ Nanoparticles for the Oxygen Evolution

As presented in chapter 1.2, it is well-established that NiFeO$_{x}H_{y}$ is among the best metal catalysts for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in alkaline electrolyte [105]. Despite the many studies on NiFeO$_{x}H_{y}$ catalysts, several questions remain regarding the origin of its high activity. In this work, we used a model system of NiFeO$_{x}H_{y}$ nanoparticles deposited through the gas-aggregation technique, described in Section 3.1.1, to investigate (i) the impact of nanoparticle size, (ii) the influence of interparticle distances, and (iii) the participation of lattice oxygen and intercalated water in the OER. We measured the catalytic activity in 1.0 M KOH electrolyte using the RDE setup at 1,600 rpm, and complemented these experiments with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy and scanning electron microscopy.

The powerful physical method we used to synthesize the NiFeO$_{x}H_{y}$ catalyst allows us to vary the surface coverage while having perfect control over the mass, and consequently the size, of the nanoparticles. Thus, using 6.7 nm NiFeO$_{x}H_{y}$ particles, we studied the influence of particle proximity on the oxygen evolution. The interparticle interactions were studied earlier using Pt clusters [198] and Cu nanoparticles [199] for the oxygen and carbon dioxide reduction reaction, respectively. In both cases, a positive effect, i.e. an increase in activity and/or selectivity, was registered with decreasing edge-to-edge interparticle distances.

We investigated the bulk activity of NiFeO$_{x}H_{y}$ nanoparticles and electrodeposited thin films. Participation of bulk catalyst in the overall activity refers to oxygen coming either from the oxyhydroxide compound or the intercalated water in-between the nanosheets of Ni and Fe [100]. To answer the open question regarding bulk activity, we performed isotope labeling ex-
experiments using the electrochemistry-mass spectrometry (EC-MS). In this isotopic study, we prepared NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ using $^{16}$O or $^{18}$O oxygen isotopes, and monitored the signals related to O$_2$ evolution, m/z of 32 ($^{16}$O$^{16}$O), m/z of 34 ($^{18}$O$^{16}$O) and m/z of 36 ($^{18}$O$^{18}$O), in an electrolyte having a different isotope. Finally, we used low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) to support the observations made using the EC-MS and isotopic measurements.

In this work, the deposition of the NiFe nanoparticles and most of the physical characterization was performed by Béla Sebők. Elisabetta Maria Fiordaliso from the Center of Electron Nanoscopy, DTU performed the iden
dital location scanning electron microscopy and the high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, and Søren Scott performed the EC-MS measurement. I co-planned the experiments, performed all the electrochemical measurements, and participated in the analysis of the result.

5.1 Experimental Section

5.1.1 Preparation of Mass-Selected Nanoparticles

NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles were prepared using a magnetron sputtering gas-aggregation nanoparticle source (Birmingham Instruments Inc.), equipped with a lateral time-of-flight mass filter, as described in chapter 3.1.1, and other mass-selected studies reported previously by our group [33,34,162]. Deposition of mass-selected particles using this physical technique includes many advantages over chemical synthesis methods. First, the deposited particles are well-defined and monodispersed in mass. Also, the loading and the electrode coverage can easily be modified. Finally, no unwanted side products from chemical synthesis or surfactants are introduced. The nanoparticles were obtained from a Ni$_{75}$Fe$_{25}$ target and deposited onto Au disks. We deposited samples with particles having four distinctive masses: from 120,000 to 2,000,000 atomic mass unit (amu) using negatively charged particles leaving the nanoparticle source. The loading was measured from the deposition current caused by the charged particles.

Calculation of Mass Loading from Deposition Current

Each particle that lands on the substrate carries a charge, which we assume as 1e$^-$ per particle. As the particles are mass filtered, the loading can easily be determined. Perfectly spherical nanoparticles and bulk density of 75% Ni and 25% Fe were assumed.

Another way to measure the loading is by using the projected surface area. The main upside of this approach is that similar electrochemical surface areas are obtained, regardless of particles sizes. In this notation, we
take the cross-section of the spherical particles, and calculate the surface this cross-section is covering assuming no overlap. The projected surface area used in this study was of 15% coverage for all different masses.

**Determination of the Turn Over Frequency**

The turnover frequency (TOF) is a convenient metric to evaluate the intrinsic activity of a catalyst. For OER, the TOF represents the number of O$_2$ molecules evolved per active site per second. To calculate TOF, we used the following formula:

$$\text{TOF} (s^{-1}) = \frac{r_{O_2}}{\# \text{Active-sites}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

Where (\#Active-sites) represents the number of active sites. The rate of O$_2$ produced ($r_{O_2}, [s^{-1}]$), was calculated from the raw current from OER at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ ($i$, [A]), using the Avogadro number ($N_A$, [6.022 x 10$^{23}$ O$_2$ molecules per mol]), the number of electron transferred ($z$) and the Faraday constant ($F$, [C/mol]):

$$r_{O_2} = i \cdot \frac{N_A}{z \cdot F}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

The calculation of the number of active sites, assumed as Ni and Fe atoms in this case, was done using three different approaches. First, we only considered the metal atoms at the surface of the nanoparticles (TOF$_{surface}$). Secondly, we calculated TOF$_{bulk}$ by normalizing to all the Ni and Fe atoms in the nanoparticles. Finally, we used the Ni$^{2+}$/Ni$^{3+}$/4+ redox feature from the cyclic voltammetry (CV) assuming 1 e$^-$ transferred per Ni atoms, and corrected this value so it also included Fe atoms, to determine TOF$_{redox}$.

To determine the total number of active sites/ metal atoms used to calculate TOF$_{surface}$ and TOF$_{bulk}$, the number of deposited particles was calculated. The total number of particles, $N_{particles}$, was calculated from the deposition current ($I_{deposition}$, [A]), the time of deposition ($t_{deposition}$, [s]) and the electric charge ($C$, [6.242 x 10$^{-18}$ electrons/C]), as shown here:

$$N_{particles} = I_{deposition} \cdot t_{deposition} \cdot C$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

$N_{particles}$ was then multiplied by the average number of atoms in each nanoparticle, to give the total number of atoms deposited ($N_{particles_{metal-atom}}$). $N_{particles_{metal-atom}}$ represents all the Ni and Fe atoms deposited, and was, therefore, used to calculate TOF$_{bulk}$. The number of metal atoms per particle, as described in equation (5.4), was calculated using the mass of the particles deposited ($m_{particle}$, [kg]) times the Avogadro constant ($N_A$, [6.022 x 10$^{23}$ atoms/mol]).
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$10^{23}$ mol$^{-1}$, and divided by the average molar mass of Ni$_x$Fe$_{1-x}$ ($M_{Ni_xFe_{1-x}}$, [kg/mol]) from which the concentration was determined using XPS.

$$N_{\text{particles}} = \frac{N_A \cdot m_{\text{particle}}}{M_{Ni_xFe_{1-x}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

The number of surface atoms used for the determination of TOF$_{surface}$ was calculated using the surface area per particle ($A_{\text{particle}}$), the total number of particles ($N_{\text{particles}}$) and the surface density of metal atoms ($\rho_{NiFe}$):

$$N_{\text{total}}^{surface-metal-atom} = N_{\text{particles}} \cdot \rho_{NiFe} \cdot A_{\text{particles}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

Determination of the Interparticle Distance

The gas-aggregation method used to prepare the nanoparticles allows great precision over the number of particles deposited. By controlling the loading, number of nanoparticles per area, the average interparticle distance can be varied. We deposited nanoparticles with a mass of 950 k amu, corresponding to a diameter of 6.7 nm, with coverage of 5%, 10%, 12.5% and 15% onto lacey carbon covered Cu TEM grids. The TEM images were recorded using the same experimental conditions as what was described for the size distribution. ImageJ, an image processing program, was then used to extract the centroid point coordinates of the 2D projections. Calculation of the average edge-to-edge distances were done using a home-made algorithm developed by Béla Sebők, and the average results based on multiple images were used for each loading.

5.1.2 Physical Characterization

The NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles were characterized using XPS and LEIS i) as-deposited, without breaking the vacuum, and ii) after OER. Before loading the samples in the UHV chamber for the post OER measurements, the samples were rinsed thoroughly with ultrapure water (Milli-Q water, 18.2 MΩ cm) to remove the thick layer of KOH formed from the electrochemical measurements. For all XPS measurements, a SPECS XR50 instrument (Thermo Scientific) with a base pressure of $5 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar was used. The source was a MgKα, and a survey scan and detailed scans of Au 4f, O 1s, Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ and Fe 2p$_{3/2}$ were recorded. All the spectra were corrected according to the Au 4f$_{7/2}$ peak, which we assumed to correspond to metallic Au at a binding energy of 84.0 eV. All intensities were normalized using the Au 4f peak area, and a Shirley background was used for all spectra. The LEIS measurements were performed using 1 keV He$^+$ ions. The intensity of the
LEIS spectra presented in this study are normalized based on the Au peak at 925 eV.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were acquired at 5 kV using an FEI Helios EBS3 microscope equipped with a field emission gun and a through-the-lens detector for high resolution imaging. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images were recorded using a FEI Titan E-Cell 80-300 ST TEM with a monochromated electron source and post objective aberration correction at 80 kV electron energy.

5.1.3 Electrochemical measurements

The mass-selected nanoparticles were compared to NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ thin films. NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ thin films were obtained via electrodeposition based on the procedure reported by Boettcher and co-workers [95]. Using a three-electrode setup, a current of -0.2 mA/cm$^2$ was applied for 5 min in an electrolyte of 0.1 M Ni(NO$_3$)$_2$·6H$_2$O and 5 mM FeCl$_2$, using gold disks as substrates. The composition determined by XPS indicates a mix of 32% Fe and 68% Ni at the surface (See Figure B.2).

Electrochemical characterization of the deposited nanoparticles was performed using a RDE setup at 1,600 rpm in a Teflon cell in N$_2$-saturated 1.0 M KOH. A Hg/HgO and carbon rod were used as reference electrode and counter-electrode, respectively. The ohmic drop measured using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy over a range of 10-200,000 Hz at a AC amplitude of 10 mV typically ranged from 4 to 18 Ω. The 1.0 M KOH electrolyte was prepared from ultrapure water (Milli-Q, 18 MΩ cm) with KOH (Semiconductor grade, pellets, 99.9%). First, the catalytic activity was measured by recording 5 cyclic voltammograms (CVs) at 10 mV/s up to 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ (Figure B.6). This was followed by a two-hour potentiostatic measurement at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ (Figure B.8). Finally, the activity was again measured using CVs (Figure B.7). The activity of the different samples for the oxygen evolution reaction presented in this work was taken from the last CV. For each experiment, three independent samples were tested, and the activity was averaged. The same procedure, but with a longer stability measurement, was also performed. For these measurements, the nanoparticles were deposited onto a Au sheet and a static measurement was performed at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ over 1,000h.
5.2 Results

5.2.1 Physical Characterisation

Samples with four distinctive masses, i.e. from 120,000 to 2,000,000 atomic mass unit (amu), were used in this study. Determining the particle size distribution of each sample type was possible by imaging the nanoparticles, previously deposited onto a lacey carbon grid, with transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Figure 5.1a shows the TEM images of the four different sizes, with rounded shape obtained. The particle size distribution for each of the sample type was made based on the TEM images recorded (see Figure B.3). Figure 5.1b presents the histogram with the nanoparticle diameters distribution measured, which are 3.9 ± 0.5, 5.4 ± 0.5, 6.7 ± 0.6, and 8.4 ± 0.5 nm. A small population of double the intended size obtained for the 6.7 nm and 8.4 nm particles corresponds to double charge double mass nanoparticles.

LEIS was performed on the as-prepared and after OER measurements nanoparticles, and the result is presented in Figure 5.2. The as-deposited spectrum (green curve) shows only two main peaks: Ni/Fe at 772 eV and Au at 925 eV. Ni and Fe cannot be differentiated due to their similar atomic masses. A shoulder from ca. 100 to 450 eV is associated to adventitious carbon. The LEIS spectrum of the as-deposited nanoparticles confirms the cleanliness of the sample. After OER (blue curve), O (∼450 eV) and K (662 eV), most probably from residual KOH electrolyte, electrochemical oxidation and air exposure, are observed as extra features.

For a detailed understanding of the catalyst composition and oxidation state, the nanoparticles were probed using XPS. Typical survey spectra of the as-prepared 5.4 nm nanoparticles and after OER measurement are presented in Figure 5.3a. The as-deposited sample confirms what was observed by LEIS. Firstly, only Ni, Fe and Au are observed as metal species. The survey also shows a small contribution coming from C. The spectrum of the after OER nanoparticles shows extra peaks associated to C, O and K atoms.

Detailed scans of the Ni 2p and Fe 2p regions (Figure 5.3b) show metallic Ni and Fe for the as-deposited nanoparticles. The analysis of the XPS detailed scans of the nanoparticles after OER reveals the formation of oxide and hydroxide. More specifically, Ni(OH)₂ (855.8 eV) and a small amount of NiO (853.7 eV), and Fe₂O₃ (710.8 eV) and FeOOH (711.6 eV) were identified from the Ni and Fe 2p peaks, respectively [200–202]. The peak at higher binding energy in the Ni 2p region, i.e. around 862 eV, is associated to energy loss features. We drew the same conclusions for the smallest, 3.9 nm, and biggest, 8.4 nm nanoparticles (See Figure B.5).
5.2. Results

Figure 5.1: a) Transmission electron microscopy images of 120,000 to 2,000,000 amu NiFe particles. b) Respective size distribution calculated using the measured diameters of the particles. The small population around 10.5 nm is double mass double charge nanoparticles.

The XPS spectra were used to determine the composition of the as-prepared and after OER nanoparticles (Figure 5.4a). For all nanoparticle sizes, the Ni:Fe stoichiometric ratio is lower on the as-prepared nanoparticles (approx. 75% Ni and 25% Fe), and increases after OER to reach a composition of approx. 85% Ni and 15% Fe. We hypothesize that the change in composition is either due to Ni segregation to the surface, or Fe leaching to the electrolyte during, the oxygen evolution. To make sure that...
the small variations in Ni:Fe ratio observed for the different particle size did not drastically affect the recorded activity, we plotted TOF\textsubscript{surface}, TOF\textsubscript{bulk} and TOF\textsubscript{redox} as function of the Fe content (Figure 5.4b) and no clear trend is observed. This indicates that despite the small variation in Fe content, it does not impact the TOFs measured. This observation is in accordance with what was previously reported in the literature [105].

Stability is a main concern for nanoparticle catalysts as they tend to coalesce under experimental conditions [203,204]. In addition, the oxidative conditions under which oxygen evolution operates often lead to metal dissolution [205,206]. In this study, the stability was first assessed by coupling two-hour chronoamperometry at 1.6 V\textsubscript{RHE} to identical location scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Identical location SEM allowed us to evaluate if the nanoparticles sintered and/or dissolved in an extensive manner. The images from the as-prepared sample and after OER are presented in Figure 5.5. To ease the comparison of the images, particles were selected, and their position is underlined using purple and yellow arrows. By comparing the position of the nanoparticles before (Figure 5.5a) and after OER (Figure 5.5b), we concluded that no major transformations occurred.

High-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) images was used to gain insights into the morphology and composition at the atomic level of the as-deposited and after OER NiFeO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y} nanoparticles. To do so, NiFe nanoparticles were deposited onto a graphene covered Au grid. Images of the as-deposited sample were first recorded. Figure 5.6a shows a detail image of one of the nanoparticles with an inset, where non-uniform orientation of lattice fringes are identified. More specifically, a Ni\textsubscript{3}Fe crys-
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Figure 5.3: a) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy survey spectra of the as-prepared (green spectrum) and after OER (blue spectrum) 5.4 nm in diameter NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles. Intensities were normalized using Au 4f peak and b) Spectra of the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ and Fe 2p$_{3/2}$ core-level regions. The binding energies showed were taken from [200–202]

talline structure was identified [207]. On Figure 5.6b, nanoparticles that are rounded and homogeneously distributed in size, are shown. The sample was then transferred into a rotating disk electrode (RDE) were two CVs up to 1.5 V$_{RHE}$ were recorded. The sample was rinsed thoroughly and transferred back to the HRTEM. Identical location images were then recorded. The milder operating conditions compare to the one described in subsection 5.1.3 were chosen to avoid the corrosion of graphene at too anodic potentials. We observe no change from Figure 5.5b to c, and therefore concluded that the polycrystallinity and the shape of the particles are conserved after OER. It is possible that, even though the sample was rinsed thoroughly, electrolyte leftover causes the reduced sharpness observed on Figure 5.6c. The blurring of the images could also be related to broken graphene coming from the substrate and overlapping with the nanoparticles.
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Figure 5.4: a) Fe contents of the as-prepared (red bars) and after OER (blue bars) 3.9 nm, 5.4 nm, 6.7 nm and 8.4 nm in diameter NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles. The determination of the Fe contents was based on the Ni 2$p_{3/2}$ and Fe 2$p_{3/2}$ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy peaks. Error bars depict the standard deviation of the 3 samples of each size. b) TOF$_{surf}$ (red triangle), TOF$_{bulk}$ (blue circles) and TOF$_{redox}$ (orange squares) as function of the Fe content in % for all NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles.

Figure 5.5: Identical location scanning electron microscopy images of the as-prepared nanoparticles (a) and after oxygen evolution reaction (b). The arrows are to ease the comparison of the location of the particles.

Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) with focused beam was also performed on the same samples that were used for the HRTEM analysis. Ni and Fe elements were mapped in the particle using cross sectional line scans. Because of the intense electron beam, and its impact on the particles, different particles were compared before and after OER. The line scan of the as-deposited particle (Figure 5.7a) shows uniform distribution of Ni
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Figure 5.6: High-resolution transmission electron microscopy investigation of 6.7 nm NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles deposited on graphene coated Au TEM grid (a) HRTEM image of a nanoparticle with Fourier transform of the highlighted area showing Ni$_3$Fe phase. (b) and (c) show identical location HRTEM images of nanoparticles before (b) and after two CVs up to 1.5 V$_{RHE}$ in 1 M KOH at 10mV/s (c).

and Fe across the nanoparticle. Additionally, the expected ratio measured by XPS is conserved, i.e. higher atomic% of Ni compared to Fe. After OER (Figure 5.7b), a decrease in the Fe:Ni ratio is observed, but the distribution remains uniform. Firstly, this confirms the loss of Fe observed by XPS on the nanoparticles after OER. Moreover, it indicates that the higher Ni:Fe atomic ratio measured by XPS is caused by Fe leaching out of the nanoparticles, and not Ni segregation to the surface of the nanoparticles. The atomic % of O increases after OER measurements, which could correspond to the nanoparticles being oxidized. However, in the way the experiment was done, the uncertainty on the atomic% of oxygen is too high to draw any conclusions.

Figure 5.7: Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) line scans across 6.7 nm NiFe nanoparticles a) after deposition and b) after electrochemical testing.
Figure 5.8: (a) Representative cyclic voltammetry (CV) at 10 mV/s, iR-corrected, recorded after chronoamperometric measurement at 1.6 V\text{RHE} for 2 hours, and (b) inset of the CVs showing Ni redox peaks. c) average mass activities at $\eta = 270$, 300 and 370 mV of well-defined NiFe nanoparticles on Au disks in N\textsubscript{2}-saturated 1 M KOH. The average mass activity and standard deviation come from three independent samples. The metal mass was determined from the deposition current.

### 5.2.2 Catalytic Activity and Stability

The catalytic activity of NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles was measured in 1 M KOH and the different nanoparticle sizes were compared. Figure 5.8a shows representative CVs recorded for each size after 2h at 1.6 V\text{RHE} normalized to the mass measured from the deposition current. From this, we can observe that the 3.9 nm and 5.4 nm nanoparticles have similar and the highest mass activities among the samples measured in this study. The inset highlights what is typically attributed to Ni$^{2+}$/Ni$^{3+/4+}$ redox peak for all samples. The position of the Ni$^{2+}$/Ni$^{3+/4+}$ redox peak is at similar potentials for all particle sizes, which confirms the comparable content in Fe for all samples.

The average activities measured at 270, 300 and 370 mV overpotential after the two-hour potentiostatic measurements taken from the average polarization curves (Figure B.4) are presented in Figure 5.8c. No obvious change in trend is observed when comparing the mass activity at different overpotentials for the four sample sizes. This can indicate that oxygen evolution is not limited by mass transport at these potentials. One could expect that if considerable oxygen evolution was coming from subsurface activity, i.e. intercalated water and/or lattice oxygen, the current would be limited by mass transport due to slower diffusion in the bulk versus the surface at high overpotentials.
To determine the intrinsic activity of the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ mass-selected nanoparticles, TOF$_{\text{redox}}$, TOF$_{\text{surface}}$ and TOF$_{\text{bulk}}$ values were calculated from the current density measured at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ taken from the CVs after the two-hour stability test. Figure 5.9 shows the TOFs as function of particle diameter. The values reported for TOF$_{\text{surface}}$ are the highest, independently of particle size, while the values of TOF$_{\text{bulk}}$ are among the lowest. TOF$_{\text{bulk}}$ shows higher TOFs for smaller particle size. TOF$_{\text{surface}}$ and TOF$_{\text{redox}}$ do not show any distinct trend as function of particle diameter. In Figure B.10, we showed that the Ni$^{2+}$/Ni$^{3+/4+}$ reduction peak scales better with the surface area estimated from the deposition current of the nanoparticles than the catalyst loading. This observation is in agreement with the literature stating that Ni redox peak is associated to a surface process [208]. However, according to the TOF values reported, the evaluation of the number of active sites using the Ni$^{2+}$/Ni$^{3+/4+}$ redox feature is higher than the number of surface atoms estimated. We hypothesize that this can either come from a more porous surface than what we estimated, or because the Ni$^{2+}$/Ni$^{3+/4+}$ redox feature corresponds to more than the first monolayer (ML) of Ni in contact with the electrolyte. The catalytic activity of a NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ thin film was also measured and compared to the nanoparticles. Because the thin film has a ill-defined surface and because we did not use a quartz crystal microbalance to measure accurately the mass deposited, only TOF$_{\text{redox}}$ could be calculated. TOF$_{\text{redox}}$ obtained for the thin film measurement is slightly lower than for the nanoparticles but has still a comparable activity value.

The maximum and minimum values reported for 5.4 nm NiFeO$_x$H$_y$, i.e. TOF$_{\text{surface}}$ and TOF$_{\text{bulk}}$ respectively, were compared to state-of-the-art non-noble metal catalysts for the OER in alkaline media, as shown in Figure 5.9b. The reaction rate of the 5.4 nm NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ particles sample at 300 mV overpotential are among the highest reported for non-noble metal catalysts in alkaline electrolyte; 6.2 ± 1.6 s$^{-1}$ for TOF$_{\text{surface}}$ and 1.2 ± 0.3 s$^{-1}$ for TOF$_{\text{bulk}}$.

The surface coverage of the 6.7 nm NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles was varied to study the effect of interparticle distance on the oxygen evolution. The surface coverage values studied as part of the experiment were 5%, 10%, 12.5% and 15%. A representative bright field TEM image along with the average edge-to-edge distance for each loading, written the top corner, is shown in Figure 5.10a. An average surface coverage distance of 8.8 nm, 2.8 nm, 2.2 nm and 1.7 nm interparticle distances were obtained for the surface coverage of 5%, 10%, 12.5% and 15%, respectively.

The current density normalized by mass loading taken at 300 and 370 mV overpotential from CV at 10 mV/s is presented as a function of the average interparticle distances (Figure 5.10b). For both overpotentials the
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Figure 5.9: Turnover frequency calculated from the total metal mass (TOF$_{bulk}$), estimated surface atoms (TOF$_{surface}$), and the Ni$^{2+}$/Ni$^{3+}$/4+ peak (TOF$_{redox}$) of the NiFe nanoparticles at $\eta=300$ mV measured in N$_2$-saturated 1.0 M KOH at 10mV/s as function of particle size. The Ni redox peak was used to measure the TOF of the NiFe thin film. (b) TOF of state-of-the-art non-noble OER catalysts in alkaline. From [209] for NiFe LDH-Exfoliated; from [85] for NiCeO$_x$; from [94] for NiFeO$_x$ film; from [88] for Gelled-FeCoW; from [210] for NiFe LDH hydride; from [211] for NiFe-LDH + GO; from [98] for FeNi(OH)$_2$ film and from [37] for PrBaCo$_2$O$_{5+d}$. When possible bulk and surface/redox TOFs were estimated. The maximum TOF value of Gelled-FeCoW was calculated using the Co redox peak, the BET area for the PrBaCo$_2$O$_{5+d}$ and the Ni redox peak for the 5 nm NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles from this work.
5.2. Results

Figure 5.10: a) Representative transmission electron microscopy images of the surface coverage of 5%, 10%, 12.5% and 15% leading to interparticle distances of 8.8 nm, 2.8 nm, 2.2 nm and 1.7 nm where the activity reaches a plateau, respectively. b) Mass activity taken at 300 and 370 mV overpotential activity of 6.7 nm NiFeO$_2$H$_y$ nanoparticles as a function of the estimated interparticle distances. The dotted lines are a guide to the eye.
current density increases from 1.7 to 2.8 nm interparticle distance, where the activity reaches a plateau. The results reported in Figure 5.10 suggest a negative impact for shorter distances, in contrast to other similar studies [198,199]. It is unlikely that the decrease in activity is related to bubble formation at the surface, as a RDE setup and a low catalyst loading (<500 ng/cm²) was used. Using simple calculations, we also investigated the pH effect according to the different loadings, and observed no major pH variations between the lowest and highest metal loading (See Appendix B).

To further probe the stability, longer stability measurement at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ was performed. A RDE setup could not be used over 1,000 hours and, instead, the stability measurement was performed using a static electrode. Approx. 100 ng of catalyst was deposited onto a gold sheet and tested for OER in 1 M KOH. Figure 5.11 shows the mass activity obtained for 1,000 hours. We observed a relatively stable current for that period of time. The glitches observed are related to the noise from the surrounding. Unfortunately, because the measurement was on a thousand-hour scale, the Ni and Fe dissolution were not measured. However, because the catalyst loading deposited is of 100 ng, we expect that metal corrosion would immediately translate into a drop in current.

![Figure 5.11: Stability measurement recorded at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ in 1 M KOH using a static electrode for the 6.7 nm in size NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles. The mass loading of the NiFe was of $\sim$ 100 ng. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.](image)
5.3 Participation of bulk NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ in the OER

Whether TOF$_{bulk}$ or TOF$_{surface}$ represents the true intrinsic activity depends on whether the bulk or only the surface oxygen contributes to the oxygen evolution, which we investigated with isotope labeling experiments. We used three complimentary isotope labeling procedures, all on samples with 6.7 nm particles, referred to below as procedure a, b, and c, and illustrated schematically in Figure 5.12. Naturally when exposed to air, metallic NiFe nanoparticles oxidize partly to become NiFeO$_x$. The most abundant isotope of oxygen is $^{16}$O with 99.757\% natural abundance. For that reason, the NiFeO$_x$ will mainly contain $^{16}$O. One of the components of the EC-MS setup is sensitive to alkaline electrolyte. Therefore, for practical reasons, we had to perform the electrochemical measurements in 0.1 M KOH (pH=13) instead of 1 M KOH (pH=14).

In procedure a, the nanoparticles are first oxidized in 0.1 M KOH made from $^{16}$O-water and OER was performed in $^{18}$O-based electrolyte. The first step consists of cycling the nanoparticles in 0.1 M KOH for 20 cycles between 0.5-1.5 V$_{RHE}$ to obtain NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ with $^{16}$O. The oxidized nanoparticles were then rinsed thoroughly and transferred at open-circuit voltage to a stagnant thin-layer cell where oxygen evolution was performed in 0.1 M KOH made of $^{18}$O water. It is worth mentioning that the purity of the $^{18}$O water used to prepare the electrolyte is only of 97\%, and will thus have to be considered in the data analysis. On the other hand, the high natural abundance of $^{16}$O in water ensures a preparation of NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ containing 99.8\% of $^{16}$O.

In procedure b, we performed the opposite procedure as in a: oxidizing in $^{18}$O-based 0.1 M KOH and did OER in $^{16}$O-based electrolyte. The same protocol as the one described for procedure a was used, but $^{18}$O water was used instead of $^{16}$O water to oxidize the nanoparticles, and then the OER was performed in $^{16}$O electrolyte.

To complement procedure b and investigate the difference between oxide and hydroxide, if any, the NiFe nanoparticles were oxidized in $^{18}$O$_2$ atmosphere. Procedure c differs slightly from a and b by the way the oxide was prepared. NiFe nanoparticles were deposited and annealed at 447°C in the same vacuum chamber where O$_2$ gas was introduced. This allows for greater sensitivity towards lattice exchange in EC-MS when performing OER in $^{16}$O water. On the other hand, it adds some uncertainty to the initial isotopic composition of the catalyst as the NiFe$^{18}$O$_x$ is exposed to ambient air where $^{16}$O$_2$ is predominant.

The first cycle up to 1.55 V$_{RHE}$ and back to 0.5 V$_{RHE}$ coming from procedure a is shown in Figure 5.13a. The potential and current are plotted in the bottom panel, and calibrated m/z=34 ($^{16}$O$^{18}$O) mass spectrometer
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of the three isotope labeling experiments performed in this work. Procedure a) The nanoparticles are oxidized in H$_{16}$O$_2$ and the OER was performed in H$_{18}$O$_2$. Procedure b) The nanoparticles are oxidized in H$_{18}$O$_2$ and the OER was performed in H$_{16}$O$_2$. Procedure c) The nanoparticles are oxidized in an $^{18}$O$_2$ atmosphere and the OER was performed in H$_{16}$O$_2$. Process a) The nanoparticles are oxidized in an $^{18}$O$_2$ atmosphere and the OER was performed in H$_{16}$O$_2$. Process c) The nanoparticles are oxidized in an $^{18}$O$_2$ atmosphere and the OER was performed in H$_{16}$O$_2$.
5.3. Participation of bulk NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ in the OER

signal is plotted (red trace) in the top panel against a shared time axis. As mentioned above, the electrolyte made of $^{18}$O water has only a purity of 97%, and thus, we had to verify if the contribution from $^{16}$O came from the lattice oxygen or the electrolyte. The green curve was obtained by multiplying the m/z=36 signal ($^{18}$O$_2$) by the steady-state $^{16}$O$^{18}$O/$^{18}$O$_2$ measured prior to this experiment (see Figure B.11). This curve represents the $^{16}$O$^{18}$O signal expected from oxidation of the electrolyte containing $^{16}$O impurities. As presented, the measured and expected $^{16}$O$^{18}$O coincide, indicating that all of the m/z=34 signal corresponds to electrolyte oxidation. The same data analysis was done for procedure b (Figure 5.13c) and procedure c (Figure 5.13e), but in this case with m/z=32 ($^{16}$O$_2$) as the dominant signal. However, in these cases the sensitivity towards isotope exchange is higher due to the high natural abundance of $^{16}$O. The raw data and full cycles for each procedure is available in Figure B.12. We also performed the isotope labeling experiment according to procedure a on a NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ thin film, and still no lattice oxygen or intercalated water oxidation was detected (Figure B.13). Finally, to prove that the EC-MS setup is sensitive enough, we performed isotope labeling experiment using IrO$_2$/TiO$_2$ where we saw $\approx$ 1 ML exchange (Figure B.14).

As evidence of the sensitivity of the technique in detecting O$_2$, m/z=34 more precisely for procedure a, a simulated signal if 1% of the total $^{16}$O contained in the catalyst, equivalent to approximately 10% of a ML, was released in 5s (pink curve), 15s (cyan curve) and 45s (blue curve). The rate of 0.2% ML per second when 10% of a ML is released in 45s, is significantly above the detection limit of the EC-MS. In comparison, the oxygen production rate measured in this experiment is 19% ML per second. This shows that if only 1% of the OER activity were due to lattice oxygen evolution or intercalated water oxidation, the EC-MS would be sensitive enough to detect it. Similar simulations were done for procedure b and c, and similar conclusions were reached.

Following the isotope labeling experiment coupled to EC-MS, LEIS was performed on the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles to make sure that the oxygen isotope was incorporated into the structure. Figure 5.13b, d and f show the LEIS spectra of the as-prepared and after OER following procedure a, b and c, respectively. To remove the layer of KOH, the sample coming from procedure a was rinsed with $^{18}$O water and samples coming from procedure b and c were rinsed with $^{16}$O water before being transferred to the UHV system. Let us take NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles coming from procedure c (Figure 5.13f) as it allows us to compare the already oxidized sample with the one after OER. The LEIS spectrum of the as-deposited NiFe nanoparticles (grey curve) shows a main peak associated to Ni and Fe and another smaller contribution associated to $^{18}$O coming from the in situ oxidation
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Figure 5.13: EC-MS and LEIS results from isotope labeling experiment using procedure a (a-b), b (c-d) and c (e-f). a) First electrochemical potential cycle in $^{18}$O electrolyte after sample preparation with $^{16}$O. The bottom panel shows the potential (black, left axis) and current (gray, right axis). The top panel shows calibrated mass spectrometer signal of $^{16}$O$^{18}$O (m/z=34) (red) detected during oxygen evolution in 0.1 M KOH made with $^{18}$O water (top panel). The $^{16}$O$^{18}$O signal expected without lattice exchange due to the composition of the electrolyte, which is a constant fraction of the $^{18}$O$_2$ (m/z=36) signal, is co-plotted (dashed green). The top panel also shows simulations of the m/z=34 signal if 1% of the total $^{16}$O contained by the oxidized catalyst came out as $^{18}$O$^{16}$O in 5s (magenta), 15s (cyan) or 45s (blue). b) The low-energy ion scattering spectra of the sample as deposited (grey), after OER (purple) and after OER and sputtering (blue). For the results from procedure b and c presented in c,d,e and f, the same interpretation of the data can be done but by interchanging $^{16}$O with $^{18}$O, and vice-versa.
5.4. Discussion

The LEIS spectrum of the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles after OER (purple curve) shows extra contribution from $^{16}$O, impurities of Na and Mg coming from the $^{18}$O water and residual K. The sample was then sputtered with Ar for 30 min and a LEIS spectrum was again recorded (blue curve). The spectrum after OER after sputtering shows an increase in $^{18}$O/$^{16}$O suggesting that residual $^{16}$O is sputtered away revealing the $^{18}$O of the material. Similar observations were made when analysing Figure 5.13b and d.

5.4 Discussion

The results obtained from identical location SEM (Figure 5.5) and the stable current recorded for 1,000 hours (Figure 5.11) indicates that the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ are stable against dissolution under reaction conditions. The study of size effect on the OER activity shows higher activity for smaller particle size, when the normalization is done using the loading measured from deposition current, i.e. for the mass activity (Figure 5.8) and TOF$_{bulk}$ (Figure 5.9) measured. As shown in Figure 5.4, the small changes in Fe content cannot explain the variation in activity. No trend could be identified from TOF$_{surface}$ and TOF$_{redox}$ which are related to the intrinsic activity normalized to surface area of the nanoparticles. In this work, we also focused on identifying if the lattice oxygen and/or intercalated water in-between the nanosheets participate in the oxygen evolution. All the evidence gathered in this work suggests that the OER on NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ is a surface process. First, we compared the activity of different particle size at 270, 300 and 370 mV overpotential (Figure 5.8) and did not see any obvious difference in trend with particle size. We could argue that if the bulk was contributing significantly to the reaction, we could expect the diffusion of species in the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ would limit the current recorded for high overpotential. Second, we observed no dependency on size when normalizing to surface and redox peak. when the current was normalized to surface area (TOF$_{surface}$ and TOF$_{redox}$) but saw a size dependency for TOF$_{bulk}$ favoring smaller particles (Figure 5.9). Finally, using in operando isotope labeling experiments coupled to EC-MS following three different approaches show that the oxygen and intercalated water remain in the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ under OER conditions, and that the evolved O$_2$ comes from the oxidation of the water from the electrolyte (Figure 5.13). The LEIS also confirmed that the initial isotopic oxygen was still in the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ after OER measurements.

As presented earlier, the participation of lattice oxygen depends on the material investigated: Co$_3$O$_4$[112], IrO$_2$/TiO$_2$[111], and some perovskites [114]. It was also presented that involvement of lattice oxygen depends
on the structure of a material. Indeed, the phenomenon was observed for amorphous RuO$_2$-based material but not rutile RuO$_2$ oriented thin films. For that reason, because we did not observe participation of lattice oxygen or oxidation of intercalated water, we do not rule out that it could be possible on a material synthesized in a different manner. Moreover, it is also possible that bulk activity is only seen at higher overpotentials, which cannot be studied using the EC-MS setup due to bubble formation. Finally, based on these observations, we can conclude that that the best measure of intrinsic activity is TOF$_{\text{surface}}$, where the oxygen evolved is normalized by the surface of the particles.

5.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we used well-characterized mass-selected nanoparticles of Ni and Fe as a model system to investigate their fundamental properties for the oxygen evolution reaction. We confirmed the stability of the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ using identical location scanning electron microscopy and a stability measurement that showed a stable current over 1,000h at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$. We used low-energy ion scattering and the unique capabilities of the microchip-based electrochemistry-mass spectrometry setup to show that oxygen in the catalyst is retained under reaction conditions. The isotope labeling experiments were done using three different approaches on the mass-selected nanoparticles, and was also tested on a NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ electrodeposited thin film. Our results showed that only the surface was contributing to O$_2$ evolution; we can thus confirm that the most appropriate value to evaluate the intrinsic activity of this system is TOF$_{\text{surface}}$ for which we obtained 6.2 ± 1.6 s$^{-1}$ at an overpotential of 300 mV. Finally, the 6.2 s$^{-1}$ for TOF$_{\text{surface}}$ serves as a lower limit for the development of new OER catalysts in alkaline electrolyte.
As discussed in Chapter 2, alloys of platinum and rare-earth are promising catalysts for the oxygen reduction. Their weaker binding energy for the reaction intermediates compared to Pt allows for excellent catalytic properties. This class of material is also less prone to dissolution because of the very negative enthalpy of formation [167]. Previous studies using mass-selected nanoparticles of Pt$_x$Y [162] and Pt$_x$Gd [164] raised the interest of this class of alloys for future commercial application even more. However, technological limitations of the gas-aggregation technique used for the preparation, i.e. the slow deposition rate, limits the deposition to nanogram scale, and impedes the electrochemical testing of Pt$_x$Y and Pt$_x$Gd in membrane electrode assemblies. Therefore, a synthesis technique that can be scaled-up to the gram scale needs to be established.

The synthesis of Pt-rare-earth alloys include many challenges. Rare-earth elements have high affinity for oxygen and will form oxides when expose to oxygen contaminants. The oxygen-metal bond is between 700-800 kJ/mol [212], which implies that rare-earth oxides should be avoided as their reduction is difficult. The other obstacle is the notable difference in reduction potential between Pt/Pt$_2^+$, with +1.18 V, to those of the rare-earth, for example of -2.37 V for Y/Y$_3^{+}$ [213]. This illustrates how chemically different Pt and rare-earths are. Taking all the above into consideration, three different types of chemical synthesis methods were investigated with the aim to obtain intermetallics of platinum and rare-earths in nanoparticulate form. The first synthesis method investigated was the alkalide reduction method [214,215]. The second synthesis investigated was the cyanide reduction technique with which the synthesis of Pt$_x$Ce and Pt$_x$Pr alloys was previously reported in micrometer particulate form [212]. I worked in close collaboration
with Amado Velazquez-Palenzuela, former Postdoc at SurfCat, on these two topics. Finally, the last synthesis method investigated was the continuation of the thermal synthesis method, initiated by Brian Knudsen and co-workers in his PhD work [216]. The high temperature synthesis work is supported by thermodynamics calculation made by Christoffer Mølleskov Pedersen in his PhD work [217]. Amado Velazquez-Palenzuela also contributed to the electrochemical characterization of the Pt$_x$Y/C nanoparticles.

### 6.1 Alkalide Reduction

An alkalide is a chemical compound in which alkali metals hold a negative charge such as Na$^-$, K$^-$, Rb$^-$ and Cs$^-$. In the alkalide reduction method, an alkali metal is mixed with a non-reducible organic complexant. This step allows the alkali anion and cation to form a sandwich structure with the complexant. Once complexed, the alkali anions have a strong reducing power of $\sim$3 eV, that enables the production of nanoparticles made of rare-earth metals [215]. A representation of the sandwich structure is illustrated below, where 15-crown-5 ether was used as complexant, and KNa as alloy.

![K$^+$,(15-crown-5)$_2$Na$^-$ sandwich structure](image)

Figure 6.1: Schematic of the K$^+$,(15-crown-5)$_2$Na$^-$ sandwich structure formed from mixing 15-crown-5 ether with KNa alloy. Taken from [215,216]

Recently, Wagner and co-workers reported an alkalide reduction method with which they synthesized air- and water-stable gold-coated gadolinium nanocrystals [214]. They used KNa alloy and 15-crown-5 ether to form the sandwich structure presented in Figure 6.1, which they obtained from mix-
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ing in tetrahydrofurane (THF). Subsequently, they used this sandwich structure to reduce GdCl$_3$. Lastly, they added AuBr$_3$ to the mixture to form the Au shell. They documented their findings using high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

Figure 6.2a shows the well-distributed, and homogeneous in size, core-shell Gd-Au nanocrystals. From the analysis of the nanoparticles with HRTEM, Gd in the core and Au as shell were identified (Figure 6.2b). Bulk elemental analysis of the particle obtained by X-ray fluorescence revealed a composition of 41.6 atomic% Gd and 58.4 atomic% Au.

![Figure 6.2: A) TEM image of core-shell Gd-Au nanoparticles B) HR-TEM of a nanoparticle with a 4.2 nm Gd core coated with 1.2 nm Au shell. Lattice fringes from the (111) planes of the Au shell and (010) planes of the Gd core as indicated in the figure. Taken from [214]](image)

The composition was further investigated using EDX (Figure 6.3). The composition determined using EDX was 37.6 atomic% of Gd and 62.4 atomic% Au. However, it is worth noting that a peak of similar intensity as Gd, which is attributed to Si, is observed at ca. 1.90 eV.

Finally, the XRD pattern in Figure 6.4 shows contributions from both Au (circles) and Gd (squares). A detailed scan over 14h was recorded from 4° to 30°, and is presented in the inset. This scan shows two extra peaks associated with Gd (010) and Gd (011) at ca. 19.7° and ca. 27.0°, respectively.

In summary, Wagner and co-workers reported a method to obtain spherical and homogeneous core-shell Gd-Au nanocrystals. They used HRTEM, TEM, EDX and XRD to characterize their newly synthesize materials. From their results, questions can be raised regarding the purity of their process as extra unidentified elements can be observed with EDX.
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Figure 6.3: EDS spectra of core-shell Gd-Au nanocrystals. Taken from [214]

Figure 6.4: X-ray diffraction pattern of the Gd@Au nanocrystals. Peaks from Au (circles) and Gd (squares) are labelled. The inset shows a detail scan recorded during 14h from 4 to 30° where Gd(010) and Gd(011) are identified. Taken from [214]

Results

With the aim of replacing Au by Pt, and producing Pt-coated Gd nanoparticles, we first tried to reproduce the results presented above by closely
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Figure 6.5: Synthesis of core-shell Gd-Au nanocrystals summarized in 3 steps following their experimental procedure. A schematic of the three steps of this alkalide reduction method is presented in Figure 6.5.

The synthesis was done at room temperature in a Ar-purged glovebox to prevent oxygen contaminations. The concentration of O\(_2\) and H\(_2\)O was monitored, and kept below 1 ppm. Also, as reported by Wagner and co-workers, the first attempts of the synthesis were done in a glass beaker. Prior to the synthesis, we dried the THF with Na, distilled it over molecular sieves, and transferred the THF to the glovebox (Omni-Lab system, Vacuum Atmospheres, <0.5 ppm O\(_2\)) where the synthesis took place. Step 1 consisted of adding the KNa alloy (44 wt.% Na 56 wt.% K, Sigma aldrich) to the THF. 5-crown-5 ether (98 %, Sigma aldrich) was then added to form the sandwich structure K\(^+\)(15-crown-5)Na\(^-\). For Step 2, GdCl\(_3\) was dissolved in \(\sim 20\) mL of THF and added to the rapidly stirred K\(^+\)(15-crown-5)Na\(^-\) prepared in Step 1. At that point, metallic Gd nanoparticles should be formed. The last step, Step 3, was to slowly add AuBr\(_3\) (99.9 %, trace metal basis, Sigma aldrich) to form the Au shell. Once the synthesis was finished, we recovered the nanoparticles via centrifugation. In addition to what was reported by Wagner and co-workers, we water- and acid-washed (0.1 M HClO\(_4\)) the catalyst three times to remove the unreacted species, and dissolved the Gd\(_2\)O\(_3\) potentially at the surface of the nanoparticles.

To verify the dispersion and composition of our newly synthesized material, we performed HRTEM and EDX line scans. For the HRTEM analysis, the particles were dispersed in a mixture of ethanol and water with a ratio of 1:1. Figure 6.6 shows the TEM images of the material obtained from the synthesis. The alkalide reduction synthesis lead to non-spherical nanoparticles with a very broad size distribution. Based on the images recorded, the diameters of the particles range between 4.5 to 78.1 nm with average size
at 21.6 ± 16.5 nm. Also the EDX line scans performed on many different particles only showed Au.

The composition and the chemical state of the elements were analyzed with XPS, where Figure 6.7a shows a survey spectrum of our catalyst. Among the elements detected, we can see clear contributions from Au, O and C, as expected. A more discrete signal associated with Gd is also observed. Surprisingly, Na and Cl were also detected.

For a more accurate analysis, detailed scans of Au 4f and Gd 4d peaks were recorded. The acid- and water-washed catalyst was compared to one annealed at 500°C in an oxygen atmosphere. By doing so, the elements having higher affinity for the oxygen migrated from the core to the surface of the nanoparticles. The Au 4f scans of the washed and annealed samples both show a metallic state with peak position at 84.1 eV. The Gd 4d scans are presented in Figure 6.7c. To help analyzing the Gd spectrum, the results obtained from the alkalide synthesis are compared with what was reported for the PtₓGd nanoparticles obtained from mass filtered aggregation technique (green-yellow curve) [164]. The Gd 4d spectra of the as-prepared PtₓGd shows a metallic state with a peak at 141.8 eV. When exposed to air, the gadolinium of the PtₓGd oxidized, and a shift to higher binding energy is observed (142.4 eV). While both the washed and annealed samples seem to contain gadolinium oxide, a huge contribution at 155.1 eV associated with Si 2s of SiO₂ is observed for the material annealed at 500°C. The Si contamination was confirmed by the observation of a peak at 102.7 eV, which is associated with Si 2p₃/₂.
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Figure 6.7: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of the sample obtained from the alkalide reduction technique. a) Survey, b) Au 4f and c) Gd 4d detail scans of the catalyst. The spectra of the Gd 4d obtained in this work is compared to one reported in [164].
Figure 6.8: X-ray diffraction patterns of the core-shell Gd-Au nanoparticles from Wagner and co-workers (black line), and the material synthesized in this work (blue line).

The catalyst was also characterized with XRD. The XRD of the as-reported core-shell Gd-Au nanocrystals [214] (black line), and the sample obtained from our synthesis (blue line), are shown in Figure 6.8. The two sets of XRD data are, somewhat, similar. Au peaks associated with (111), (020), (022) and (311) reflections are observed, whereas no peaks corresponding to Gd or Gd$_2$O$_3$ are observed.

### 6.1.1 Discussion

The HRTEM, EDX line scans, XPS and XRD data all point to the fact that no core-shell Gd-Au nanocrystals were synthesized. The HRTEM (Figure 6.6) showed a very broad distribution in the size of the Au particles. While the XRD pattern of our synthesized sample is similar to the one reported, the XPS analysis does not show a Gd core and a Au shell. The proportion of GdCl$_3$ reduced into its metallic form is very small compared to the Si contamination, which was also present in the EDX spectrum reported by Wagner and co-workers, though it was not identified. We suspect the Si
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contamination to come from i) the molecular sieves used to dry the THF, and ii) the glass beakers used for the synthesis. The incorporation of Si into the synthesized catalyst suggests that SiO$_2$ was reduced instead of GdCl$_3$, which explains the larger amount of Si as compare to Gd, detected with XPS. In an attempt to avoid Si contamination, we stopped using molecular sieves to conserve the dried THF, and replaced as much as possible of the glassware with Teflon (results not shown). Unfortunately, similar results to what was reported, though with smaller amount of Si, were obtained.

6.1.2 Conclusion

In conclusion, all the attempts to synthesize core-shell Gd-Au nanocrystals using the alkalide reduction method were unsuccessful. Following the procedure reported by Wagner and co-workers, we could only observe the formation of Au particles contaminated with Si, Na and K.

6.2 Cyanide Reduction Synthesis

Kenneth W. Lux and Elton J. Cairns proposed an aqueous route to obtain intermetallic compounds of Pt alloyed with Ce or Pr. In the synthesis method employed, the metal precursor containing Pt was chosen carefully. They selected H$_2$Pt(CN)$_6$ as Pt$^+$ is complexed with CN$^-$, which can lead to a volatile product, and can, therefore, be easily removed. The Pt precursor was then combined with the other metal cation, i.e. Ln(NO$_3$)$_3$, to form what they assumed as HLn[Pt(CN)$_6$]. The annealing of the precursor was done in 4% H$_2$ in He, and Pt$_2$Ce or Pt$_2$Pr were obtained.

X-ray diffraction patterns of the powders obtained from HLn[Pt(CN)$_6$] (Ln=Ce, Pr) precursors are presented in Figure 6.9. In Figure 6.9a, the peaks associated with Pt$_2$Pr have been assigned assuming a MgCu$_2$ Laves phase structure (space group Fd3m; Strukturbericht designation: C15), as reported in the literature [218,219]. A small fraction of Pt$_5$Pr, marked with asterisks, is also identified. Pt$_2$Ce is isomorphic with Pt$_2$Pr, and as such, the peaks of Pt$_2$Ce can also be correlated to the MgCu$_2$ structure. The Pt$_5$Ce crystalline structure is identified with asterisks in Figure 6.9. Most importantly, in both cases, there are no peaks associated with polycrystalline Pt, which means that all the Pt contained in the precursor alloyed with Ce or Pr. Based on the XRD data, they claimed that an average particle size of ca. 25 nm were obtained for Pt$_2$Pr and Pt$_2$Ce.

To prevent the particles from sintering, it is reported that a salt can be added as separating media [220,221]. This salt act as a matrix, and is mixed with the precursor before the annealing. This technique was specifically developed for PtFe alloy nanoparticles, where NaCl was used as the salt.
Figure 6.9: X-ray diffraction patterns of Pt-Pr and Pt-Ce powders obtained from the cyanide reduction method. Asterix denote peaks associated with a) Pt$_5$Pr, and b) Pt$_5$Ce. Figures taken from [212]
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Figure 6.10: Schematic cyanide reduction protocol used in this work. Protocol taken from [212].

matrix. NaCl was chosen because it is chemically stable, and soluble in water, so that it can be easily remove after the annealing process by a water wash. Li and co-workers reported that for a NaCl-to-FePt ratio of 400:1, they could reduce the PtFe particle size from 15 nm to 4 nm in diameter [220].

6.2.1 Experimental Section

The experimental procedure used to obtain alloys of Pt and rare-earths was mostly taken from [212]. For practical and health reasons, we first tried K$_2$PtCl$_6$·xH$_2$O as Pt precursor. We observed that when in solution, the K$_2$PtCl$_6$·xH$_2$O started reducing already at 80$^\circ$C, preventing us from using it as a platinum source. Therefore, we went back to the suggested Pt precursor, i.e. K$_2$Pt(CN)$_6$ (Sigma Aldrich, 99.99% trace metal basis). Figure 6.10 summarizes the experimental procedure followed to obtain 1g of alloy:

**Step 1** First, 808.5 mg of K$_2$Pt(CN)$_6$ (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) was dissolved in 200 mL of ultra-pure water (Milli-Q, 18.2 MΩ). The solution was stirred for approximately 2h with four 6 cm x 6 cm pieces of protonised Nafion 117, to ion-exchange the potassium from K$_2$Pt(CN)$_6$ with protons. As the ion-exchange between K$^+$ and H$^+$ generates a drop in pH, the exchange could be followed with a pH-meter. When, the pH became stable, it meant that H$_2$[Pt(CN)$_6$] was predominant, and the Nafion membranes were then removed.

$$K_2[Pt(CN)_6] \xrightarrow{\text{Nafion-H}^+} H_2[Pt(CN)_6]$$

(6.1)
~1.9 mmol of Ce(NO$_3$)$_3$·6H$_2$O (Sigma-aldrich, 99.999% trace metal basis) or Y(NO$_3$)$_3$·6H$_2$O (Sigma-aldrich, 99.8% trace metal basis), corresponding to a ratio of 1:2 Ln:Pt, was dissolved in ~15 mL of water, and added to the platinum solution.

\[
\text{Ln(NO}_3\text{)}_3 + 2\text{H}_2[\text{Pt(CN)}_6] \rightarrow \text{HLn}[\text{Pt(CN)}_6]_2 + 3\text{HNO}_3 \quad (6.2)
\]

The solution was heated to its boiling point, and 2-propanol (Sigma-aldrich, 99.5%) was added to keep the liquid volume constant. This way, the water was slowly replaced with 2-propanol, and when the precursor was dried, the amount of intercalated water was minimized. Once the precursor was dried, ~20 mL of methanol was added three times to ensure that the nitrate ions from the precursor decomposed into NO$_2$, and released as a gas, as described in equation (6.3). The precursor was then dried for a second time.

\[
\text{H}^+ + \text{NO}_3^- \xrightarrow{\Delta} \text{NO}_2 + \frac{1}{4}\text{O}_2 + \frac{1}{2}\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (6.3)
\]

**Step 2** The dried precursor resulted in a fine light-yellow powder. To ensure total dryness, an extra drying step at 60°C for 2h in air was performed.

**Step 3** The precursor was then placed in a tube-furnace and purged for 1h. We initially tried purging with 5% H$_2$ gas, but had to switch to 100% H$_2$ at 100 mL/min for total precursor-to-alloy conversion. The precursor was first dried at 200°C in the H$_2$ atmosphere for 1h, and then annealed at 800°C. Lux and co-workers reported doing a “shock reduction” technique to avoid sintering, and favor the formation of smaller particle size. In the ”shock reduction” technique, the furnace was first heated up to 800°C, and then the precursors was added. Unfortunately, this approach was not possible with the equipment at our disposal and, thus, we had to increase the temperature from room temperature to 800°C with the catalyst in the furnace. Once 800°C was reached, this temperature was maintained for 60 min. Equations (6.4) and (6.5) show the expected chemical transformation of the precursor to the alloy taking place under the experimental conditions described [212]. To investigate if the alloying process could also occur at lower annealing temperature, the precursor obtained from step 2 was also annealed at 500°C, 600°C and 700°C.
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\[ H - Ln[Pt(CN)_{6}]_2 + \frac{1}{4}H_2 \rightarrow 12HCN + LnPt_2 \]  

(6.4)

\[(C_4H_9)_4N]Ln[Pt(CN)_6]_2 + \frac{19}{2}H_2 \rightarrow 4C_4H_{10} + NH_3 + 12HCN + LnPt_2 \]  

(6.5)

After the synthesis, the catalyst was recovered, and water- and acid-washed (0.1 M HClO₄) three times to remove the byproducts, as well as dissolve any remaining CeO₂ or Y₂O₃. The crystalline structure of the powder was probed using XRD. In situ XRD coupled to a mass spectrometer (MS) was also used. For the in situ XRD experiment, the system was purged with 98% H₂/2% Ar at 100 mL/min. The m/z=2 associated with H₂ was monitored, and once the signal detected was stable, we began the annealing procedure. For practical reasons, 700°C was the maximum temperature at which we could anneal with the in situ XRD setup. The temperature was increased from room temperature to 700°C, and a XRD pattern was recorded for every increase in temperature of 100°C.

Based on the positive results reported when using a salt matrix with PtFe particles, i.e. decrease of particle size, we decided to investigate if this method could be used to obtain smaller PtₓLn particles [220,221]. Thus, the HLn[Pt(CN)₆]₂ precursor was mixed with NaCl in different ratios. To ensure that the precursor was well mixed with NaCl, a mortar and pestle were used. After annealing at 800°C, the powder was washed three times with water to completely dissolve the NaCl, after which the catalyst was characterized using XRD.

When tested as an oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) catalyst, the powder was dispersed in isopropanol, and drop-casted onto a glassy carbon (GC) electrode. The electrochemical ORR measurements were performed as described in Section 3.3.

6.2.2 Physical Characterization

To test the reproducibility of the synthesis method presented by Lux and co-workers [212], we first reproduced the synthesis of the PtₓCe alloy. Figure 6.11 compares the XRD patterns of the PtₓCe synthesized in this work (black line) to what was previously reported (grey line).

In both cases, the synthesis yields a complete precursor-to-alloy conversion, and no peaks associated with the reflection of polycrystalline Pt. The XRD pattern of the powder obtained by Lux and co-workers [212] shows an
intense contribution from the Pt$_2$Ce phase with diffraction peaks at 20.0°, 32.9°, 38.8°, 40.6°, 47.2°, 62.5° and 68.8°. The XRD pattern of the Pt$_x$Ce obtained in this work shows peaks at 19.8°, 39.3°, 41.2° and 44.1° associated with the Pt$_5$Ce crystalline structure [222]. We hypothesize that the differences in phase formation observed came from the slightly different synthesis protocols.

As the method was confirmed to be able to produce a Pt$_x$Ce intermetallic compound, we extended the procedure to Pt$_x$Y alloys, and replaced Ce(NO$_3$)$_3$ with Y(NO$_3$)$_3$. The annealing procedure was performed at 500°C, 600°C, 700°C and 800°C to investigate if a lower annealing temperature could be used in an effort to avoid sintering. Figure 6.12 presents the XRD patterns recorded for the materials obtained at different annealing temperatures.

The analysis of the XRD patterns indicates that Pt$_3$Y (green triangle) and hexagonal Pt$_5$Y, from the prototype structure Cu$_5$Ca, are all present in the Pt$_x$Y catalysts. The most intense Pt$_3$Y peaks are observed for Pt$_x$Y
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Figure 6.12: X-ray diffraction patterns of Pt$_x$Y obtained for annealing at 500°C, 600°C, 700°C and 800°C.

(700°C) with peaks at 38.4°, 44.6°, 64.8°, 77.82° and 82.0°. Similarly, XRD patterns were recorded for Pt$_x$Y annealed at 500°C, 600°C and 800°C. For these catalysts, most of the signal can be assigned to the hexagonal Pt$_5$Y, with the most intense peaks at 39.9° and 40.8°.

With the aim of getting more insight into the transitions occurring between the precursor and the alloy, in situ XRD was performed. Like previously, the in situ XRD was coupled to a MS where the products formed during the synthesis could be detected. The precursor was synthesized, and mounted in the in situ XRD setup where the annealing took place. The typical XRD patterns recorded and the masses detected from the products formation are presented in Figure 6.13a and b, respectively. We tried to assign the peaks from the XRD patterns taken from 40° to 300°C (Figure 6.13a), but were unsuccessful. Therefore, we can only assume that these peaks are related to HLn[Pt(CN)$_6$]$_2$, identified as the precursor [212]. The identification of the peaks observed in the XRD patterns recorded from
400°C to 700°C shows only polycrystalline Pt; no alloying process took place.

Selected m/z detected are presented in Figure 6.13b, where the temperature is labeled with grey dashed lines. The full MS spectrum is presented in Figure C.1. m/z=2, associated with H\textsubscript{2} (black line), is the gas used during the synthesis. When HLn[Pt(CN)\textsubscript{6}]\textsubscript{2} is reduced, we expect CN\textsuperscript{−} to react with H\textsubscript{2}, and form HCN. The most abundant mass related to HCN is m/z=27 (purple line) due to the natural abundance of \textsuperscript{1}H, \textsuperscript{12}C and \textsuperscript{14}C. The peaks directly related to oxygen, m/z = 16 (green line), m/z = 32 (blue line), as well as H\textsubscript{2}O (m/z = 18, red line), were also followed, as it is expected that the synthesis is sensitive to oxidizing species. The MS data indicates that HCN gas is produced even at low temperature, i.e. at 200°C. The highest intensity of HCN is detected for 500°C and 600°C, after which it is not detected anymore. This means that the reduction of platinum-cyanide starts already at 200°C even though most of it occurs at 500°C and 600°C.

The XRD pattern of the Pt\textsubscript{x}Y obtained when using NaCl as salt matrix during the annealing is presented in Figure 6.14 (black line), and compared to Pt\textsubscript{x}Y annealed according to the standard procedure. The NaCl-to-precursor ratio used in this work was 4:1. We observed no major differences in the full width half maximum of the main peak at 39.9°, which suggests that similar crystallite size was obtained. Additionally, we observed that the crystalline structure remains the same with, or without, NaCl. We tried higher ratios of NaCl-to-precursor (results not shown) but even when increasing the annealing time, it was impossible to alloy Pt and Y.
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Figure 6.13: a) X-ray diffraction spectra of platinum cyanide and yttrium precursor at 40°C, 200°C, 300°C, 500°C, 600°C and 700°C, and b) Mass-spectrometer spectrum recorded during the annealing process.
Figure 6.14: X-ray diffraction patterns of Pt$_x$Y powder obtained from cyanide reduction synthesis (grey line) and with the addition of NaCl as salt matrix annealing (black line).
6.2.3 Electrochemical Oxygen Reduction

The Pt\textsubscript{x}Y powders annealed at 750°C and 800°C were tested for the ORR activity, and compared to a Pt/C nanoparticles catalyst, with average particle size > 50 nm. The catalysts were first cycled ~200 times at 200 mV/s in N\textsubscript{2} saturated 0.1 M HClO\textsubscript{4} before a stable cyclic voltammetry (CV) was obtained. This electrochemical step is associated to the formation of a Pt overlayer. An example of the CVs recorded and corresponding CO stripping measurement for the Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (800°C), is presented in Figure C.2. Once a stable CV was obtained, CVs in N\textsubscript{2}- and O\textsubscript{2}-saturated 0.1 M HClO\textsubscript{4} were recorded at 50 mV/s. Figure 6.15a shows representative anodic scans for Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (800°C) recorded in N\textsubscript{2}- and O\textsubscript{2}-saturated 0.1 M HClO\textsubscript{4}, where the background-corrected anodic scan is also shown (red curve).

The specific activities of the various catalysts are presented in Figure 6.15b. As shown, Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (750°C) (blue bar), and Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (800°C) (turquoise bar) have only slightly higher catalytic activity than the Pt/C nanoparticles. The current recorded for Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (800°C) is of 2.93 ± 0.2 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}\textsubscript{Pt}, compared to 2.0 ± 0.2 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}\textsubscript{Pt} for Pt/C black. This is much smaller than the 10.7 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}\textsubscript{Pt} measured on the polycrystalline Pt\textsubscript{3}Y disk reported previously [162,168]. The activity normalized by the mass of Pt was not measured because we acknowledged that the average crystallite sizes of Pt\textsubscript{x}Y catalysts, suggested by the XRD patterns, are too big, and would undeniably translate to low mass activity.

6.2.4 Discussion

The synthesis of the Pt\textsubscript{x}Ce alloy using the cyanide reduction method reported by Lux and co-workers [212] was reproduced in this work (Figure 6.11). Our findings also show that the synthesis method can be extended to the formation of other types of Pt-Ln alloys, such as Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (Figure 6.12 and 6.14). We concluded that it was possible to form the alloy at lower temperatures than 800°C (Figure 6.12). More specifically, we observed that the alloying was taking place already at 500°C. This was supported by the in situ XRD experiment (Figure 6.13), where the most intense signal associated with Pt(CN)\textsubscript{6} reduction was observed for 500°C. The crystalline structure of the Pt\textsubscript{5}Ln annealed at 800°C, synthesized in this work, is different from the Pt\textsubscript{2}Ln one reported. We suspect that minor differences in the experimental procedure could be the main reason behind this inconsistency. We also observed that the crystalline structure of the Pt\textsubscript{x}Y catalyst varied between Pt\textsubscript{5}Y and Pt\textsubscript{3}Y.
Figure 6.15: Oxygen reduction activity of Pt$_x$Y catalyst obtained from the cyanide reduction method. The scans were recorded in 0.1 M HClO$_4$ at 1,600 rpm (dashed lines). a) The anodic scan (thick lines) related purely to the oxygen reduction (red) is obtained from the subtraction of the O$_2$-saturated one (gray) to the N$_2$-saturated one (green). b) The specific activity for the oxygen at 0.9 V$_{RHE}$ is compared for Pt black (black), Pt$_x$Y powder annealed at 750°C blue and 800°C (turquoise)
Pt$_x$Y catalysts obtained from annealing treatment at 750°C and 800°C showed only slight improvement in specific activity in comparison to Pt black (Figure 6.15), and way lower specific activity than what was reported for polycrystalline Pt$_3$Y [162,168]. With the evidence we have, it is difficult to identify the reason for such low catalytic activity. However, part of it could be related to the formation of a Pt$_5$Y structure, instead of Pt$_3$Y. Finally, the use of NaCl as salt matrix during the annealing process did not decrease the average crystallite size, as shown in Figure 6.14. Unfortunately, we did not perform transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on the Pt$_x$Y powder, which could have been useful to gain further understanding of the morphology of the Pt$_x$Y powder with, and without, NaCl.

6.2.5 Conclusion

To summarize, we used the cyanide reduction method as reported by Lux and co-workers [212] to synthesize Pt$_x$Ce and Pt$_x$Y powders. We showed, using XRD, that the predominant crystalline structure obtained was Pt$_5$Ln (Ln=Ce, Y), when the annealing was done at 800°C. The Pt$_x$Y catalysts obtained from annealing at 750°C and 800°C were tested for the ORR, and showed poor specific activity, compared to the expected 10.7 mA/cm$^2$Pt previously reported for polycrystalline Pt$_3$Y.

While it was relatively straightforward to obtain the Pt$_x$Y alloy, the synthesis of well-defined nanoparticles supported on carbon using the cyanide reduction method is still a significant challenge. Also, the HCN gas produced during the annealing step could represent a safety issue if the catalyst had to be produced on larger scales. For these reasons, we decided to stop developing this method, and concentrated our efforts on the high temperature synthesis presented in Section 6.3.

6.3 High Temperature Synthesis

The high temperature synthesis method consists of mixing Pt/C nanoparticles with rare-earth-based precursor, and anneal it at high temperature in a oxygen- and metal-free reactor to form alloy nanoparticles. The experimental conditions selected for the synthesis of Pt$_x$Y were determined based on thermodynamics calculations. The newly synthesized Pt$_x$Y nanoparticles were investigated with XRD, XPS and TEM. The thorough characterization of the nanoparticles are strong evidence that an alloy was formed and that the nanoparticle shape is conserved. Finally, the enhanced oxygen reduction activity registered reveals the great potential of this catalyst for future testing in a membrane electrode assembly.
6.3.1 Thermodynamics Calculations and Early Work

This section is a short introduction to the thermodynamic calculations used to develop the high temperature synthesis method. For a more detailed version of the calculations, and early experiments, please refer to [217] and [216].

Alloys of late transition metals such as Fe, Ni, Cu and Co are thermodynamically unstable under fuel-cell conditions [166,223,224]. The transition metal tends to dissolve which results in a surface that is Pt enriched. The more negative heat of enthalpy of Pt-rare-earth alloys, i.e. $\Delta H_{f(alloy)} \sim -4$ eV versus -0.25 eV for the late transition metal elements [225], may stabilize the alloy against dealloying. However, the alloying energy of the rare-earths with the oxygen is much greater, i.e. approximately -10 eV [164]. Thus, the oxidation reaction will be favored over the alloying process with platinum, in case oxygen contamination is present. The synthesis route presented here is based on thermal annealing in a hydrogen atmosphere, which is a reducing gas. The thermodynamic calculations were done with the HSC Chemistry software package (version 6.1), developed by Outoted Technologies. The Pt-rare-earth data used with the software were extracted from experimental studies, where oxides of rare-earth are thermally reduced, and alloyed with Pt. In his thesis, Brian Knudsen and co-workers showed that the high temperature synthesis could be applied to many rare-earth elements [216]. For this work, however, we focused our effort on the synthesis of $\text{Pt}_x\text{Y}$, as its catalytic activity is among the highest reported for the ORR [162,164].

To determine which yttrium precursor should be used in the synthesis, we calculated the variation in Gibbs free energy for the reduction of yttrium halides ($\text{YHa}_3$) (equation (6.6)), and yttrium oxides (equation (6.7)) under hydrogen atmosphere, to obtain the $\text{Pt}_5\text{Y}$ alloy.

$$5\text{Pt} + \text{YHa}_3 + \frac{3}{2}\text{H}_2(g) = \text{Pt}_5\text{Y} + 3\text{HHa}(g) \quad (6.6)$$

$$5\text{Pt} + \frac{3}{2}\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 + \frac{3}{2}\text{H}_2(g) = \text{Pt}_5\text{Y} + \frac{3}{2}\text{H}_2\text{O}(g) \quad (6.7)$$

More specifically, the variation in Gibbs free energy ($\Delta G$) to form $\text{Pt}_5\text{Y}$ from oxide ($\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$) and halide yttrium precursors ($\text{YI}_3$, $\text{YF}_3$ and $\text{YCl}_3$), were used to evaluate which experimental conditions would allow the lowest annealing temperature and, therefore, more accessible experimental conditions. From Figure 6.16a, it can be seen that the relative $\Delta G$ values of $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ and $\text{YF}_3$ are more positive than the one determined for $\text{YI}_3$ and $\text{YCl}_3$, making the latter two more interesting choices for our synthesis. However, we observed that even for $\text{YI}_3$ and $\text{YCl}_3$, temperatures above 1000°C are needed to have $\Delta G$ values < 0, and favor the alloying process. As annealing
at a temperature as high as 1000°C should be avoided when working with nanoparticles because of sintering, we had to find a way to decrease the alloying temperature. One option to lower the temperature is to displace the equilibrium towards the product side by removing the gas product (HHa).

The equilibrium partial pressure of HHa produced by the annealing Pt with YCl₃, YI₃ and YF₃, in an H₂ atmosphere can be calculated using the following equation:

\[
K_{HHa} = \frac{(P_{HHa})^3}{(P_{H_2})^{3/2}}
\]  

(6.8)

Where \( K_{HCl} \) is the equilibrium constant, \( P \) the overall pressure, \( P_{H_2} \) the partial pressure of oxygen and \( P_{HCl} \) the partial pressure of HCl gas. The equilibrium partial pressure of H₂O coming from the reduction of Y₂O₃ with H₂ gas was determined using equation (6.9).

\[
K_{H_2O} = \frac{(P_{H_2O})^{3/2}}{(P_{H_2})^{3/2}}
\]  

(6.9)

Based on equation (6.9) and (6.8), the equilibrium partial pressure of HI, HCl, HF and H₂O were plotted as function of temperature, using the ideal gas law (PV=nRT) for 1 bar H₂. As seen in Figure 6.16b, a relative partial pressure of 0.01 for HCl and HI is reached at approximately 600°C, while for the same temperature the partial pressure of HF and H₂O is in the order of \( 10^{-6} \). The partial pressure of these gases can be related to the reaction rate, since higher partial pressure, means that a bigger amount of precursor is reduced. Based on this assumption, one can show that catalyst on a gram scale can be produced during 1h of experiment if YCl₃ or YI₃ are used as precursors [216,217].

As mentioned previously, the energy gained by the oxidation of yttrium is greater than that of alloying with Pt. Therefore, one should minimized all interaction with O₂ through air exposure and/or water. To illustrate the sensitivity of Y to O-containing species, the equilibrium partial pressure of H₂O generated from the reduction of Y₂O₃ in an H₂ atmosphere can also be used as the maximum limit of H₂O that can be in contact with PtₓY, before it becomes Pt-Y₂O₃. For a water level below that threshold, the reducing environment will inhibit the oxygen contaminant, and the alloying reaction will take place. The higher the temperature, the higher the tolerance for H₂O. The tolerance for water at higher temperature is explained by the difference in reaction rate for the reduction of YCl₃, and the oxidation of YCl₃ and/or PtₓY. For example, we estimated that the H₂O/O₂ threshold at 600°C is of approx. 2 ppm, while it is of 50 ppm at 800°C.
Figure 6.16: (A) Calculated variation in Gibbs free energy for forming Pt5Y by annealing Pt assuming 1 bar of H₂ with Y₂O₃, YF₃, YCl₃, and YI₃. (B) Respective equilibrium partial pressures of gas products generated by the alloying process.
To verify the thermodynamic calculations described above, Christoffer Pedersen and co-workers [217] mixed Pt/C nanoparticles (TKK, \( \sim 7 \text{ nm} \) diameter size) with YCl\(_3\), and annealed them in a quartz reactor under a H\(_2\) flow of 10 mL/min at 700°C, 750°C, 800°C and 900°C. XRD patterns of the catalysts obtained from annealing at these temperatures were recorded, and are presented in Figure 6.17. Already at 700°C, i.e. a little below the melting point of YCl\(_3\) (m.p, 721°C)[213], Pt\(_3\)Y and Pt\(_2\)Y are observed. However, a considerable contribution coming from Pt is also noted, which indicates that the annealing temperature must be higher for a full conversion. When annealing at 800°C and 900°C, the intensity associated to Pt decreases. At 800°C, the optimal composition is observed with intense peaks assigned to Pt\(_2\) and Pt\(_3\), and relatively small Pt peaks. PtSi is observed at 900°C, but most likely originates from the glassware. From the results presented in Figure 6.17, we observed that the melting point of the yttrium precursor corresponds to start of the alloy formation. Based on that assumption, YCl\(_3\) (m.p. 721°C) is much more suitable precursor than YI\(_3\), that has a melting point of 994°C. To summarize, based on the findings presented in Figure 6.17, the Pt\(_x\)Y alloy can already be formed at 800°C with YCl\(_3\), limiting the sintering of Pt/C nanoparticles, and making YCl\(_3\) a much better option than YI\(_3\).

To better understand how to control the alloying of Pt with Y, the formation of various Pt\(_x\)Y crystalline phases was linked to HCl production. The HCl partial pressure plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 6.18a indicates whether Pt\(_3\)Y or Pt\(_5\)Y will be favored. Because of the limited experimental data available for Pt\(_2\)Y, this crystalline structure had to be left out. As illustrated in Figure 6.18, the alloy formation of that specific Pt\(_x\)Y phase will occur if the HCl partial pressure is kept below the P\(_{HCl}\)/P\(_{eq}\) equilibrium. For example, if the temperature is 400°C for a HCl partial pressure of 2 x 10\(^{-5}\), the Pt/C nanoparticles will alloy with YCl\(_3\) to form Pt\(_3\). Figure 6.18a is therefore highly useful for predicting the Pt\(_x\)Y by varying the temperature and monitoring the HCl gas generated during the reaction.

The reaction time for the formation of Pt\(_3\) and Pt\(_5\) was also calculated. If the the alloying is limited by P\(_{HCl}\), the reaction time can be measured using the ideal gas equation as presented below:

\[
n_{HCl} = \frac{P_{HCl} \cdot Q \cdot t}{R \cdot T} \tag{6.10}
\]

Where \( n_{HCl} \) is the number of moles of HCl generated, \( t \) the reaction time, \( Q \) the gas flow of H\(_2\), \( R \) the gas constant, and \( T \) the temperature of the gas. Using equation (6.6) and equation (6.10), where the number of mole of HCl, Pt\(_x\)Y and Pt can be related.
Figure 6.17: X-ray diffraction spectroscopy of Pt/C nanoparticles and YCl$_3$ precursor annealed at 700°C (black), 750°C (red), 800°C (blue) and 900°C (green). The synthesis was performed in a quartz reactor explaining the contamination with Si. Figure adapted from [217].

$$\frac{1}{3} n_{HCl} = n_{Pt_xY} = \frac{1}{x} n_{Pt_xY} = \frac{1}{x} \frac{w_{Pt}}{m_{Pt}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

Using the equation above, the alloying times of Pt$_3$Y and Pt$_5$Y can be obtained from:

$$t = \frac{3}{x} \frac{w_{Pt} \cdot R \cdot T}{m_{Pt} \cdot P_{HCl} \cdot Q}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.12)

As presented in Figure 6.18b, at 800°C the alloying of platinum into Pt$_5$Y and Pt$_3$Y takes between 50 to 140 minutes, respectively. This reaction time was calculated by assuming that the removal of HCl was the limiting factor (for chemical equilibrium).

### 6.3.2 Experimental Section

To satisfy the requirements needed for the alloying to occur, the handling of the chemicals, and the preparation steps took place in a glovebox (Omni-Lab system, Vacuum Atmospheres, <0.5 ppm of O$_2$, <0.5 ppm of H$_2$O). A homemade gas-tight metal reactor was also built to fit the low O$_2$ concentration requirements [216]. The use of glass was also avoided to prevent
Figure 6.18: (A) Phase formation of $\text{Pt}_3\text{Y}$ and $\text{Pt}_5\text{Y}$ as a function of $P_{\text{HCl}}/P$ and temperature. Insufficient data prevented us from calculating the phase formation of $\text{Pt}_2\text{Y}$. (B) Expected reaction time for 0.5 g of Pt in 10 mL/min 100% H$_2$. 
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Figure 6.19: Metal reactor setup used for the high-temperature synthesis of Pt\textsubscript{2}Y/C nanoparticles. A schematic of a simplified version of the setup is presented in Figure 6.19. The reactor was made of stainless steel, and closed from its surroundings via copper gaskets, and VCR valves located before and after the main chamber. The VCR valves were also used to handle the gas from the high-vacuum gas wall, where flows and atmosphere can be controlled. As seen in the schematic representation a Fe catalyst was installed before the reactor to reduce the amount of H\textsubscript{2}O and/or O\textsubscript{2} contamination. The pressure inside the reactor was kept at 1 bar, and controlled using a pressure controller located at the end of the exhaust. The gas stream at the outlet was passed through a capillary sniffer that transferred the gas to a quadrupole mass spectrometer. Finally, a split-tubular furnace was used as the heating source.

The first step of the synthesis was to dry the Pt/C nanoparticles to remove trace amount of water from air exposure. To do so, the nanoparticles were placed in a graphite foil (99.8%, Alfa Aesar, 0.254 mm) in the middle of the reactor, and heated to 200°C in a 100 mL/min H\textsubscript{2} flow for 6h. The Pt/C nanoparticles were then taken out of the reactor. The Pt/C nanoparticles were then mixed with YCl\textsubscript{3} in \sim 20 mL of anhydrous acetonitrile (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich, <10 ppm H\textsubscript{2}O). The mixture was stirred overnight in an open beaker, enabling a slow evaporation of the solvent, and leaving behind a dry powder. The ratio of YCl\textsubscript{3}-to-Pt is of major importance to obtain the right crystalline structure, and limit the use of chloride precursor. According to our preliminary work, the optimal ratio was found to be 1.5:1 Pt:YCl\textsubscript{3}.
Table 6.1: Parameters of the Thermal Treatment for the Synthesis of PtₓY/C Nanoparticles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration Steps (min)</th>
<th>25 → 400°C</th>
<th>400 → 600°C</th>
<th>600 → 800°C</th>
<th>800°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short annealing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long annealing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[216]. The precursor, once dried, was put back in the graphite foil, and placed in the metal reactor for the alloying treatment. The reactor was put in the split-furnace, and connected to the gas wall and the MS. First, He was purged at 10 mL/min for 20 min. Then, the reactor was purged with H₂ at 100 mL/min for 60 min or until a stable signal was observed for m/z=2. Once the atmosphere in the reactor was saturated with H₂, the sample was heated to 800°C. This temperature was chosen because of the melting point of YCl₃ of 721°C, and based on the thermodynamic calculations presented in the previous section. The temperature programs used for the two synthesis are presented in Table 6.1. After the annealing, the gas flow was switched back to He for another 20 min at 10 mL/min, after which the reactor was brought back in the glovebox where the catalyst was recovered.

The as-synthesized catalyst was acid-washed (0.1 M HClO₄) and water-washed three times to remove the Pt-Y₂O₃/C layer that form when PtₓY/C nanoparticles are exposed to air. The Y₂O₃ is unstable in acid electrolyte and will dissolve, leaving the strained Pt overlayer at the surface of the nanoparticles [162,164,171]. This procedure is also necessary to remove any unreacted traces of precursor. The water- and acid-washed are essential steps in the identification of the Pt-Y alloy using XPS analysis.

The crystalline structure of the powder recovered from the acid and water-washed was investigated using XRD (Panalytical X’Pert Pro/Empyrean). The samples were analyzed in a transmission spinner stage configuration on a zero-background plate. The 2θ angle was varied between 15° and 90°. The data treatment of the XRD pattern was done using Panalytical HighScore Plus software suite. The XPS characterization was performed to further confirm the alloy formation and identify possible contaminants coming form the synthesis process. The instrument used was a Theta-Probe (Thermo Scientific) under ultra-high vacuum (<10⁻⁸ mbar) and a monochromated Al Kα source was used. For all samples, the Pt 4f, Y 4d, O 1s, and C 1s region were investigated, where the C 1s at 284.6 eV was used for calibration. The atomic concentrations of Pt and Y were determined by integration of the Pt 4f and Y 4d peaks after removal of a Shirley-type background.
TEM was used to determine the size distribution of the Pt/C and Pt\text{\textsubscript{x}}Y/C nanoparticles (Tecnai T20 G2). The area of the nanoparticles on the pictures was measured manually using the software ImageJ and the diameter was estimated assuming perfectly spherical particles.

### 6.3.3 Results

As mentioned in subsection 6.3.2, a specific Pt\text{\textsubscript{x}}Y structure can be thermodynamically favored based on the HCl partial pressure. Using our calculations, catalyst prepared with different annealing times were obtained (see table 6.1). As presented, a longer (360 min), and a shorter (60 min) annealing treatment were chosen as annealing conditions. The 60 min annealing treatment was chosen based on the HCl signal detected by the MS during preliminary testing. More specifically, we monitored the HCl signal during the annealing process, and stopped heating once we observed that the intensity associated to HCl (m/z=36) was decreasing. In contrast, the 360 min annealing treatment is expected to reach relatively low HCl partial pressure and favor the formation of Pt\text{\textsubscript{3}}Y.

Figure 6.20 shows the mass spectra of selected compounds detected with the mass spectrometer during the short-term synthesis (left axis). The full MS data of the short- and long-term synthesis are available in Figure C.3 and C.4, respectively. The time scale was adjusted so that time = 0 min is associated with the ramping in temperature. The temperature profile is also presented (dotted blue line, right axis). During the annealing treatment, we monitored the HCl signal as it has been defined as a way to follow the alloying process. m/z=2 and m/z=36, associated with H\textsubscript{2} and HCl, respectively, were selected as they are both involved in the alloying formation, as indicated in equation (6.6). The high signal detected for m/z=2 is associated to the high flow of H\textsubscript{2} used during the synthesis. m/z=36 is expected to be the strongest signal for HCl due to the high natural abundance of \textsuperscript{35}Cl (76\%), but could also be related to the production of tricarbon anion, a transient specie often associated to combustion reactions. To prove that m/z=36 is associated to the production of HCl, and is not a side product of combustion, CO\textsubscript{2} (m/z=44) is also plotted. While combustion-derived products seem to occur mainly at the beginning of the heating treatment (t= 9 min), the m/z=36 signal starts increasing after t= 31 min, when the temperature reaches approx. 600\textdegree C. Thus, Figure 6.20, the profiles of m/z=36 and 44 are different, and we can thus expect that most of the signal is associated to HCl. The HCl profile shows a maximum production at much higher temperature, i.e. around 800\textdegree C, t= 65 min.
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Figure 6.20: H$_2$ (m/z = 2), CO$_2$ (m/z = 44), and HCl (m/z = 36) detected by the mass spectrometer (MS) during the annealing of Pt/C nanoparticles and YCl$_3$ at 800°C under a H$_2$ atmosphere. The dotted lines are related to the ion current measured by the MS (left axis), and the dashed line is related to the temperature of the furnace (right axis).

6.3.4 Physical Characterization

Physical characterization of catalysts obtained after 60 and 360 min of annealing was done using XPS and XRD. XRD was used to evaluate if the experimental conditions described above lead to the formation of Pt$_x$Y alloy, and to evaluate which crystalline structure can be identified in each sample. XPS was used to make sure that no contaminants were found in the materials and to confirm that the Pt$_x$Y alloy was formed. Finally, we used TEM to investigate the variation in particle size before and after the synthesis, as sintering is expected when reaching high temperatures.

As shown in Figure 6.21, patterns of as-received Pt/C nanoparticles (black line), and Pt$_x$Y/C obtained from 60 min (dark gray) and 360 min (light gray) annealing were recorded. The Pt/C nanoparticle’s diffractogram shows peaks at 39.8°, 46.3°, 67.4°, 81.4° and 85.9°, associated to the (111), (200), (220), (311) and (211) plans. The identification of the Pt$_x$Y crystalline structure in this work was done based on the information collected.
from previous analysis on commercial polycrystalline disks of Pt$_3$Y, Pt$_5$ and Pt$_2$Y [168]. If we compare the 360 min synthesis to the Pt/C reference, only the peak associated with the (111) plane at 39.7° is observed. Therefore, the peak at 39.7° cannot be associated to Pt (111), as the the relative intensities of the other polycrystalline Pt peaks would be violated. A face centered cubic (fcc) Pt$_5$Y, associated to the crystal prototype AuBe$_5$ [168], can be assigned with the reflections observed, showing its most intense reflection at 39.7° ((113) plane) and 41.42° ((222) plane). Pt$_3$Y is also clearly identified in the pattern. The peaks associated with the Pt$_3$Y crystalline structure are at 38.3°, 44.5°, and 64.4° and can be associated with the (111), (002), and (022) planes, respectively. Lastly, the Pt$_2$Y phase can also be identified. A low-intensity peak for the (004) plane is observed at 47.8°. In comparison, the Pt$_x$Y/C sample obtained form the 60 min synthesis shows mainly fcc and/or hexagonal Pt$_5$Y structures. The most intense peak is observed for the (111) plane at 40.0°. This main peak could be attributed to both the FCC and/or hexagonal structure. At 40.9°, the (002) plane of the Pt$_5$Y hexagonal is identified. Other less intense peaks at high angles confirm that both the fcc, and hexagonal are present in the sample. The carbon support can also be identified in the patterns of all three samples with a broad peak at 25.8°.

To gain information on the chemical state of platinum and yttrium, detailed scans of the Pt 4f and Y 3d region were recorded. XPS is a surface sensitive technique, and will detect electrons originating from the atoms a few nm into the surface of the catalyst. For that reason, even if Pt overlayer is formed during acid-washed, a low signal from Y is expected. Figure 6.22 shows that metallic Pt (71.4 eV) is observed for both the catalyst obtained from the 60 and 360 min annealing. The deconvolution of Y 3d from the 360 min synthesis Pt$_x$Y (Figure 6.22a), shows a mix of Pt$_x$Y (156.5 eV), Pt$_3$Y (155.3 eV) and Y$_2$O$_3$ (157.8 eV). A small contamination associated with Si is also observed at 153.7 eV. The Y 3d analysis of the 60 min synthesis Pt$_x$Y ((Figure 6.22b), only shows Y attributed to Pt$_x$Y and Y$_2$O$_3$ compounds. Y$_2$O$_3$ can be detected if it is trapped in the nanoparticles, or if the acid-wash was not harsh enough to remove all the Y from the topmost layers.
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Figure 6.21: X-ray diffraction patterns of as-received Pt/C (black line), Pt$_x$Y/C (60 min) (dark gray line), and Pt$_x$Y/C (360 min) (light gray line) nanoparticles. The green triangles are associated with Pt$_3$Y structure, the blue circles to Pt$_5$Y(fcc), the red squares to Pt$_5$Y(hexagonal), the purple lines to Pt$_2$Y and the stars to Pt.

The TEM analysis was done on Pt/C, Pt$_x$Y (60 min @ 800°C) and Pt$_x$Y (360 min @ 800°C) nanoparticles. To clearly show how much catalyst was dedicated to each particle size, we decided to present the data as percentage of the total particles volume as function of particle diameter. Figure 6.23a shows the as-received Pt/C nanoparticles. The average particle size, calculated from a total of 225 particles, is 7.6 ± 3.4 nm. The particle size distributions of the Pt$_x$Y obtained from 60 and 360 min annealing are presented in Figure 6.23b and c, respectively. The average size for the short synthesis is 9.9 ± 3.6 nm while 12.1 ± 4.4 nm was obtained for the long synthesis. Both Pt$_x$Y/C catalysts show a fraction of very large nanoparticles with diameter > 25 nm in size.

The evaluation of the electrochemical activity for the ORR was performed at 50 mV/s in O$_2$-saturated 0.1 M HClO$_4$ with a rotating disk electrode setup at 1600 rpm. The iR-corrected CVs are presented in Figure 6.24a. The kinetic current from the CVs was calculated, and the values at 0.9 V$_{RHE}$ normalized by the electrochemical surface area and the mass of Pt are presented in Figures 6.24b and c, respectively. Pt/C nanoparticles present the lowest specific, and mass activity with 1 mA/cm$^2$ and 0.27 A/mg$_{Pt}$, respectively. Pt$_x$Y (60 min @ 800°C) has intermediate activ-
Figure 6.22: X-ray photoelectron spectra in the platinum 4f and yttrium 3d core level regions for Pt$_x$Y obtained from (A) 360 min and (B) 60 min annealing at 800°C. The catalysts were washed three times with acid (0.1 M HClO$_4$) and water before XPS measurements.
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Figure 6.23: Particle size distributions and representative transmission electron micrographs for (A) the as-received Pt/C, (B) the 30 min annealed @ 800°C PtₓY/C and (C) the 360 min annealed @ 800°C PtₓY/C.
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Figure 6.24: (A) RDE polarization curves at 1,600 rpm and 50 mV/s for the ORR on Pt/C (green curve), Pt\textsubscript{x}Y/C (60 min at 800°C) (purple curve), and Pt\textsubscript{x}Y/C (360 min at 800°C) (red curve) nanoparticle catalysts in O\textsubscript{2}-saturated 0.1 M HClO\textsubscript{4}. Kinetic current density normalized by (B) specific surface area and (C) mass of Pt at 0.9 V\textsub{RHE} for Pt/C and Pt\textsubscript{x}Y/C annealed for 30 and 360 min at 800°C, on the basis of data from (A).

Finally, the highest specific activity (2 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}) and mass activity (0.41 A/mg\textsubscript{Pt}) is obtained with Pt\textsubscript{x}Y/C (360 min @ 800°C).

Discussion

Both the XRD and XPS results confirm that the Pt\textsubscript{x}Y alloy was formed when using both the short and long thermal treatments. No peaks associated with metallic Pt was observed on Pt\textsubscript{x} catalysts, confirming that all platinum was converted to an alloy. Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (60 min @ 800°C) shows only formation of Pt\textsubscript{5}Y while Pt\textsubscript{3}Y is also observed for Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (360 min @ 800°C) (Figure 6.22 and 6.21). The Pt\textsubscript{3}Y crystalline phase of Pt\textsubscript{x}Y (360
6.3. High Temperature Synthesis

min @ 800°C) corresponds to what was suggested in Figure 6.18. Indeed, for longer annealing time the HCl production decreases which favors the transition from Pt₅Y to Pt₃Y. The detailed scans of the Pt 4f and Y 3d region confirm what was previously reported for PtₓY nanoparticles [162]. The Pt 4f peaks show an oxidation state of zero, and the Y 3d peaks are a mixture of Y₂O₃ and PtₓY (Figure 6.22). The Pt-to-Y ratio between 3.5 and 3.9 fits with the reported value when a thick Pt overlayer is formed due to yttrium oxidation, and then leached when exposed to acid electrolyte [162]. A small Si contamination observed for the PtₓY probably comes from the mixing of Pt/C nanoparticles and YCl₃ which took place in a glass beaker. It is possible that the longer annealing time favored the reduction of Si contaminant. In the future, to fully avoid Si contamination, one should prioritize teflon over glassware. However, since the signal intensity detected with the XPS was so low, we did not expect the Si to affect the measured electrochemical activity. To our knowledge, the high catalytic activity of Pt-Si was only reported for methanol oxidation reaction [226].

We argue that the lower specific and mass activity observed for PtₓY (60 min @ 800°C) can be linked to two factors: the nature of the PtₓY alloy and the nanoparticles size distribution. It was shown using polycrystalline Pt₂Y, Pt₃Y and Pt₅Y disks that the activity and stability vary greatly in-between the different crystalline structures. More specifically, Pt₃Y has the highest specific activity (9.4 mA/cm² at 0.9Vₐ) followed by Pt₅Y (5.9 mA/cm² at 0.9Vₐ) and, finally, Pt₂Y whose activity is closer to that of Pt and corrodes within the first few CVs [168].

As concluded from mass-selected studies, the specific activity increases with the increase in particle diameter until a maximum value is reached, i.e. the one from polycrystalline disk. The reason for this observation is that the alloy in the core strain the Pt overlayer, and once a certain size is achieved, the nanoparticles behave as the bulk. If this nanoparticle size is not reached, the Pt-Pt distance is closer to that of pure Pt. On the other hand, when looking at the mass activity, there is an optimum mass activity reached when a sufficient thickness of alloy is present in the bulk, but the particle diameter is still allow a high surface-to-bulk ratio. In this work, we showed that ca. 80% and ca. 92% of the PtₓY particles obtained from 60 and 360 min annealing, respectively, have particle diameters greater than 10 nm (Figure 6.23. This high amount of nanoparticles with larger diameter significantly decreases the mass activity measured. Thus, this high percentage of particles with diameter larger than 10 nm explains why only 0.43 A/mgPt and 2.0 mA/cm²Pt were measured at 0.9 Vₐ. We expect the remaining volume, having particle sizes between 2 and 9 nm, to have a mass activity that increases with volume, as presented in Figure 2.20.
Conclusion

In summary, the thermodynamic calculations for the reduction of Pt with rare-earth compounds under H$_2$ atmosphere allowed us to determine the experimental conditions required to form the Pt$_x$Y alloy. The Pt-Y alloy was selected based on the already establish high electrochemical activity for the oxygen reduction, and the lower temperature required to obtain the alloy. XRD and XPS data confirmed the Pt-Y alloy formation and showed how the annealing time can impact the crystalline structure favored. It is also, to our knowledge, the first time that chemically synthesized Pt-RE and Pt-Ln show improved mass activity for the oxygen reduction, when compare to Pt/C. The lower mass activity of the thermally synthesized nanoparticles as comapre to the mass-selected Pt$_x$Y could be improved by obtaining a more homogeneous size distributions, and a more pure Pt$_3$Y phase.
7.1 Conclusion

This PhD work focused on the understanding and development of highly efficient and stable catalysts for the oxygen evolution and reduction reaction. This work was motivated by the replacement of fossil fuels with renewable energy sources through the development of hydrogen as energy carrier [5]. Electrolyzers hold a really important role in the future energy infrastructure, as it can be coupled to renewable energy sources, like wind and solar, to store energy in hydrogen bond. As of today, two electrolyzer technologies are in development. Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) electrolyzers are promising, but the acid electrolyte used limits catalyst materials to noble-metals [31]. On the other hand, alkaline electrolyzers are less efficient, but well-established technologies that use cheap and abundant catalysts [28].

The oxygen evolution reaction is the limiting reaction in water splitting [57], and hampers large-scale penetration of electrolyzer technologies on the market.

RuO$_x$ are among the most active OER catalysts in acid electrolyte [34]. Using oriented thin films of RuO$_2$ developed by Shao-horn and co-workers [35,72,73], we investigated the stability in relation to the activity of these catalysts. We performed stability tests at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ on (001), (111) and (101) oriented thin films, and compared it to (110) single crystal and commercial RuO$_2$ particles. The catalytic activity of the well-defined surface and particles scale as followed: (001) $>$ (101) $>$ (110) $>$ (111) $\sim$ particles. Our results suggest that surface structure has an important role in the activity, and also the corrosion. More specifically, we observed from our data that dissolution of Ru does not scale with the activity loss registered. In other words, we observed no relationship between activity and stability, in opposition to the universal activity-stability relationship.
suggested by Markovic and co-workers [75,78,123,127]. More specifically, we hypothesized that undercoordinated sites like steps, edges and kinks are responsible of Ru corrosion, while we confirmed that the activity scaled with the density of Ru\textit{CUS}-O bounds.

We also investigated NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ catalysts for the oxygen evolution in alkaline electrolyte. Using a well-defined mass-selected NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles in 1 M KOH, we studied the effect of nanoparticle sizes on the catalytic activity. Our model system allowed the determination of the turnover frequencies normalized to the Ni and Fe atoms measured from the Ni redox peak, the surface of the particles and bulk of the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles. We accompanied our electrochemical measurements with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, low energy ion scattering and electron microscopy. To evaluate the participation of the lattice oxygen and intercalated water, we used in operando measurements where isotope labelling study was performed with electrochemical mass-spectrometry on NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles and thin films. Our results showed no bulk activity and this confirm that only surface atoms are important for the OER activity.

The reverse reaction, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), was also investigated. ORR is limiting the conversion of hydrogen back to electricity in hydrogen fuel cell technologies. So far, only Pt-based materials showed promising activity and stability. More recently, our research group focused on a new class of materials: Pt-rare-earth alloys [56,171]. Based on the high catalytic activity obtained from mass-selected nanoparticles of Pt$_x$Y and Pt$_x$Gd [162,164], we decided to develop a synthesis that would allow the production of this type of alloys on a gram scale. In this work, we first investigated the alkalide reduction method, and tried to reproduce Gd@Au nanocrystals using the protocol reported by Wagner and co-workers [214]. After many unsuccessful attempts, this method was abandoned. Then, we developed further the cyanide reduction method reported by Lux and co-workers [212], and formed the Pt$_x$Y alloy from K$_2$Pt(CN)$_6$ and Y(NO$_3$)$_3$ precursors. The alloy formation was confirmed with X-ray diffraction. The catalytic activity for the oxygen reduction was measured but, unfortunately, we did not obtain any significant improvement compare to commercial Pt/C catalysts. Finally, we continued the work initiated by Brian Knudsen on the high temperature synthesis method [216]. We used thermodynamic calculations to determine the experimental conditions and showed that specific Pt$_x$Y crystalline structure can be favored depending on the experimental conditions. The Pt$_x$Y/C nanoparticles obtained from Pt/C nanoparticles and YCl$_3$ annealed at 800°C under hydrogen atmosphere was characterized with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy. Our electrochemical data show a two-fold improvement compare with commercial Pt/C nanoparticles.
7.2 Outlook

Despite the significant progress made on the OER and ORR sides in recent years, further improvement is still needed if we want the electrolyzers and hydrogen fuel cell to become competitive with fossil fuels. As presented in Chapter 4, we investigated well-defined surfaces of RuO$_2$ to gain understanding on the stability, and its relation to the activity. The understanding of the parameter controlling the stability is still in its early stage. It would be of great importance to observe how the surface reconstruct under OER conditions. Such characterization could be done with scanning tunneling microscopy for single-crystal catalysts, or with CO-temperature programmed desorption. In our experiments, we were limited by the detection limit of Ru with the ICP-MS because of the low Ru dissolution of our samples, and the relatively large volume of electrolyte used. Similar study to what was done in this work but using in situ technique could reveal extra information about the activity and stability over time under OER conditions.

Regarding the understanding of bulk activity of OER catalysts, a lot remains to be understood. From the different experimental conditions, and broad type of catalysts investigated, it is very difficult to draw general conclusions on the reasons behind participation of lattice oxygen. For that reason, I think it could be very insightful to study participation of lattice oxygen during the oxygen evolution in a more rigorous manner. As such, a parametric study using late transition metal catalysts, for example, could more easily reveal the conditions leading participation of lattice oxygen.

Finally, we showed that it was possible to synthesized Pt$_x$Y/C nanoparticles on a gram scale using high temperature synthesis. We showed a relatively low specific and mass activity compared to what was reported for similar mass-selected Pt$_x$Y nanoparticles [162]. In order to improve the catalytic activity of the catalyst, the first approach could be to focus on having a more homogeneous size distribution of nanoparticles. By doing the synthesis with Pt/C nanoparticles closer to 8-9 nm in diameter, one could try to annealed for shorter time, as we have learned that an alloy can be obtained for annealing time around 60 min. Also, another approach could be to focus on the synthesis of Pt$_x$Gd/C nanoparticles. The melting point of GdCl$_3$ is of 609°C compared to 721°C for YCl$_3$. As such, the annealing could be done at lower temperature to prevent sintering.
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Appendices
Figure A.1: (A) X-ray diffraction spectra of (111), (001), (100), (101) and (110) RuO$_2$ oriented thin films. (B-F) Atomic force microscopy image of representative samples after deposition. (B) (111), (C) (001), (D) (100), (E) (101), (F) (110) RuO$_2$. The scale bar is 200 nm for all images, and contrast scale is 0 to 5 nm for (B-E). Taken from [193]
Figure A.2: (a-b) Transmission electron microscopy images and c) X-ray diffraction spectrum of commercial RuO$_2$ particles (Sigma-Aldrich). Courtesy of Binghong Han.

Figure A.3: Representative calibration curve for Ru quantification in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ using inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry.
Figure A.4: Characteristic cyclic voltammetry at 10 mV/s in 0.05 M HV$_2$SO$_4$ before (blue) and after (grey) stability test at (A) 1.4, (B) 1.5, (C) 1.6 and (D) 1.7 V$_{RHE}$.
Figure A.5: Capacitance measurements of the RuO$_2$ nanoparticles before and after stability test at a) 1.46 V$_{RHE}$, b) 1.5 V$_{RHE}$, c) 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ and d) 1.7 V$_{RHE}$. The capacitance was recorded at 100 mV/s in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$. 
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Figure A.6: Capacitance measurement of the (110), (001), (101) and (111) RuO$_2$ well-defined surfaces at 100 mV/s in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ before and after the first stability measurement at 1.6 $v_{RHE}$.

Figure A.7: Capacitance measurement of the (110), (001), (101) and (111) RuO$_2$ well-defined surfaces at 100 mV/s in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ before and after the second stability measurement at 1.6 $v_{RHE}$.
Figure A.8: Two-hour potentiostatic measurements at $1.6 \ V_{RHE}$ in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ from stability test 1 (left) and stability test 2 (right) for the RuO$_2$ (111), (101), (110) and (001) surfaces.
Figure B.1: Low-energy ion scattering spectra of the bare Au substrate
Mass transport model of a NiFe nanoparticle

The Nernst-Planck mass transport equation reads

\[ \vec{j}_i = -D_i \nabla c_i - z_i \mu_i c_i \nabla U, \tag{1} \]

Where \( \vec{j}_i \) is flux of species \( i \) (mol/(m\(^2\)s)), \( c_i \) is its concentration (mol/m\(^3\)), \( D_i \) its diffusion constant (m\(^2\)/s), \( z_i \) its charge number, and \( \mu_i \) its electronic mobility (m\(^2\)/(Vs)). \( U \) is the electrical potential (V). The first term on the right side of Equation 1 is due to diffusive transport down a concentration gradient and the second term is due to migration down an electrical potential energy gradient.

\( D_i \) and \( \mu_i \) are always related by the Stokes-Einstein equation,

\[ \mu_i = \frac{|z_i| F}{RT D_i}, \tag{2} \]

where \( F \) is Faraday’s constant (C/mol), \( R \) is the gas constant (J/(molK), and \( T \) is the absolute temperature (K).

The charge flux is the sum of the flux of each species times its charge number. For a single NP on a substrate with hemispherical symmetry in steady state, the charge flux integrated over a shell of any radius is related to the electrical current through that nanoparticle.

\[ \vec{j} = \sum_i z_i j_i = \frac{I_0}{2\pi r^2} \hat{r} = \frac{I}{2\pi r^2 FN} \hat{r} \tag{3} \]

Here, \( I_0 \) is the current through an individual nanoparticle (A), \( I \) is the total current (I), and \( N \) is the number of nanoparticles.

In 0.1 M KOH, there are two species of appreciable concentration, K\(^+\) and OH\(^-\). Charge neutrality demands that their concentrations are equal at any point.

\[ c_{\text{OH}} = c_K = c \tag{4} \]

During the oxygen evolution reaction, K\(^+\) is neither consumed nor destroyed. Setting its flux to zero in Equation 1 results in a simple relationship between the concentration, the concentration gradient, and the electrical potential gradient.

\[ \vec{j}_K = -D_K \nabla c - \mu_K c \nabla U = 0, \text{ or} \]

\[ \nabla U = -\frac{D_K \nabla c}{\mu_K c} = -\frac{RT \nabla c}{F c} \tag{5} \]

Meanwhile, during OER, OH\(^-\) is consumed at the electrode (or, equivalently, neutralized by H\(^+\) produced at the electrode) at a rate equivalent in magnitude to the charge flux. In OER, the current, and thus the charge flux, originating at the nanoparticle and moving out radially, is positive, while the OH\(^-\) flux is towards the electrode.

\[ \vec{j}_{\text{OH}} = -D_{\text{OH}} \nabla c + \mu_{\text{OH}} c \nabla U = -\vec{j} \tag{6} \]

Substituting Equation 6 into Equation 7, using 2, and \( D = D_{\text{OH}}^{-} \), yields

\[ \vec{j} = 2D \nabla c \tag{8} \]

Remarkably, the transport of OH\(^-\) is due in equal parts to the concentration gradient and the potential gradient, while for K\(^+\) the two driving forces exactly cancel. Physics is cool.
Figure B.2: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy survey of NiFeO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y} electrodeposited thin films
Figure B.3: Example of the determination of particle size distribution taken for 6.7 nm NiFe particles. a: original image, b: after band-pass filtering, c: after thresholding and d: the outlines of the found particles overlaid on the original image.

Figure B.4: Polarization curves of 3.9 nm, 5.4 nm, 6.7 nm and 8.4 nm NiFeO$_2$H$_y$ taken from 10 mV/s cyclic voltammetries in 1 M KOH at 1,600 rpm. The average current was measured over three independent samples.
Figure B.5: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of the Ni 2p and Fe 2p region of the as-prepared (blue) and after OER (red) 3.9 nm (smallest size) and 8.4 nm (biggest size) NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles.
Figure B.6: Cyclic voltammetries of the 3.9 nm, 5.4 nm, 6.7 nm and 8.4 nm as-prepared NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles (3 samples each) at 10 mV/s on Au disks in N$_2$-saturated 1 M KOH at 1,600 rpm and iR-corrected.
Figure B.7: Cyclic voltammetries of the 3.9 nm, 5.4 nm, 6.7 nm and 8.4 nm NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles (3 samples each) at 10 mV/s on Au disks in N$_2$-saturated 1 M KOH at 1,600 rpm and iR-corrected. The CVs were recorded after 2 hours at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ in 1 M KOH at 1,600 rpm.
Figure B.8: Chronoamperometry of the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ for 2h in 1 M KOH in N$_2$-saturated at 1,600 rpm. The catalytic activity of a gold disk, the substrate, is also plotted (dotted line) to show its minor contribution to the total catalytic activity.
Figure B.9: a) Cyclic voltammetries (CVs) of the as-prepared electrodeposited NiFeO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y} thin films at 10 mV/s b) Chronoamperometry at 1.6 V\textsubscript{RHE} for 2h c) CVs after OER at 10 mV/s. All electrochemical measurements were performed in N\textsubscript{2}-saturated 1 M KOH at 1,600 rpm and iR-corrected.

Figure B.10: (a) Cyclic voltammetries with zoom on the Ni\textsuperscript{2+}/Ni\textsuperscript{3+/4+} redox feature all nanoparticle samples. (b) Area of the Ni reduction peak normalized to mass loading (circles, left y-axis) and to nanoparticle surface area estimated from current deposition (squares, right y-axis). (c) Number of electrons transferred during Ni reduction wave normalized to the total loading of Ni atoms (circles, right y-axis) and to the calculated number of surface Ni atoms (squares, right y-axis). Vertical error bars represent the standard deviation between three samples.
Figure B.11: (a) The first half of the raw data, cyclic voltammetry, as an EC-MS plot. Raw QMS signals are plotted in the top frame and electrochemical potential (black) and current (red) are plotted in the bottom frame. (b) The second half of the raw data, constant-current steps for calibration, as an EC-MS plot. The m/z=34 and m/z=36 signals are replotted in (c) on two linear axes, to show that the ratio is constant. (d) The results of the calibration showing linear response.
Figure B.12: Comparison of EC-MS results from isotope experiments. EC-MS results for isotope experiments on NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticles from procedure a, b and c.
Figure B.13: EC-MS results for isotope experiments on an NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ thin film obtained from electrodeposition.
Figure B.14: a) EC-MS results for isotope experiments on an IrO$_2$ thin film produced by thermal decomposition. The experiment starts with the first scan, from open-circuit potential. The majority O$_2$ isotope produced by the electrolyte is plotted on the right y-axis and the minority O$_2$ isotope(s) on the left y-axis. m/z=32 is omitted as a minority isotope since the background is too high. b) The excess minority isotope is quantified and normalized to the number of surface atoms in the catalyst (solid bars, left y-axis) and the total O$_2$ evolved during the part of the experiment shown here (hashed bars, right y-axis).
Figure C.1: Full mass-spectrometer data recorded during the annealing process of the cyanide reduction method
Figure C.2: a) Cyclic voltammetry recorded at 200 mV/s in N$_2$-saturated 0.1 M HClO$_4$ after the first and 214$^{th}$ cycle, and b) CO stripping experiment at 10 mV/s. The electrochemical characterization was performed on Pt$_x$Y (800°C) at 1,600 rpm.

Figure C.3: Full mass-spectrometer data recorded during the 60 min annealing process of the high temperature synthesis.
Figure C.4: Full mass-spectrometer data recorded during the 360 min annealing process of the high temperature synthesis
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ABSTRACT: Platinum–rare-earth alloys have proven to be both active and stable under accelerated stability tests in their bulk polycrystalline form. However, a scalable method for the synthesis of a high-surface-area supported catalyst of these alloys has so far not been presented. Herein we discuss the thermodynamics relevant for the reduction conditions of the rare earths to form alloys with platinum. We show how the tolerance for water and oxygen severely limits the synthesis parameters and how under certain conditions the thermal reduction of YCl₃ with H₂ is possible from 500 °C. From the insight gained, we synthesized a Pt₃Y/C catalyst by modifying a Pt/C catalyst and confirmed alloy formation by both X-ray diffraction and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements. These reveal crystalline intermetallic phases and the metallic state of yttrium. Without any optimization of the method, the catalyst has an improved mass activity in comparison to the unmodified catalyst, proving the viability of the method. Initial work based on thermodynamic equilibrium calculations on reduction time show promise in controlling the phase formed by tuning the parameters of time, temperature, and gas composition.

KEYWORDS: synthesis, rare earths, platinum, alloy, oxygen reduction reaction, proton exchange membrane fuel cell, nanoparticles

INTRODUCTION

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are among the most promising renewable energy technologies, capable of producing electricity through electrochemical reactions of hydrogen and oxygen fuels at near room temperature (<80 °C) operating conditions.¹⁻⁴ However, the high platinum loading at the cathode side strongly limits the expansion of hydrogen vehicles on the market.⁵ Over the years, the loading at the anode could be reduced to 0.05 mg cm⁻². The major kinetic losses at the cathode side still result in a high loading of Pt; i.e., 0.4 mg cm⁻² of Pt in a state of the art fuel cell.⁶ One of the tools available for improving the catalytic activity is to optimize the bond strength of the oxygen reduction intermediate (ORR)⁹⁻¹⁰ to the catalyst’s active sites. Among the materials studied, the alloys of Pt with late transition metals such as Ni and Co have demonstrated among the highest catalytic activities reported.⁵⁻¹⁰ One of the pillars that made fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) possible is the commercial use of a Pt–Co alloy that significantly increases the mass activity of the catalyst in comparison to previous-generation vehicles.¹¹ When they are implemented in fuel cells, alloys of Pt with late transition metals tend to dealloy over time.¹²⁻¹⁴ The less noble metal dissolves into the acidic electrolytes, first from the surface and then from the bulk in the long term.¹²,¹⁵ Even so, there have been numerous recent studies that report novel forms of Pt–Ni based catalysts with outstanding activity and stability in accelerated degradation tests.⁸,¹⁰,¹⁶,¹⁷

Another group of alloys pioneered by our group are those of Pt and lanthanide and/or rare-earth elements.¹⁸–²⁰ It was suggested that the alloying energy, or the negative enthalpy of formation, could also be used as a descriptor for stability against dissolution for the Pt-based catalysts. These alloys, such as Pt₃Y and Pt₃Gd, have been shown to be both active and stable in polycrystalline,¹¹ single-crystal,²²,²³ and nanoparticulate forms obtained from magnetron sputtering,²⁴,²⁵ with the increase in activity originating from a compressed Pt overlayer.²⁰ The more reactive solute metal will tend to dissolve in the acid electrolyte of a PEMFC, resulting in the formation of a thick and strained Pt overlayer.²⁰ The tradeoff between this strained structure and the optimization of surface to bulk ratio obtained with small particle size explains the observed maximum mass activity of nanoparticulates of Pt₃Y and Pt₃Gd at around 8–9 nm.²⁴
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Technological limitations on the magnetron sputtering, i.e. the slow deposition rate and the production limited to a few nanograms, prohibit scale-up production of mass-selected nanoparticles of Pt−Y and/or Pt−Gd and impede their implementation into membrane electrode assembly. For this, a chemical synthesis technique scalable up to the gram scale is needed. Chemical synthesis including lanthanide and/or rare-earth elements is a real challenge, partially because of the oxophilicity of these compounds. The significant difference in reduction potential of the different elements with the standard reduction potential of Pt2+/Pt being +1.18 V vs those of the rare earths such as Y3+/Y at −2.37 V is also an important obstacle in the alloying process.

Many have attempted to chemically synthesize these nanoparticles but without showing any real evidence of Pt−Y alloy formation: i.e., an X-ray diffraction spectrum showing only Pt peaks and/or no X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic analysis of the Y 3d region. Kanady et al. are the first, to our knowledge, that showed clear the formation of intermetallic Pt−Y nanoparticles. In that work, molten borohydride was both the reducing agent and reaction medium. Unfortunately, the catalyst was not tested for the electrochemical reduction of oxygen, and the activity cannot be compared to that reported by our model study.

Before we were able to obtain Pt−Y/C via a thermal process, we tried other different types of synthesis methods. It was reported that it is possible to synthesize gold-coated gadolinium nanoparticles by alkalide reduction. With the ultimate goal of replacing Au with Pt, we reproduced the protocol reported by Yan et al. Even after many attempts, we observed that only a small portion of Gd was actually reduced and incorporated into the gold nanoparticles, while most of the core was made of Si coming from the glassware. We also investigated the cyanide reduction techniques reported by Lux and Cairns. In their protocol, they used Pt(CN)2 and Ce(NO3)3·6H2O as precursors that they mixed in water and annealed in H2 to obtain a Pt−Ce alloy. By following the same procedure but substituting a Ce− with a Y-based precursor, we successfully obtained Pt−Y powder. Unfortunately, we did not manage to optimize the powder to favor the formation of nanoparticles. In addition, the large production of Pt−Y alloy would certainly represent a safety concern, as HCN is one of the byproducts.

In this work, we have successfully scaled up the synthesis of the intermetallic alloys of Pt−Y nanoparticles supported on carbon on a gram scale. The alloy was obtained by annealing nanoparticles of Pt/C with YCl3 under a hydrogen atmosphere.

We provide thermodynamic calculations of the thermal reduction of halide salts of the rare-earth metals by hydrogen that represent an important step forward the understanding of Pt−lanthanide and −rare-earth alloy formation. Using these calculations, it was also possible to predict the formation of the most active Pt−Y crystalline phase. The structures of all alloys have been confirmed by X-ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques. The catalyst was tested using a rotating disk electrode setup for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in acid electrolyte. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a Pt−Y/C alloy synthesized on a gram scale has exhibited enhanced mass activity, in comparison to the commercially available supported Pt catalyst. The thermal synthesis method used for the synthesis lends itself to efficient control of the alloy phase formed and could be extended to other elements of the lanthanide and rare-earth family.

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

As mentioned above, the energy gained by the rare-earth elements upon alloying with Pt is close to 4 eV, which is much greater than that of the late transition metals, which only gain around 0.25 eV. However, the alloying energy gained by the rare earth and lanthanide elements when they form their respective oxide is close to 10 eV, making the oxidation the favored reaction on contact with any oxidizing agent. In this work, we investigate alloy synthesis using thermal reduction under an H2 atmosphere. We utilized the HSC Chemistry software package (version 6.1) developed by Outotec Technologies. The data related to Pt−rare-earth/lanthanide alloys were not part of the database and were extracted from experimental studies where oxide precursors were reduced thermally to alloy with Pt. An understanding of the reactivity of the rare-earth/lanthanide precursors and oxides is crucial for the synthesis of Pt alloys. Because of the great ORR activity obtained from model Pt−Y nanoparticles and thin films, we decided to start investigating that specific system. We have calculated the variation in Gibbs free energy for (1) the reduction of yttrium halides (YHa3) and (2) yttrium oxide (Y2O3) to form Pt−Y alloys. The reaction to form Pt−Y from Pt metal and YHa3 under an H2 atmosphere is

$$3\text{Pt} + \text{YHa}_3 + \frac{3}{2} \text{H}_2(g) \rightarrow \text{Pt}_5\text{Y} + 3\text{HHa}(g)$$  

and the reaction to reduce Y2O3 with Pt−Y is

$$3\text{Pt} + \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \rightarrow 3\text{PtO} + \text{Y}_2$$
The determination of \( \Delta G \) and the equilibrium constant for the alloying process can be extended to other chloride precursors. Figure S1a,b show the calculated values for the alloying of \( \text{Pt}_x\text{M} \), where \( M = \text{Dy}, \text{Tb}, \text{Tm}, \text{Sm}, \text{Gd}, \text{Ce}, \text{La}, \text{Ca} \), as a function of temperature. There is a general trend where “late” lanthanides have a higher reaction constant and thus produce a higher concentration of gas as the side product in comparison with “early” lanthanides. Thus, for the “late” lanthanide, an alloying rate enabling the production of grams of materials is possible at lower temperature.

Using the same approach, and assuming a constant \( \text{H}_2 \) pressure of 1 bar, the partial pressure of HCl for forming different crystal structures of \( \text{Pt}_x\text{Y} \) was calculated. The \( \text{H}_2 \) partial pressure for the alloy formation of \( \text{Pt}_x\text{Y} \) and \( \text{Pt}_5\text{Y} \) is presented in Figure 2a. A lack of data restrained us from calculating the alloy formation of \( \text{Pt}_3\text{Y} \). If the system is kept below the equilibrium partial pressure of hydrochloric acid, the formation of alloy will proceed. In turn this entails that, for a given partial pressure above the equilibrium for the \( \text{Pt}_5\text{Y} \), but below the equilibrium for \( \text{Pt}_3\text{Y} \), only the latter will be formed. From this, it is seen that \( \text{Pt}_3\text{Y} \) has the highest equilibrium pressure. The same observation was made for all \( \text{Pt}_x\text{M} \) alloys in comparison with their respective \( \text{Pt}_x\text{M} \) phases, and thus the formed phase could be controlled by controlling the partial pressure of HCl.

Because of the oxophilicity of the rare earths and lanthanides, it is worth discussing the effect of water and oxygen contamination, which could potentially hinder alloy formation. When they are in contact with oxygen, rare-earth and lanthanide elements will oxidize rather than alloy with Pt because of the more negative enthalpy of formation (10 eV per atom). Thus, the oxygen concentration when Pt is annealed with rare-earth/lanthanide elements should be minimized. The maximum limit of H\(_2\)O that can be in contact with Y\(_2\)O\(_3\) is presented in Figure 1b. Below that H\(_2\)O partial pressure, the reductive environment will inhibit the oxidation reaction and the alloying will still occur. Above the H\(_2\)O partial pressure, the concentration is too high and the reducing atmosphere is not enough to inhibit the oxidation of the precursor or the Pt-based alloy. The H\(_2\)O/O\(_2\) concentration threshold increases with temperature: for example, it is about 2 ppm at 600 °C and about 50 ppm at 800 °C for Pt\(_3\)Y alloys. The higher limit is set by the difference in reaction rate for reduction of YCl\(_3\) and oxidation of YCl\(_3\) or Pt\(_3\)Y, due to the difference in equilibrium partial pressure limits which can be different by orders of magnitude, as is also seen in Figure 1. The reaction time can be calculated by assuming that the reactions are limited by the gas reaction:

\[
5\text{Pt} + \frac{1}{2} \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 + \frac{3}{2} \text{H}_2(g) = \text{Pt}_5\text{Y} + \frac{3}{2} \text{H}_2\text{O}(g)
\]

(2)

The solution to eqs 3 and 4 are plotted for the \( \text{Pt}_x\text{Y} \) system with 1 bar of \( \text{H}_2 \) on Figure 1b. At 600 °C, the equilibrium partial pressure of HCl and HI is around 0.01. The concentration/production of HCl and HI is directly linked to the alloying process. For such high partial pressure, the alloying process is fast and the catalyst on a gram scale can be produced in 1 h. Preliminary results also shows that very little is converted below the melting point of the precursor (see Figure S2). For that reason, YCl\(_3\) (mp 721 °C) is of greater interest than YI\(_3\) (mp 994 °C).

![Figure 2. (A) Phase formation of \( \text{Pt}_x\text{Y} \) and \( \text{Pt}_5\text{Y} \) as a function of \( P_{\text{HCl}}/P \) and temperature. Insufficient data prevented us from calculating the phase formation of \( \text{Pt}_3\text{Y} \). (B) Expected reaction time for 0.5 g of Pt in 10 mL/min 100% \( \text{H}_2 \).](image-url)
product (HCl) removal (i.e., assuming chemical equilibrium at all times). As mentioned above, the limit is linked to the partial pressure level of HCl and the speed at which the gas product can be removed. In the regime where the alloying is limited by the HCl partial pressure, we can approximate the reaction time by applying the ideal gas equation

\[ n_{\text{HCl}} = \frac{P_{\text{HCl}} Q t}{RT} \]  

(5)

where \( n_{\text{HCl}} \) is the moles of HCl gas, \( P_{\text{HCl}} \) the partial pressure of HCl from eq 3, \( Q \) the gas flow, \( t \) the time, \( R \) the gas constant, and \( T \) the temperature of the gas where the flow is measured. From eq 1, we can relate the number of moles of HCl, Pt₅Y, and Pt

\[ \frac{1}{3} n_{\text{HCl}} = n_{\text{Pt}_5\text{Y}} = \frac{1}{x} n_{\text{Pt}} = \frac{1}{x} \frac{w_{\text{Pt}}}{m_{\text{Pt}}} \]  

and associate the formation of Pt₅Y to the ideal gas equation

\[ t = \frac{3}{x} \frac{w_{\text{Pt}} R T}{m_{\text{Pt}} P_{\text{HCl}} Q} \]  

(7)

Using eq 7, it is possible to approximate the reaction time for the formation of Pt₅Y and Pt₃Y from 0.5 g of Pt and an excess of YCl₃ under 1 bar of H₂ flowing at 10 mL/min. This shows that 1 g of 50 wt % Pt/C can be converted into Pt₅Y and Pt₃Y in about 50 and 140 min, respectively, at 800 °C under these experimental conditions (Figure 2b). This simple model does not include kinetics effects or mass transport limitations of the rare-earth or lanthanide species into the bulk of the platinum. However, our main interest is in the region where the reaction is limited by the removal of gas product, as it enables control over the formed alloy phases.

From this, it is possible to conclude that Pt₅Y alloy formation with metallic Pt is feasible using a chloride precursor under 1 bar of H₂ at temperatures higher than 600 °C. The reaction is sensitive to H₂O and O₂, which should be kept below 1 ppm at 600 °C and 20 ppm at 800 °C, which can be achieved with instrumental grade hydrogen and a leak-free system.

## EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

### Synthesis of Pt₅Y/C Nanoparticles.

The high oxophility of the rare-earth and lanthanide elements requires minimal to no air exposure. For that reason, handling of the chemicals prior to and after thermal reduction took place in a glovebox (Omni-Lab system, Vacuum Atmospheres, <0.5 ppm of O₂, <0.5 ppm of H₂O). A homemade gastight metal reactor was designed for the preparation of the Pt₅Y/C nanoparticles, and a simplified version is presented on Figure 3. The stainless steel reactor was put into a split-tubular furnace. For gas handling, VCR valves on the reactor were used for connecting to the high-vacuum gas wall where gas flows and composition were controlled. An iron catalyst was placed before the metal reactor to prevent water and/or oxygen from entering the reactor and reacting with the precursors. The system was operated at 1 bar and controlled by a pressure controller on the back end of the setup. The gas stream from the thermal reduction was passed by a glass capillary sniffer that allowed direct transfer to a quadrupole mass spectrometer for monitoring of the products.

Using the synthesis setup, the Pt/C nanoparticles were first dried at 200 °C in 100 mL of H₂ for 6 h to remove trace amounts of H₂O from air exposure. Once the drying procedure was over, YCl₃ was mixed with the Pt/C nanoparticles. YCl₃ was first dissolved in anhydrous acetonitrile (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich, <10 ppm of H₂O) before the Pt/C nanoparticles were added. The mixture was partially covered and stirred overnight, and a dry powder was obtained. An optimal mixing of the YCl₃ precursor with the Pt/C nanoparticles is essential to improve the phase selectivity and limit the use of chloride precursor. For that reason, a ratio of Pt nanoparticles to YCl₃ of 1.5:1 was used.

The dry powder was spread evenly in the middle of a graphite foil (99.8%, Alfa Aesar, 0.254 mm) before being introduced into the metal reactor. The graphite foil was used to avoid contact between the precursors and the metal reactor. Finally, the metal reactor was sealed with a copper head gasket and connected to the stainless steel tubes. Helium was purged to the reactor at 10 mL/min for 20 min. The reactor was then filled with hydrogen for 60 min at 100 mL/min. The hydrogen flow was kept at 100 mL/min during the annealing procedure. The high H₂ flow was selected on the basis of the thermodynamic calculations. Hydrogen, a reducing gas, prevents the oxidation of the yttrium by O₂, assuming minimal leaks in the setup. The temperature was monitored using a thermocouple placed in the middle of the furnace. The annealing temperature of 800 °C was chosen in order to be slightly above the melting point of the YCl₃ precursor (mp 721 °C), as explained above.

### Physical Characterizations.

Prior to any characterization, the as-synthesized catalyst was acid-washed (0.1 M HClO₄) and water-washed three times. When the Pt₅Y/C nanoparticles were formed and exposed to air, the first few monolayers of yttrium were oxidized and the surface became Pt-Y₂O₃/C. As the Y₂O₃ is unstable in acid electrolyte, the surface was cleaned from the oxide layer using 0.1 M HClO₄, resulting in a strained Pt overlayer with high activity for the ORR. The acid electrolyte and water also removed any unreacted traces of precursor. The acid and water wash is essential to identify metallic yttrium under the Pt overlayer using XPS. The catalyst was then recovered by suspension in ethanol and dried at 60 °C.

Acid-washed Pt₅Y/C catalysts were subjected to XRD analysis in order to confirm the formation of intermetallic compounds with a long-range ordered structure. For such purposes, the powder catalyst was loaded on a zero-background plate and mounted in the equipment (Panalytical XPert Pro/Empyrean) in a transmission spinner stage configuration. The 2θ angle was varied between 15 and 90° in continuous mode. For each batch of measurements, a silicon reference was measured and used as calibration. Data treatment of the collected XRD patterns was performed with the Panalytical HighScore Plus software suite, which also provided a database with the experimental XRD patterns used as reference.
Additional XRD patterns for comparison purposes were taken from the online Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD)-Karlsruhe and in-house measurements on polycrystalline alloy stubs from MaTeck used in previous works.21

The catalysts were characterized using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to further confirm the alloy formation over the oxide. The samples were mounted on carbon tape attached to aluminum foil for a better contact. XPS measurements were acquired under ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) conditions (<10⁻⁸ millibar) in a Theta-Probe instrument (Thermo Scientific). This instrument is equipped with a monochromated Al Kα source (emission line at 1486.7 eV), and XPS spectra were obtained at an analyzer pass energy of 100 eV. In all cases, the atomic concentrations were quantified by integration of the Pt 4f, Y 4d, O 1s, and C 1s peaks after removal of a Shirley-type background. The scans were calibrated according to the C 1s peak (284.6 eV). Reference XPS spectra for comparison were obtained from the NIST X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Database and in-house measurements on polycrystalline alloy stubs from MaTeck. The size distribution of the deposited nanoparticles was determined with ex situ TEM imaging (Tecnai T20 G2). The area of the nanoparticles on the pictures was measured manually using the software ImageJ. The diameter was estimated assuming perfectly spherical particles.

**Electrochemical Characterizations.** The electrochemical experiments were carried out in a custom-made three-electrode glass cell at 23 °C using the rotating disk electrode method.41−44 Prior to the measurements all glassware was cleaned in piranha solution (98% H₂SO₄ (Merck, Emsure) and 30% H₂O₂ (Merck, Emsure), 3/1 v/v) for 24 h and rinsed several times with Milli-Q water at 80 °C. The electrochemical cell includes the working electrode which was mounted on a Pine Instruments rotator, a Pt wire (Chempur, 99.9%, 0.5 mm diameter) to act as a counter electrode, and an Hg/Hg₂SO₄ (0.6 M H₂SO₄) reference electrode (Schott Instruments), the last electrode being separated from the working electrode compartment using a ceramic frit. The electrochemical experiments were performed in 0.1 M HClO₄ electrolyte (70% HClO₄, 30% H₂O₂ (Merck, Emsure), 3/1 v/v) at 1600 rpm and measuring the resistance was determined from the fitted high-frequency intercept measured using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.45 The measured Ohmic resistance ranged from 25 to 30 Ω. The RHE potential was measured by bubbling H₂ over the Pt electrode in the electrolyte at 1600 rpm and measuring the mean of the intersection value while the electrode was cycled 20 mV/s in a N₂-saturated electrolyte until a stable CV was obtained (typically after ca. 200 cycles). Following this, the ORR performance of the PtₓY/C catalysts was evaluated in O₂-saturated solution at 50 mV s⁻¹ and 1600 rpm until a stable current was reached. The electrochemical surface area (ECSA) was evaluated using the CO-stripping method.46 For this purpose, CO gas was first bubbled into the electrolyte for 2 min, while the working electrode potential was kept at 0.05 V_RHE. The remaining CO dissolved in solution was removed by flushing Ar for 15 min while the potential control was maintained. Afterward, the potential was scanned up to 1.00 V in CO-free Ar-purged solution at 50 mV s⁻¹. The corresponding electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) of the PtₓY/C catalysts was estimated assuming a ratio of 420 μC cm⁻²,47 for reasons of consistency with previous works.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Physical and Chemical Characterizations.** As presented earlier, specific PtₓY phase can be thermodynamically favored, and the progression can be monitored using the partial pressure of HCl (eq 7). With the aim of testing this theory, we synthesized PtₓY using two different annealing times (Table 1).

### Table 1. Parameters of the Thermal Treatment for the Synthesis of PtₓY/C Nanoparticles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>25 °C → 400 °C</th>
<th>400 °C → 600 °C</th>
<th>600 °C → 800 °C</th>
<th>800 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>short-term annealing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-term annealing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An annealing of 360 min at 800 °C was chosen and compared with a 60 min annealing time. The shorter treatment was chosen on the basis of the production of HCl detected by the MS placed at the end of the reactor.

Figure 4 shows the mass spectrum signals of some of the products detected by the mass spectrometer while performing a synthesis. The zero value of the time scale was calibrated with the beginning of the annealing treatment. The temperature ramping is also presented (blue dashed line). H₂ and HCl are presented, as both products are involved in the alloy formation reaction (eq 1). The most abundant isotope of chlorine being 35, we expect that production of HCl should be detected when m/z 36 is monitored. H₂ is correlated with a signal at m/z 2. The elevated H₂ signal detected corresponds to the high flow of 100 mL H₂/min used during the annealing process.

Detection of molecular weight 36 can also be related to the detection of tricarbon anion (C₃⁻), a transient species often observed in combustion reactions. To dissociate HCl production from a combustion-related product, CO₂ (m/z 44) is also plotted: m/z 44 (CO₂) and m/z 36 (HCl) show much lower current intensity in comparison with m/z 2 (H₂). For both species, two more intense features are observed over the annealing period. For m/z 44 (CO₂), a sharp peak is
detected at $t = 9$ min, and a shoulder is seen between $t = 63$ min and $t = 85$ min. A much smaller peak is observed at $t = 11$ min for $m/z$ 36 (HCl), but a rather intense and broad peak is noted at ca. $t = 65$ min. For both $m/z$ 44 (CO$_2$) and 36 (HCl), the decrease in signal from the second peak seems to be correlated to the furnace being stopped and hydrogen being replaced by helium. A drastic decrease is observed when the hydrogen flow and furnace are switched off. The mass spectrum signals of all detected species are available in the Supporting Information.

The surface composition of the synthesized catalysts was characterized by XPS. In Figure 5 are displayed detailed Pt 4f and Y 3d scans of the acid- and water-washed Pt$_x$Y annealed for 360 min (A) and 60 min (B), respectively. As observed previously, the Pt 4f signal of a Pt$_x$Y alloy remains unchanged in comparison to that of bare Pt. Indeed, the main Pt peaks of the 4f core level region at 71.4 eV indicate a metallic state for both samples. The XPS spectrum of the Y 3d core-level region was deconvoluted by more than a single set of peaks, which suggests that Y is in more than one chemical state. The deconvolution of the Y 3d peak from the long-term annealed Pt$_x$Y shows the contribution of three different oxidation states of Y: Pt$_x$Y (156.4 eV), Pt$_3$Y (155.3 eV), and Y$_2$O$_3$ (157.8 eV). The peak at 156.4 eV was also observed when the Pt$_x$Y mass-selected nanoparticles were measured and is associated with alloy formation between yttrium and platinum. A small Si contamination (153.7 eV) was also observed in the Y 3d region. This contamination was further confirmed by a peak with very small intensity around 103 eV. We suspect that this contamination came from the mixing of Pt/C nanoparticles and YCl$_3$ in a glass beaker. On the other hand, the deconvolution of the Y 3d region from the Pt$_x$Y (60 min at 800 °C) (Figure 5B) shows a mix of Pt$_x$Y (156.4 eV) and Y$_2$O$_3$ (158.3 eV). The Pt:Y ratio varies between 3.5 and 3.9 for the long- and short-term syntheses, respectively. Similarly, the XPS spectra of the Y 3d region of the Pt$_x$Y obtained by the molten reducing agent method after acid wash shows Y$_2$O$_3$ and

Figure 4. H$_2$ ($m/z$ 2), CO$_2$ ($m/z$ 44), and HCl ($m/z$ 36) detected by the mass spectrometer (MS) during the annealing of Pt/C nanoparticles and YCl$_3$ at 800 °C under a H$_2$ atmosphere. The dotted lines are related to the ion current measured by the MS (left axis), and the dashed line is related to the temperature of the furnace (right axis).

Figure 5. XPS spectra in the platinum 4f and yttrium 3d core level regions for Pt$_x$Y obtained from (A) 360 min and (B) 60 min annealing at 800 °C. The catalysts were washed three times with acid (0.1 M HClO$_4$) and water before XPS measurements.
metallic Y. Unlike what we report, the previous study could only identify one metallic Y species.

Intermetallic phase formation for the Pt₃Y catalysts obtained by high-temperature synthesis was also confirmed by XRD (Figure 6). A comparison of the XRD patterns of the as-received Pt/C reference (black line) and the synthesized catalyst (dark and light gray lines) shows many discrepancies, ensuring that no metallic Pt is contained in the synthesized catalyst. Indeed, if we compare the long-term synthesis with the Pt/C reference, we observe that, even though the peak at 39.7° could be related to the (111) Pt reflection, no other peaks related to the Pt reference are observed. The crystalline structure of the Pt₃Y annealed for 360 min shows reflections associated with three different Pt₃Y phases. The identification of the measured reflections was done on the basis of previous work, where bulk polycrystalline Pt₃Y, Pt₅Y, and Pt₃Y were characterized. Pt₃Y shows intense peaks at 38.3, 44.5, and 64.4° associated with the (111), (002), and (022) planes, respectively. A face-centered-cubic (FCC) Pt₅Y from the crystal prototype AuBe₅ is also observed and shows characteristic peaks at 39.7° ((113) facets) and 41.42° ((222) facets). Finally, the Pt₅Y phase shows a low-intensity peak for the (004) plane at 47.8°. The XRD pattern of the Pt₃Y obtained from short annealing only shows reflections associated with the FCC and/or hexagonal Pt₃Y, from the prototype structure Cu₆Ca. The most intense peak at 40.0° could be related to the (111) reflection of the FCC and/or hexagonal Pt₃Y. A shoulder fitting with the position of the (002) facets of the hexagonal Pt₃Y is noted. In addition, a much less intense peak associated with the Pt₃Y is observed at higher degrees of reflection. Many peaks of the FCC and hexagonal structures are overlapping, making it difficult to fully differentiate them. The carbon support shows a peak in all of the XRD patterns at 25.8°.

The particle-size distribution (PSD) histograms of the catalysts were determined using TEM and are plotted in Figure 7. The Y axis plotted is the percentage volume of nanoparticles of a specific size. This value was obtained from the number of nanoparticles for a defined size multiplied by its volume. From Figure 7a, it is observed that the as-received Pt/C catalyst already has a relatively broad size distribution with an average of 7.6 ± 3.4 nm. Only one large particle (~35 nm) was observed but is not represented on the TEM picture. The average of the Pt₃Y/C nanoparticles obtained from the short-term synthesis is slightly higher than that for the as-received Pt particles with a PSD of 9.9 ± 3.6 nm. We can see that for this catalyst ~80% of the particles have diameter size >10 nm. The Pt₅Y/C synthesis obtained from 360 min annealing shows the highest PSD (12.1 ± 4.4 nm), and ~92% of the nanoparticles have particle diameters above 10 nm.

**Oxygen Reduction Reaction.** The activity for oxygen reduction of the Pt₃Y catalysts is presented in Figure 8. Typical cyclic voltammograms in O₂-saturated 0.1 M HClO₄ solution at 50 mV s⁻¹ are shown in Figure 8a. The Pt/C nanoparticles used for the synthesis were measured and used as reference. We chose the Pt/C nanoparticles to compare the catalytic activity of PtₓY catalysts with similar nanoparticle sizes. Comparison with commercial Pt/C TKK 60% is also available in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information. In the potential region of mixed kinetic and mass transport, there is a positive shift for the longer annealed Pt₃Y nanoparticles, relative to Pt. This represents a substantial decrease in the overpotential for the alloy surface. The kinetic activity at 0.9 V_RHE normalized by the specific surface area and mass fraction of platinum is plotted in Figure 8b,c, respectively. As expected, the activity reported for our Pt/C reference catalyst is lower than that of the state of the art Pt/C nanoparticles reported previously.³ The lower kinetic activity of the Pt/C electrode measured in this work is related to the larger particle size of the Pt catalyst.⁴ The greatest increase in specific and mass activity is obtained with Pt₃Y annealed for 360 min at 800 °C. An increase in mass activity, the most relevant activity descriptor when implementation in fuel cell devices is considered, of roughly 40% in comparison to our Pt/C reference is shown. Very similar mass activity is obtained with Pt₃Y nanoparticles annealed for 60 min at 800 °C.

**Discussion.** XPS results show that intermetallic Pt₃Y was successfully formed. For both catalysts, Pt₃Y was observed. A Pt₅Y phase, corresponding to the respective XRD pattern, was also observed for the Pt₃Y/C annealed for 360 min. The metallic Pt peaks observed for both PtₓY catalysts are those that were previously reported for Pt–Y alloy formation.⁵ The ratios of Pt and Y signals of 3.5–3.9 correspond to the values already reported for the formation of a “thick” Pt overlayer due to yttrium oxidation and leaching on exposure to air and acid electrolyte.⁶ We do not expect the small Si contamination to influence the catalyst performance. The XRD patterns of the synthesized PtₓY nanoparticles confirm the alloy formation and prove that the annealing time affects the PtₓY phases formed. We argue that the differences in phase formation with annealing time can be explained by our thermodynamic considerations, as we predicted that the PtₓY phase takes a longer time to form in comparison to the Pt₃Y phase. From XRD data, no metallic Pt was observed, meaning that it all reacted with the YCl₃ precursor at 800 °C.

We hypothesize that the lower specific and mass activity obtained for PtₓY catalysts is mainly caused by two factors: the nature of the PtₓY phase and the nanoparticle sizes. The nature of the PtₓY phase strongly affects the kinetic activity toward oxygen reduction. Indeed, PtₓY is the most active PtₓY phase, reaching 9.4 mA/cm²Pt at 0.9 V_RHE and outperforming PtₓY by a factor of 1.6,³ as previously reported. As reported in earlier studies from our laboratory,²⁰ the presence of the rare-earth metal brings about a decrease in the nearest-neighbor difference.
in the core of the catalyst; this strain is translated to the Pt overlayer as a compressive surface strain, increasing the oxygen reduction activity. It was also reported that Pt$_x$Y, whose activity similar to that of Pt corrodes after only a few cycles in 0.1 M HClO$_4$, ends up with catalytic activity similar to that of Pt. The size study made for Pt$_x$Y showed that the kinetic activity and particle size are closely linked and that maximum performance is expected for particles 8\textendash}9 nm in diameter.$^{25}$ Indeed, the highest mass and specific activity reported for this system is of 3.1 A/mg$_{Pt}$ and 13.5 mA/cm$^2$$_{Pt}$, respectively, at 0.9 V$_{RHE}$. In our work, we demonstrated that ~80\% and ~92\% of the Pt$_x$Y particles obtained from 60 and 360 min annealing, respectively, have particle diameters greater than 10 nm. This considerable proportion of nanoparticles with larger diameter contributes to significantly lower activity measured and explains why only 0.43 A/mg$_{Pt}$ and 2.0 mA/cm$^2$$_{Pt}$ were measured at 0.9 V$_{RHE}$. The remaining volume having particle sizes between 2 and 9 nm have mass activities that varies between one similar to a 6-fold improvement in comparison to Pt.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, the thermodynamics of the reaction conditions of Pt and rare-earth/lanthanide chloride precursors under an H$_2$ atmosphere at high temperature helped us establish the conditions for alloy formation. The synthesis procedure was applied to Pt\textendash}Y catalysts because of the lower annealing temperature required and the already established high activity for oxygen electroreduction. XRD and XPS patterns showed the clear formation of Pt\textendash}Y alloy phases and demonstrated the effect of the annealing time on the phase formation, which also correlates with the thermodynamic calculations. The particle size distribution determined using TEM images showed a relatively large distribution caused by the inhomogeneous size of Pt/C nanoparticles used for the synthesis and annealing at 800 °C that favors sintering. The electrochemical testing for the
The oxygen reduction reaction shows for the first time, for catalysts synthesized on a gram scale, improved catalytic activity. The lower mass activity of the thermally synthesized nanoparticles in comparison with the mass-selected Pt\textsubscript{Y} can be explained by an average particle size that is too large and the nature of the Pt\textsubscript{Y} crystalline phase. The method used for the synthesis of Pt\textsubscript{Y} nanoparticles can easily be extended to other rare-earth lanthanide metals on the basis of the thermodynamic data, and a clear experimental procedure has been presented. Even though we consider the synthesis of electrochemically active Pt\textsubscript{Y} alloy a considerable achievement, the activity should be further improved and the stability tested. Decreasing the nanoparticle size distribution, favoring Pt\textsubscript{Y} alloy phase formation, and testing the catalyst under experimental conditions closer to fuel cell operating conditions, i.e. at higher current densities or in a membrane electrode assembly, are part of the ongoing experiments for extended catalyst applications.
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Abstract

Rutile RuO$_2$ catalysts are the most active pure metal oxides for oxygen evolution; however, they are also unstable towards dissolution. Herein, we study the catalytic activity and stability of oriented thin films of RuO$_2$ with the (111), (101) and (001) orientations, in comparison to a (110) single crystal and commercial nanoparticles. These surfaces were all tested in aqueous solutions 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$. The initial catalyst activity ranked as follows: (001) > (101) > (111) ≈ (110). We complemented our activity data with inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS), to measure Ru dissolution products occurring in parallel to oxygen evolution. In contrast to earlier reports, we find that, under our experimental conditions, there is no correlation between the activity and stability.
Introduction

Hydrogen production provides a means of storing electricity generated from wind and solar energy\textsuperscript{1–3} in the form of chemical bonds. Hydrogen-based fuel cells can power vehicles and stationary devices; hydrogen could replace carbon or CO to reduce global CO\textsubscript{2} emissions from chemical and manufacturing processes. Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) electrolysers can synthesize hydrogen near room temperature with rapid start up and shut down,\textsuperscript{3} ideally suited towards coupling with renewables. While hydrogen evolution, the cathode reaction occurring in a PEM electrolyzer, has minimal energy losses\textsuperscript{4,5}, the anodic reaction, i.e. oxygen evolution, is kinetically sluggish and limits the efficiency\textsuperscript{6,7}.

\[
2\text{H}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{O}_2 + 4\text{H}^+ + 4\text{e}^- \quad U^\circ = 1.23 \text{ V vs RHE}
\]

The combination of an acidic environment and very positive (oxidizing) potentials sets severe constraints on the choice of catalysts for PEM electrolyser anodes. Only oxides based on Ir\textsuperscript{8,9} show reasonable activity and stability, even though they still corrode at low, yet appreciable rate\textsuperscript{10–13}. Oxides based on Ru are more active but less stable than those based on Ir\textsuperscript{12,14–17}. RuO\textsubscript{2} corrodes via the following reaction\textsuperscript{18}:

\[
\text{RuO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{RuO}_4(aq) + 4\text{H}^+ + 4\text{e}^- \quad U^\circ = 1.39 \text{ V vs RHE}
\]

Mixed oxides of Ru and Ir exhibit a better compromise between activity and stability, forming the basis for the dimensionally stabilised anode, used extensively in the chloro-alkali industry\textsuperscript{16,19,20}. 
Several reports have shown that oxygen evolution on RuO$_2$ is always associated with some degree of dissolution$^{12,18,21-24}$. However, the Faradaic selectivity to RuO$_2$ corrosion varies over many orders of magnitude, depending on the pretreatment: $\sim$0.01% in the case of sputter deposited thin films in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$$^{13}$ while it reaches values as high as $\sim$15% for metallic Ru$^9$, also in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$, and $\sim$10% for oriented SrRuO$_3$ in 0.1 M KOH$^{22}$ (Figure 1). Figure 1 shows that RuO$_2$ obtained by thermal annealing$^{11,13,25-27}$ present, on average, 2-3 orders of magnitude lower corrosion rates than metallic Ru$^{9,11,18,21,26,27}$, perovskite oxides containing Ru$^{22,28}$, hydrated RuO$_2$$^{26}$ or plasma-treated RuO$_2$$^{25}$. Furthermore, there is no clear distinction between the dissolution rates reported in acid versus alkaline electrolytes.

Over three decades ago, Kötz et al. proposed that RuO$_2$ dissolution and oxygen evolution share a common reaction pathway and the same intermediates$^{29}$. To the best of our knowledge, all studies on Ru-based oxides, thus far, have indeed suggested a correlation between dissolution rates and activity.$^{9,11,18,22,29,30}$ Markovic$^{12}$ and co-workers have gone so far to argue that dissolution and oxygen evolution activity are *universally* correlated on *all* noble metal surfaces. Schmidt and co-workers$^{31}$ used a thermodynamic argument to explain this correlation; suggesting that O$_2$ evolution degrades the catalyst by discharging oxide anions.
Figure 1. Comparison of the Faradaic efficiency of dissolution for Ru-based catalysts in acidic and alkaline electrolyte. The y axis represents the contribution of Ru dissolution to the measured current in the OER region, as a percentage. These values have been extracted from [a] Hodnik et al. for Ru metal, electrochemically prepared RuO$_2$ and thermally prepared RuO$_2$. Ru dissolution measurements performed in 0.1 M HClO$_4$ using ICP-MS and at maximum of 1.4 V$_{RHE}$ [b] Cherevko et al. for Ru metal, and thermally prepared RuO$_2$ in 0.1 M H$_2$SO$_4$ and 0.05 M NaOH. Ru dissolution measured by ICP and potential scanning from 1.2 V$_{RHE}$ until reaching 5 mA/cm$^2$ [c] Chang et al. for polycrystalline Ru metal and oriented SrRuO$_3$ films in 0.1 M KOH. Ru dissolution measured using RRDE and scanning up to a maximum potential of ~1.485 V$_{RHE}$ for Ru and estimated to 1-10% for SrRuO$_3$. [d] Tamura et al. measured Ru dissolution for Ru metal at ~200 mA/cm$^2$, hydrated RuO$_2$ at ~50 mA/cm$^2$ and thermally prepared RuO$_2$ at ~100 mA/cm$^2$ in 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ using spectrophotometric methods. [e] Paoli et al. for Ru nanoparticles in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ at 1.48 V$_{RHE}$ from a CV at 10 mV/s using RRDE. [f]
Vukovic et al. electrodeposited Ru electrode. Type A electrode: as prepared electrode, Type B electrode: electrochemical activation of type A. Ru dissolution measured in 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ using RRDE. [g] Kim et al. measured Ru dissolution from SrRuO$_3$ in 0.1 M KOH held at potentials from 1.2 to 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ for 60 seconds each using ICP. [h] Paoli et al. for Ru dissolution from plasma treated and thermally annealed RuO$_2$ nanoparticles in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ using RRDE [i] Frydendal et al. for Ru dissolution from thermally prepared sputter deposited thin films in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ using ICP and EQCM at a constant potential of 1.8 V$_{RHE}$. [This work] Further information can be found in Supplementary Information.

Earlier DFT-based studies suggest that the reaction proceeds through a series of proton-coupled electron transfers, via the intermediates *OH, *O and *OOH (where * indicates an adsorbed species) $^{32,33}$. The calculations suggest that RuO$_2$ has the highest activity of pure oxides because it has the most optimal compromise in binding between these different intermediates. They also indicate that the active site on the RuO$_2$ surface is a coordinately unsaturated site (CUS), located on terraces. DFT simulations also suggest that undercoordinated sites, such as steps or kinks, are more likely to corrode than terrace sites, both on noble metal surfaces$^{34}$, and oxides$^{35,36}$. Removing a terrace site requires the scission of more bonds than an undercoordinated site. Notably, recent DFT calculations by Dickens and Nørskov suggested that such undercoordinated sites are also the most catalytically active sites$^{37}$, in contrast to the aforementioned earlier studies$^{8,38,39}$.

However, our own experiments support the notion that the terrace-bound CUS sites are the active sites, as opposed to undercoordinated sites. Our in-operando surface X-ray diffraction measurements detected adsorbed *OO species on the
CUS sites under oxygen evolution conditions; presumably these constitute the precursor to gas phase $O_2$ molecules$^{40}$. Moreover, on oriented RuO$_2$ thin films in 0.1 M KOH, the oxygen evolution activity scales with the number of CUS sites on a bulk-terminated surface$^{41}$.

Summarising the above, there is significant controversy in the literature over the extent to which oxygen evolution is intrinsically related to dissolution. This question is of critical importance, as effective strategies to stabilise the catalysts require that activity and stability be decoupled from each other$^{16,35,36}$.

In the current study, we probe the oxygen evolution activity of numerous different RuO$_2$ catalysts in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$; these include (i) thin films oriented in the (100), (001), (101), and (111) directions (previously tested in 0.1 M KOH$^{8,38,39}$) (ii) single crystalline RuO$_2$(110)$^{41,42}$ and (iii) commercial RuO$_2$ particles. We have quantified the amount of RuO$_2$ being dissolved in parallel to oxygen evolution, using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). In particular, we aim to address the following questions: (a) how does the OER activity compare between RuO$_2$ well-defined surfaces and particles, (b) is the corrosion of RuO$_2$ structure sensitive under oxygen evolution conditions? and (c) to what extent are activity and dissolution correlated on RuO$_2$ surfaces?
Results

We first established the catalytic activity of the different RuO$_2$ surfaces investigated in this study, namely the (101), (111) and (001) oriented thin films and the (110) single crystal. Schematics of the bulk terminated surfaces are shown in Figure 2a. The mean value of the current density at 1.6V$_{RHE}$, taken from the first CV recorded, ranks as follows: (111) thin film < (110) single crystal < particles < (101) thin film < (001) thin film (Figure S1). In a rutile structure, Ru can form bonds with a total of 6 atoms. The Ru$_{CUS}$ at the (110) and (101) facets is linked by 5 Ru-O bonds to the rest of the structure, providing one surface site for the OER. However, the Ru$_{CUS}$ at the (001) and (111) facet forms only 4 Ru-O bonds, providing 2 empty surface sites. Consistent with our earlier reports in 0.1 M KOH$^8$,$^{38,39}$, Figure 2b shows that the initial activity in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ scales with the proportion of CUS Ru-O bonds.
Figure 2. a) Schematics of the (111), (110), (101) and (001) surface and b) average current density measured the first cyclic voltammogram in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ over 2 hours for the (001), (111) and (101) oriented thin films and (110) single crystal, as a function of the number of CUS Ru-O bonds per nm$^2$.

Corrosion measurements on preferentially oriented thin films and RuO$_2$ particles were performed at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ for 2h. Stability test from 1.46 to 1.7 V$_{RHE}$ using the RuO$_2$ particles and at 1.7 V$_{RHE}$ for the well-defined surfaces are also available in Figure S2-3 and Figure S4, respectively. In order to evaluate the behavior of the samples for longer periods of time, the oriented thin films that were first subjected
to the stability test at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ were subjected to a second test, using the same experimental protocol (e.g. cycling etc, followed by the potentiostatic stability test, see Experimental). Additionally, a (110) single crystal was measured in the same experimental conditions and compared to the oriented thin films. Figure 3a and c show the OER currents measured for the first and second stability test at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$. The insets, respectively, show the amount of Ru dissolved during each experiment.

The first stability test shows a decay in the total current for the (001), (101) and (111) thin films over the 2 hours. On these films, any differences in total current densities between the different orientations is diminished by the end of the test. Conversely, the activity of the (110) single crystal at the end of the stability test is higher than the initial activity: this increase occurs during the first $\sim$40 minutes, before reaching a steady state. The amount of Ru dissolved into the electrolyte increases in the following order: (110) single crystal < (111) thin film < (101) thin film < (001) thin film. The Faradaic efficiency towards RuO$_x$ dissolution, relative to the total current density, is less than $\sim$0.3% for the (111) surface, $\sim$ 0.2% for the (101) surface and $\sim$ 0.1% for the (001) surface. The (110) single crystal and the particles have the lowest Faradaic efficiency towards corrosion, at $\sim$ 0.02% and $\sim$ 0.01%, respectively (Figure1). We assume that the remainder of the current is consumed by O$_2$ evolution.

The second stability test at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ (Figure 3c and d) reveals striking differences from the first (Figure 3a and b). In the second test, all surfaces exhibit an initial current density significantly higher than for the first test after 2h. On the other hand, the dissolution rates are much lower than the first test. For example, on the (001)
film, 5 times less Ru dissolves into solution than during the first test. While the average current densities on the (001) thin film and (110) single crystal are similar, the corrosion rates are quite distinct. Moreover, the (110) single crystal shows much higher activity during the second stability test; however, its corrosion rate is similar to the first test.

Figure 3e and f show the activity show the amount of Ru dissolved as a function of activity the first and second stability test. In the first test at 1.6 \( V_{\text{RHE}} \), there is a positive correlation between activity and dissolution rates amongst the thin film samples. However, the particles and the single crystal show much lower values for the average activity than the films, and intermediate dissolution rates. The (110) single crystal and the RuO\(_2\) particles have very similar average catalytic activity during the first stability test, at around 45 \( \mu \text{A/cm}^2 \). This observation is consistent with the transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analyses, which suggest the nanoparticles have a preferential orientation along the (110) planes (see Figure S5).

The second stability test reveals a totally different trend. While in the first test, there was a clear correlation between activity and stability amongst the thin films, there was no such correlation in the second test. The RuO\(_2\) (110) single crystal surface showed the highest activity and stability (lowest amount of dissolved Ru). The activity of the oriented thin films remain somewhat similar during the second test, while the amount of Ru dissolved is significantly lower. The activity of the (110) single crystal and the RuO\(_2\) particles increased while the total Ru dissolution decreased.
Figure 3. Two-hour potentiostatic measurements at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ a) First stability and c) second stability test for the RuO$_2$ particles, and (111), (101), (110) and (001) surfaces. The insets (b,d) show the amount of Ru dissolved for each sample measured for their respective stability test. e) and f) Evaluation of the activity-stability relationship through the analysis of the average current at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ obtained from the stability tests as function of the amount of Ru dissolved for e) the first and f) second stability test at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$, respectively. The squares represented the (001), (101), (111) oriented thin films, the start the (110) single crystal and triangles the commercial RuO$_2$ particles.
Discussion

The fact that we always observe some degree of corrosion of RuO$_2$ particles and the well-defined thin films (Figure 3) is consistent with earlier reports in the literature$^{11,12,18,22}$. On average, the current corresponding to Ru dissolution is $\leq 0.3\%$ of the total OER current; we thus approximate the oxygen evolution current density to be equal to the total current density. This low Faradaic selectivity to corrosion is comparable to the values obtained from heat treated RuO$_2$ nanoparticles$^{25}$ or sputter deposited RuO$_2$$_{13}$ under similar experimental conditions. The dissolution of RuO$_2$ translates into an increase in surface roughness, corroborated by the enhanced capacitance value, following the stability test (Figure S6-8). We calculate that the amount of Ru dissolved at 1.6 $V_{RHE}$ over the duration of the 2 hour stability test ranges between 1.5 to 2.5 ML, depending on the surface orientation. Consequently, by the end of the first stability test, the surface termination may differ appreciably from the pristine surface. However, while Ru dissolution most probably modifies the surface termination, it only represents up to $\sim 4\%$ of the total amount of Ru in the 25 nm thin film.

In this work, we also note that the potentiostatic measurements suggest a loss in catalytic activity over time, implying that the freshly exposed surface, formed as a result of dissolution has a distinct RuO$_2$ termination to the as-prepared surface (Figures S6-8).

The decrease in activity during the chronoamperometry measurements can also be related to bubble formation. The static electrode configuration increases the
amount of bubbles at the surface of the catalysts, blocking more active sites than when using a rotating disk electrode setup. This phenomenon is evident when comparing the current density at the end of the 2 hours of the first stability test 1.6 V (Figure S9), relative to the current density at the beginning of the second stability test (Figure S9); bubbles were removed between tests.

We consider that our measurements underestimate the intrinsic dissolution rates of RuO$_2$ particles: the addition of Nafion to the ink preparation may result in lower mobility and higher local concentrations of Ru cations in solution, stabilising the surface.

Using the Ru dissolution rates and the current measured at constant potential, we aimed to establish a relationship between the oxygen evolution activity of RuO$_2$ and its stability. However, our finding contrasts strongly with other reports of Ru-based catalysts both tested in alkaline$^{11,22}$ and acid$^{11,12,38,43}$, which show a consistent correlation between Ru dissolution rates and activity. The currents and RuO$_2$ dissolution rates from the first potentiostatic measurements at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$ (Figure 3) decrease in the order (001) $>$ (101) $>$ (111). However, for the second test, there is no correlation between activity and stability. Our observations show that the corrosion rates are intrinsically dependent on the surface structure. When comparing the first stability test at 1.6V$_{RHE}$ to the second one (Figure 3), it seems that the sites responsible from the OER activity and stability are decoupled; the change in RuO$_2$ dissolution rates between first and second stability tests are not matched by changes in activity. During the first stability test, the (001) surface has the most active and most unstable surface: the lower corrosion rate, but similar
oxygen evolution activity, during the second test, suggests that the sites most prone to corrosion have dissolved away, while the active sites for O₂ evolution remain.

Our results support the notion that the density of surface defects, such as undercoordinated sites, play a major role in controlling the stability of surface atoms. We suggest that (001) thin films contain the highest initial amount of surface defects, followed by the (101), (111) and (110). We hypothesize that the amount of defects on the as-received particles and single crystal is significantly lower than on the oriented thin film, explaining the much lower corrosion rate during the first corrosion test. In a similar manner, the RuO₂ particles and (110) single crystal have a similar initial activity but different initial corrosion rates. Our results show that RuOₓ corrosion is generally much more pronounced during the first stability test. We conjecture that the amount of defects decreases over time before reaching a more stable state. Indeed, during the second stability test, with the exception of the (101) surface, there is little difference between the corrosion rates of the various surfaces.

**Conclusions**
The aim of this work was to investigate the possible relationship between activity and stability obtained from RuO$_2$ particles, preferentially oriented RuO$_2$ surfaces and a single crystal. The correlation between the activity and CUS Ru-O bonds reported in this study corroborates the previous results in base$^{38}$. We therefore propose that the active site for oxygen evolution in 0.05 M H$_2$SO$_4$ to be the RuCUS site.

We performed potentiostatic measurements of RuO$_2$ electrodes, coupled with ICP-MS to probe RuO$_2$ dissolution. On the basis of our results, we propose that surface structure not only has an important role in controlling activity, but also corrosion. From the first stability test at 1.6 V$_{RHE}$, it appears that corrosion of RuO$_2$ is structure sensitive. However, the active sites responsible for the oxygen evolution seem to be decoupled from the Ru sites that corrode the fastest. *In other words, activity and stability do not appear to be correlated on RuO$_2$ surfaces.* Based on the assumption that undercoordinated sites are responsible for dissolution, we conjecture that they are not the active sites for oxygen evolution under our experimental conditions. More detailed investigations of the surface structure are needed to elucidate the changes induced by the electrochemical environment$^{41,44,45}$.

The evidence we provide herein, suggesting that oxygen evolution and dissolution occur from different sites, has profound implications on future catalyst design. Such understanding corroborates our earlier work on the role of surface Ir in stabilising RuO$_x^{16}$ and surface Ti on MnOx$^{36}$, without compromising activity. Such
work points to ample opportunities for engendering further improvements to the stability of oxygen evolution catalysts under acidic conditions.

**Experimental section:**

Rutile RuO$_2$ films of the (100), (001), (101), and (111) orientations were grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD), as reported previously$^{8,38,39}$ and the experimental details are available in SI. The nanoparticles were purchased commercially (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9% trace metal base). The (100) film was grown on a (001)-oriented SrTiO$_3$ substrate and the (001), (101) and (111) films were grown on (001), (101) and (111) oriented TiO$_2$ substrates. For the (110) orientation, a single crystal electrode was used, which was prepared by oxidative evaporation/redeposition of RuO$_2$ powders as described in reference$^{42,46}$. The particle-based film electrodes were prepared by ultrasonic dispersing RuO$_2$ powder (99.9% trace metal basis, Sigma-Aldrich) into tetrahydrofuran (≥99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich). A small amount of alkaline Nafion solution (3.3 % wt) was added to the ink to improve the adhesion to the fluorine doped tin oxide substrate. The ink was drop-casted and the film was dried over night.

All electrochemical measurements were conducted in a homemade three-compartment glass cell. The potentiostat used was a Bio-logic, WMP-2. A gold mesh was used as counter electrode, while an Hg/HgSO$_4$ electrode was used as reference electrode, calibrated to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) in the same electrolyte. All measurements are reported vs RHE, as denoted by $V_{\text{RHE}}$. A
magnetic stirrer was used to prevent bubbles formation at the surface of the electrode as much as possible. The working electrode and counter electrode compartments were separated by a Nafion 117 membrane. The Ohmic drop measured using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy typically ranged from 50-60 Ω for the RuO₂ powder, 100-200 Ω for the oriented RuOₓ thin films and ca. 40 Ω for the (110) single crystal. The Ohmic drop compensation was performed by online Ohmic drop correction, where 85% correction was applied. 0.05 M H₂SO₄ was prepared from ultrapure water (Milli-Q, 18 MΩ-cm) with sulfuric acid (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich).

The activity of the RuO₂ particles was first evaluated by using cyclic voltammetry (CV) at 10 mV/s between 1 to 1.7 V_RHE. The OER activity measured from CV at 10 mV/s is comparable to that measured from galvanostatic measurements.₈,₃₈,₃₉ Thus, we used CV to quantify OER activity in this study. A single stability test was then conducted at a given potential for 2 hours. The activity was again evaluated using one CV at 10 mV/s between 1 and 1.7 V_RHE.

The activity and stability of the oriented thin films and single crystal were evaluated in a similar manner. First, the activity was recorded using CVs at 10 mV/s between 1 and 1.6 V_RHE. A stability test was then performed at a constant potential of 1.6V_RHE for 2 hours. Finally, CVs at 10 mV/s between 1 and 1.6 V_RHE were recorded. For the CVs, the O₂ evolution activity was measured by averaging the current at any given IR corrected potential over the forward and backward scans.
With the exception of the (110) single crystal, 3 independent samples were tested for each measurement. The currents were normalised to the microscopic surface area of the catalyst, which was obtained from BET measurements for the nanoparticles and the geometric area for the oriented thin films and (110) single crystal. The BET measurements were performed using a Quantachrome ChemBET Pulsar from a single-point BET analysis performed after 12h outgassing at 150 °C. The surface area measurement were performed by measuring N₂ adsorption/desorption.

Because of the small geometric area of the oriented thin films and (110) single crystal, i.e. typically between 0.05 to 0.1 cm², and the relatively large volume of the electrolyte in the working compartment (10 mL), we were unable to accurately measure the Ru concentration for stability tests below 1.6 V_{RHE}. On the other hand, in the case of the oriented thin films, we found that if we subjected them to potentials positive of 1.7 V_{RHE}, we obtained poor reproducibility, accompanied by visible signs of delamination from the underlying substrate. Presumably, these conditions led to the exposure of the backing substrates, constituting SrTiO₃ and TiO₂, and their consequent corrosion. Such substrate effects are undesirable⁴⁷.

Although we tested the (100) oriented films, the high instability of these samples prevented us from measuring an accurate corrosion rate. For this reason, we only provide the initial activity herein (Figure S1a). Finally, for all samples the capacitance was measured using cyclic voltammetry at 100 mVs⁻¹ between 0.55 and 0.75 V_{RHE}, before and after the stability measurements.
The electrolyte was sampled three times for each sample: (i) prior to the immersion of the electrode, to ensure that the cell was not contaminated (ii) following the immersion and after recording the initial CV, to provide a baseline for the subsequent stability test (iii) after the stability test. Typically there was no difference between samples i and ii. The concentration of Ru was detected using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Fischer Scientific, model iCAP-QC ICP-M) and quantified using a calibration curve (Figure S10). The amount of Ru measured was then normalized by the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of the electrode. For all experiments, the concentration lied between 0.6 and 9.7 ppb. However, for the samples involving the particulate Ru, in around 10% of experiments, the signal intensity corresponded to a concentration 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than this value. We attributed this phenomenon to the presence of solid Ru nanoparticles being sampled by the instrument. The reliable quantification of Ru concentration using ICP-MS is only possible for dissolved species. Presumably, the particles had detached from the electrode as a result of corrosion or bubble evolution. We performed 2-3 samples of each electrolyte involving particulate Ru; we eliminated the samples with anomalously high values from our analysis.
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Abstract

Ni(Fe)O_xH_y are the most active catalysts for oxygen evolution in base. For this reason, they are used widely in alkaline electrolyzers. Several open questions remain regarding the reason for their exceptionally high catalytic activity. In this model study, we measure activity trends of mass-selected NiFe nanoparticles for oxygen evolution in 1 M KOH. We complement our activity measurements with electrochemistry-mass spectrometry, taken in operando, and transmission electron microscopy and low energy ion scattering spectroscopy, taken ex situ. Using isotope labelling experiments, we discover that bulk lattice oxygen does not participate in the reaction. Consequently, we attribute the high activity exclusively to surface processes. On this basis, we conclusively determine that the turnover frequency is 6.2 s^{-1} at an overpotential of 0.3 V, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the highest reported for oxygen evolution in alkaline solution.
Introduction

Renewable energy technologies, such as wind turbines and solar panels, hold the potential to satisfy rising global energy demand while mitigating CO₂ emissions. Because of the intermittent nature of wind and solar energy, energy storage is one of the most critical challenges limiting their widespread implementation. One possibility is to store the energy in chemical bonds. Thus far, one of the most promising means of converting electricity to fuels is water electrolysis where H₂ and O₂ gases are formed. Their recombination to provide electrical energy has only water as by-product, making it a clean process.

The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), which takes place on the cathode side during water electrolysis, is possible at minimal energy losses. However, the slow reaction kinetics of the anodic reaction, the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) involving the transfer of 4 electrons and 4 protons, limits the efficiency of electrolyzers. No electrode material approaches the equilibrium potential of 1.23 V on the reversible hydrogen electrode scale, corresponding to the minimum energy needed for the reaction. Consequently, the widespread use of electrolyzers is contingent on improvements to the OER kinetics.

While Ni(Fe)OₓHᵧ mixed electrodes were already used in the 19th century in alkaline electrolyzers, the origin of the activity is still under intense debate. Pure NiOₓHᵧ is a very inactive catalyst, but the activity drastically increases when Fe intercalates into the structure. The optimal activity is achieved for compositions between 10% and 50% Fe. There are two main hypotheses regarding the role of Fe: (i) Ni is the active site and Fe affects its valency, making it more active; or (ii) Fe itself is the active site.

Some studies have indicated that the bulk, and not just the outer surface, of the catalyst is active. For example, Boettcher and co-workers reported a linear increase of the OER current as a function of catalyst loading up to ~450 monolayer equivalents. The notion of bulk activity was supported by a recent theoretical study by Vojvodic and co-workers, where they found similar thermodynamics for the OER intermediates in the bulk of the material as the (001) surface. On the other hand, Hu and co-workers showed that the apparent turnover frequency of NiFeOₓ decreases at high loading, either suggesting that thick samples are not as active or that the OER becomes readily transport limited.

Authors comparing the reduction wave during cyclic voltammetry of electrodeposited NiFeOₓHᵧ electrodes at ~1.3-1.4 V RHE, attributed to Ni³⁺/Ni²⁺, with gravimetric analysis have concluded that nearly every nickel atom in the film contributes 1 e⁻ to the reduction wave. This indicates that every atom is electrochemically accessible, motivating the hypothesis that oxygen evolution occurs between the layered nanosheets of the layered double hydride structure of the catalyst, blurring the distinction between surface and bulk.

Both the possibility of such interlayer activity and the fact that NiFeOₓHᵧ films resulting from the electrodeposition techniques typically employed are highly porous complicate the
determination of the intrinsic activity, a critical step towards designing more efficient OER catalysts\(^\text{13}\). Determining the intrinsic activity therefore requires a model system with a known, well-defined surface area\(^\text{14}\).

Isotope-labeling studies using \(^{18}\text{O}\) and in operando mass spectrometry are a powerful tool to distinguish surface from bulk catalysis\(^\text{25}\). Most of the catalysts probed using this method have revealed at least some degree of lattice oxygen involvement, including Au\(^\text{26}\), IrO\(_2\)/Ti\(^\text{27}\), Co\(_3\)O\(_4\) spinel\(^\text{28}\), Ru-based catalysts\(^\text{25,29,30}\) and perovskite materials with high metal-oxygen bond covalency\(^\text{31}\). Others, including oriented thin films of rutile RuO\(_2\)\(^\text{29}\) and perovskites with low metal-oxygen bond covalency\(^\text{31}\), have not. Shao-Horn and co-workers observed that lattice exchange occurs with materials that have a catalytic activity that is pH dependent, indicating non-concerted proton-electron transfers in the OER mechanism\(^\text{31}\). Based on that argument, Ni(Fe)O\(_x\)H\(_y\), which shows higher catalytic activity in stronger alkaline electrolyte, should also show participation of lattice oxygen\(^\text{32}\). However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have probed Ni(Fe)O\(_x\)H\(_y\) using isotopically labeled water, even though they comprise the catalyst-of-choice for industrial water electrolysis.

Such isotope studies consist of preparing NiFe catalyst with one oxygen isotope (\(^{16}\text{O}\) or \(^{18}\text{O}\)) or isotopic ratio, and then monitoring the O\(_2\) products during oxygen evolution in an electrolyte having a different isotopic ratio using a mass spectrometer (\(^{16}\text{O}_2\) at m/z=32, \(^{16}\text{O}^{18}\text{O}\) at m/z=34, and/or \(^{18}\text{O}_2\) at m/z=36). If the O\(_2\) evolved during OER has the same isotopic composition as the electrolyte, this is strong evidence that the oxygen atoms come directly from water molecules oxidized at the surface, and not from evolution of lattice oxygen. If the O\(_2\) evolved during OER does not represent the isotopic composition of the electrode, this could represent either lattice exchange or evolution of low-mobility intercalated water molecules in-between the layered nanosheets.

Drawing a conclusion on participation of lattice oxygen requires high sensitivity and thorough characterization: (i) to ensure that the isotopic oxygen is included into the NiFe catalyst, and (ii) to correctly identify whether it is evolved during the OER, and iii) to quantify accurately that amount. To satisfy these requirements, we used a novel microchip-based electrochemistry-mass spectrometry technology that has uniquely high sensitivity. For example, it can detect of 0.05 monolayer equivalents of H\(_2\) desorbing from a flat Pt surface with a signal-to-noise ratio of \(~\)20.\(^\text{33}\) We complement the in operando mass spectrometry experiments with post-characterization by low-energy ion scattering (LEIS), a surface sensitive technique, enabling the differentiation of \(^{16}\text{O}\) and \(^{18}\text{O}\) at the surface of the NiFe catalyst.

In the present study, we prepared size-selected NiFe particles using a magnetron nanoparticle source (Figure 1a). This physical synthesis method yields homogenous, monodisperse and chemically pure metallic particles, with a well-defined size and loading, ideal for fundamental studies\(^\text{34,35}\). We compare the nanoparticles to NiFeO\(_x\)H\(_y\)
electrodeposited thin films. We test the catalytic activity using a rotating disk electrode assembly in 1.0 M KOH, where the particles oxidize in operando. We complement these experiments with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and perform the isotope studies described above. As we will show, the nanoparticle samples function as a model system with a well-defined and tunable active catalytic surface area, which is the combined surface area of the approximately spherical nanoparticles.

Together, the nanoparticle model system, extensive characterization, and isotope studies enable us to answer two fundamental questions: (i) What is the intrinsic activity of the active sites on a well-defined surface of NiFeOxHy, and (ii) does lattice oxygen participate in the reaction?

Results

Figure 1b shows the size distribution of the as-prepared nanoparticles. The size distribution was determined by TEM as shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). As presented in Figure 1b, all nanoparticles have a regular and spherical shape regardless of their mass. The average particle diameters are 3.9 ± 0.5 nm, 5.4 ± 0.5 nm, 6.7 ± 0.6 nm, and 8.4 ± 0.5 nm, respectively, for the four selected masses, as shown in Figure 1c. A small population of larger particles with double the intended mass, resulting from doubly charged nanoparticles passing the mass filter can be seen, especially in case of the 8.4 nm particles.

The as-deposited 6.7 nm nanoparticles were characterized with the surface sensitive methods, LEIS and XPS, as shown in Figure 2a and b (green curve), respectively. The LEIS spectra show clear Ni and Fe peaks, which cannot be differentiated due to the small difference between their atomic masses. The nanoparticles were also characterized after electrochemical testing (blue curves), showing additional features identified as K, O and C most probably from residual KOH electrolyte, nanoparticle oxidation, and air exposure. For a detailed understanding of the catalyst composition and oxidation state, the nanoparticles were further probed using XPS. XPS spectra (Figure 2b) reveal metallic Ni and Fe. XPS analysis after electrochemical treatment shows that oxide and hydroxide states are formed for both Ni and Fe. More precisely, NiO and Ni(OH)2, and FeOOH and Fe2O3, are identified from the Ni and Fe 2p peaks, respectively. The composition determined based on the XPS spectra shows similar Fe content before electrochemical testing to the target for the deposition, namely 25%, and an Fe content of ~15% after electrochemical testing for all nanoparticle sizes (Figure S2).

One challenge with nanoparticle catalysts is that they often coalesce under reaction conditions. In addition, the conditions under which OER electrodes operate can cause metal dissolution. As a first step to evaluate the stability and resistance towards corrosion and sintering, SEM images were acquired before and after OER at identical
locations to directly visualize any change in particle size or positions. From the example images shown in Figure 2c taken before and after testing the activity, it can be seen that the 5.4 nm NiFe particles do not coalesce or dissolve during the 2 h potentiostatic measurement at 1.6 V_RHE. Most of the nanoparticles can be directly found in both images. To further probe the stability, a chronoamperometric measurement was performed at 1.6 V_RHE. As presented in Figure 3, the OER current was stable over 41 days (~1000 h). This result further confirms the stability of NiFe catalyst previously reported by stable chronoamperometric measurement at 10 mA/cm² over 24 h.

To gain insight into the morphology and composition at the atomic level, we acquired identical location HRTEM images of particles deposited on graphene covered Au TEM grids both before and after two cyclic voltammetry cycles (CVs) at 10 mV/s up to 1.5 V_RHE. The electrochemical treatment was mild to avoid the corrosion of the carbon grid at more anodic potentials. Before OER, the NiFe nanoparticles show polycrystalline structure. An example image in Figure 4a shows a single particle in which the Ni₃Fe phase can be identified. Figure 4b and 4c show HRTEM images of the same nanoparticles before and after being electrochemically tested, respectively. We found that after electrochemical testing, the nanoparticles maintain their shape and their polycrystalline nature, as indicated by the non-uniform orientation of lattice fringes, and by the contrast difference caused by diffraction. We used EDX along with focused electron beam to map the dispersion of Ni and Fe in the particles using cross sectional line scans. The comparison of the Ni and Fe concentration before and after electrochemical testing shows that some of the Fe leaches out after OER (Figure S3).

Representative CVs of samples from each of the four nanoparticle size groups, taken after 2 hours at 1.6 V vs RHE, are plotted in Figure 5a showing a clear difference in activity for the different particle sizes. The smallest particles, i.e. 3.9 nm and 5.4 nm, provide the highest current normalized to the deposited metal mass. A significant OER current is observed starting from \( U = \sim 1.5 \) V_RHE (overpotential of \( \eta = 270 \) mV). Using what is typically attributed to Ni²⁺ to Ni³⁺/⁴⁺ redox couple, we showed that the integral of the Ni reduction peak scales better with the calculated surface area than the total loading (Figure S4). Less than one electron is transferred per Ni atom in the larger nanoparticles. Figure 5b shows the average mass activity on deposited metal basis at \( \eta = 270, 300 \) and 370 mV as a function of particle size. The activity was taken from the current recorded at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. No obvious difference in trend is observed when comparing the mass activity as a function of size for different overpotentials.

To determine the intrinsic activity, we convert the activity to turnover frequency (TOF), i.e. the number of O₂ molecules produced per active site per unit time, using three estimates for the number of active sites. TOF_{bulk} assumes that all deposited Ni and Fe atoms are active, TOF_{redox} assumes one active site per electron transferred in the Ni reduction peak of the cyclic voltammogram, and TOF_{surface}, assumes that only the surface metal atoms of the nanoparticles are active sites (details of the calculations can be found in the supplementary
information). We also include the TOF\textsubscript{redox} calculated for NiFeO\textsubscript{x}H\textsubscript{y}thin films, for which the activity was measured by the same procedure as the nanoparticles (Figure S5).

The TOFs thus calculated show different trends with particle size. TOF\textsubscript{bulk} is highest for the smaller particles, i.e. 5.4 nm and 3.9 nm, and lower for the larger particles. TOF\textsubscript{redox} and TOF\textsubscript{surface} do not show any obvious trends, though TOF\textsubscript{redox} has a larger scatter. Calculated surface area is thus a better predictor of activity than is the Ni redox feature or the total loading for the nanoparticle samples.

The TOF\textsubscript{surface} and TOF\textsubscript{bulk} of the 5.4 nm NiFe nanoparticles were compared to state-of-the-art non-noble metal catalysts for the OER in alkaline media (Figure 6b). The reaction rate of 5.4 nm NiFe particles at 1.53 V\textsubscript{RHE} (\(\eta = 300 \text{mV}\)) of 6.2 \(\pm\) 1.6 s\(^{-1}\) (TOF\textsubscript{surf}) and 1.2 \(\pm\) 0.3 s\(^{-1}\) (TOF\textsubscript{bulk}) are among the highest reported for non-noble metal catalysts in alkaline electrolyte\textsuperscript{16,24,42,45–48}.

To provide further insight on which TOF represents the true intrinsic activity, we used three complimentary isotope labeling procedures, all on samples with 6.7 nm particles, referred to below as procedure a, b, and c, and illustrated schematically in Figure 7. Because of the natural oxidation of NiFe particles when exposed to air, we oxidized the catalyst in H\textsubscript{2}18O and performed OER in 18O-based electrolyte (procedure a). We also oxidized the NiFe particles in H\textsubscript{2}18O (procedure b) and 18O\textsubscript{2} atmosphere (procedure c) to study the possible differences between hydroxide and oxide compounds.

In procedure a, 16O is incorporated into the NiFe nanoparticles through cycling in 0.1 M KOH made from ultrapure water, and the oxygen evolution process takes place in 0.1 M KOH made from 18O water (~97% 18O). Due to the natural abundance of 16O, this has the advantage that the nanoparticles can easily be prepared with 99.8% 16O. On the other hand, the lower purity of 18O-labeled water limits the sensitivity towards isotope exchange of the subsequent EC-MS measurement. In procedures b and c, 18O is incorporated in the NiFe structure either by cycling in 18O-labelled 0.1 M KOH electrolyte or by heating at 450 °C in the vacuum chamber in the presence of 18O\textsubscript{2} gas, respectively. This allows for greater sensitivity towards lattice exchange, but adds some uncertainty to the initial isotopic composition of the catalyst.

In procedure a, the sample of deposited particles were cycled in 0.1 M KOH made from ultrapure water until a stable CV was obtained, i.e. 20 cycles 0.5 -1.5 V\textsubscript{RHE}. At this point we assumed that the catalyst is in the fully oxygenated active form, nominally M(16OH)\textsubscript{2} where M=Ni\textsubscript{x}Fe\textsubscript{1-x}. The electrode is then transferred at open-circuit voltage to a stagnant thin-layer cell filled with 18O-labeled 0.1 M KOH for measurement by EC-MS. The first cycle up to 1.55 V\textsubscript{RHE} and back to 0.5 V\textsubscript{RHE}, is shown in Figure 8a, with the potential and current plotted in the bottom panel, and calibrated m/z=34 (16O18O) mass spectrometer signal plotted (red trace) in the top panel against a shared time axis. Coplotted with the measured 16O18O signal is the 16O18O signal expected due to oxidation of the electrolyte, which contains only ~97% 18O (green dotted trace). The expected 16O18O signal is the measured 18O\textsubscript{2} (m/z=34) signal
multiplied by the steady-state $^{16}$O$^{18}$O/$^{18}$O$_2$ ratio. This ratio, as well as the calibration, were determined in operando by steady-state oxygen evolution (Figure S6). The measured and expected $^{16}$O$^{18}$O coincide, indicating that all of the signal at m/z=34 can be explained by oxidation of the electrolyte.

To illustrate the sensitivity, we have included in Figure 8a the expected excess m/z=34 signal if 1% of the total $^{16}$O contained by the catalyst, equivalent to approximately 10% of a monolayer, were released as $^{16}$O$^{18}$O. 1% of the total oxygen released 45 seconds corresponds to 0.2% of a ML per second, which is significantly above the detection limit. In comparison, the oxygen production rate in this experiment is calculated to be 19% ML per second. This proves that if even 1% of the OER activity were due to lattice oxygen evolution, it would be detectable.

The results of procedures b and c (Figure S7a-d) show similar results but because of high natural abundance of $^{16}$O (99.8%) the sensitivity towards isotope exchange at m/z=34 and 36 is much higher. To determine whether the result is general, we also performed the isotope experiment (following procedure a) on a NiFe oxyhydroxide thin film, and again observed no lattice exchange (Figure S7e). Additionally, to prove that our setup is indeed sensitive enough to detect lattice exchange when it does take place, we performed the same experiment on IrO$_2$/Ti in acid, as described in Reference 27, and reproduce their result of > 1 ML isotope exchange. This “positive” result is directly compared with the “negative” results for NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ in Figure S8.

In procedure a, following EC-MS, the sample was rinsed in H$_2^{18}$O before being transferred back to vacuum for LEIS. The LEIS spectrum after OER, i.e. the purple line in Figure 8b, shows extra peaks when compared to the initial LEIS spectrum (black line) that we attribute to $^{16}$O, $^{18}$O, impurity Na and Mg salt deposits from the H$_2^{18}$O rinsing, and residual K from the electrolyte. The sample was then Ar-sputtered for 30 minutes before another LEIS spectrum was taken. This spectrum (blue line) shows an increased $^{16}$O/$^{18}$O ratio, compared to the initial one. We therefore attribute the $^{18}$O peak to residual K$^{18}$OH and/or other hydroxide salts on the surface of the sample and the $^{16}$O peak to $^{16}$O remaining in the catalyst. After both procedures b and c, the $^{18}$O/$^{16}$O ratio in LEIS after OER, rinsing with ultrapure water, and sputtering, is approximately 1:1, with little to no K or other impurities, as shown in Figure S7. In both cases there is a clear $^{18}$O signal even before sputtering, indicating that this isotope is present at the surface of the catalyst. The post-sputtering 1:1 ratio presumably reflects the nominal M($^{18}$OH)($^{16}$OH) formula resulting from the experimental procedures as illustrated in Figure 7b and c. Because the natural abundance of $^{18}$O is so low (0.2%), the presence of $^{18}$O on the LEIS spectra in procedures b and c implies that it was incorporated during the catalyst preparation before OER, and not during transfer through air from EC-MS to LEIS.

**Discussion**
The results obtained from the identical location SEM (Figure 2c), in addition to the stable current over 1,000 hours (Figure 3) suggest the NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ particle are stable against corrosion. The activity dependence on particle size is similar at 270, 300 and 370 mV overpotential (Figure 5); this observation suggests a kinetically controlled current. If lattice oxygen was participating in the reaction, we could anticipate that diffusion of reactants or products within the particles might play a role for the largest nanoparticles and at high current densities. This observation is also only valid if the diffusion of the reactants and products were sufficiently slow. However, we do not observe any sign of such effects. Furthermore, the activity of the particles normalized to surface area, i.e. the turnover frequency per surface metal atom (TOF$_{\text{surface}}$), does not change with particle size (Figure 6a). In contrast, the activity of the particles normalized to total mass, which is proportional to the turnover frequency per metal atom (TOF$_{\text{bulk}}$), decreases with increasing particle size. Differing Fe content cannot explain the observed trends (Figure S2b).

Finally, in-operando mass spectrometry and LEIS measurements for isotope experiments using three different approaches all indicate that oxygen is retained in the catalyst during OER, both in the bulk and, to at least some degree, on the surface of the catalyst as well. The significance of this result is two-fold: First, it provides strong evidence against activity below the outer surface, as this would involve lattice oxidation and/or oxidation of low-mobility intercalated water. Second, the oxygen evolution mechanism does not proceed via lattice oxygen.

Previous studies showing linear correlation between loading and activity have used porous electrodes without a well-defined outer surface$^{21}$. Given the evidence presented here against bulk activity, we suggest that this observation can be explained by the surface area scaling linear with loading for these porous materials.

As mentioned previously, lattice exchange is material dependent. The phenomenon is observed with Co$_3$O$_4$,$^{28}$ iridium-based catalysts$^{27}$ and few perovskites$^{31}$. Besides being sensitive to the nature of the material, the lattice oxygen exchange seems to be also dependent on the structure. Indeed, in the case of oriented RuO$_2$ thin films, it was reported that the lattice exchange was only observed with RuO$_2$-based amorphous or nanocrystalline phases with undercoordinated edge-sites$^{25,30}$, and not with the rutile form$^{29}$. While we did not observe lattice exchange during OER in NiFe nanoparticles or an electrodeposited NiFe film, the results may not be generalizable to all synthesis methods. Furthermore, we cannot rule out that such phenomena could in principle occur at much higher potentials which, unfortunately, cannot yet be studied in our EC-MS setup, due to bubble formation.

The absence of participation of lattice oxygen in NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ is in disagreement with the hypothesis that lattice exchange should occur with materials that have a catalytic activity that is pH-dependent on the hydrogen scale$^{31}$, as this is the case for NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ catalyst$^{49}$. In contrast, it provides evidence for a mechanism, such as that proposed by Bell and co-workers, in which the active metal site does not bind oxygen except during OER$^{19}$. Finally,
based on these observations, we can conclude that the best measure of intrinsic activity is $\text{TOF}_{\text{surface}}$, where the oxygen evolved is normalized by the surface of the particles.

**Conclusion**

In summary, we used well-characterized mass-selected nanoparticles of Ni and Fe as a model system to investigated their fundamental properties under oxygen evolution conditions. We provided insight into the reaction using low-energy ion scattering and the unique capabilities of the microchip-based electrochemistry-mass spectrometry setup. The particles show exceptionally high activity and stability over 1000 h at 1.6 V$_{\text{RHE}}$. Isotope-labeling experiments performed following three distinct approaches show that there is no participation of lattice oxygen in the oxygen evolution. This allows us to conclude that the active sites responsible for such exceptional activity are only located at the surface of the nanoparticles. With this knowledge, we can report a TOF of $6.2 \pm 1.6$ s$^{-1}$ at $\eta=0.3V$ and thus set a new lower bound on the intrinsic activity achievable with NiFeO$_x$H$_y$-based OER catalysts. Further enhancements to the catalytic activity should focus on tailoring the surface, as opposed to bulk, chemistry.
**Methods:**

**Preparation of mass-selected NiFe nanoparticles**

NiFe nanoparticles were prepared using a noble gas-aggregation, magnetron sputtering nanoparticle source combined with a lateral time-of-flight mass filter (Figure 1a) capable of mass selection of the nanoparticles before deposition\(^{50}\) (Nano-Beam 2011, Birmingham Instruments Ltd.) similar to the one described by Pratontep et al\(^{51}\). A 75 at% Ni/ 25 at% Fe sputtering target (99.95%, Kurt J. Lesker Ltd., UK) was used and the particles were deposited onto clean and smooth Au disks. The nanoparticle source is fully UHV compatible and the mass filter has a base pressure in the low 10\(^{-10}\) mbar region. The mass filter was set to be used with negatively charged particles, and to have a mass resolution of approx. m/Δm=20 to maximize the current of particles. The vast majority of the particles exiting the nanoparticle source is carrying a single charge, thus the current measured on the sample during the deposition together with the deposition time can be translated into the number of deposited particles. If not otherwise stated, the loading of the electrodes was 15% projected surface area coverage, which corresponds to a total metal mass loading of 50 - 125 ng meaning 315 – 785 ng/cm\(^2\) loading in circular spots having 4.5 mm diameter depending on particle size.

**Determination of particle size distributions**

NiFe nanoparticles with masses of 120,000, 350,000, 950,000 and 2,000,000 amu were deposited onto Cu TEM grids covered with lacey carbon (300 mesh, Agar Scientific Ltd., UK). After deposition and transfer under atmospheric conditions, the particles were imaged in bright-field TEM mode in an FEI Tecnai T20 G\(^2\) equipped with a thermionic electron source, using 200 keV acceleration voltage. The images were analyzed with ImageJ software to extract the average area of the particle projections, and a diameter was calculated assuming circular shape (Figure S1).

**Electrochemical measurements**

Electrochemical measurements were performed using a rotating disk electrode in a PTFE (Teflon) cell at 1,600 rpm in N\(_2\)-saturated 1.0 M KOH. A carbon rod was used as counter electrode, while a Hg/HgO electrode was used as reference electrode, which was calibrated to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) in the same electrolyte saturated with 1 bar H\(_2\) over a clean Pt mesh before each experiment. The Ohmic drop was measured by using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy over a range of 10-200,000 Hz at a AC amplitude of 10 mV. The high-frequency intercept was fitted to an equivalent circuit to obtain the Ohmic losses which typically ranged from 4 to 18 Ω. The Ohmic drop compensation was done by online Ohmic drop correction where 85% correction was applied. 1.0 M KOH was prepared from ultrapure water (Milli-Q, 18 MΩ cm) with KOH (Semiconductor grade, pellets, 99.9%).
The initial catalytic activity was measured by recording 5 cyclic voltammograms (CVs) at 10 mVs\(^{-1}\) up to 1.6 V\(_{RHE}\) followed by a 2 hour potentiostatic measurement at 1.6 V\(_{RHE}\). Finally, the activity was again assessed using CVs. The activity of the different samples for the oxygen evolution reaction presented in this work was taken from the last CV. For each experiment 3 independent samples were tested and the activity was averaged (see Figures S9, S10 and S11). The longer stability measurement was a static measurement at 1.6V\(_{RHE}\), for which the NiFe particles were deposited onto a Au sheet. Because of the duration of this experiment, only 2 samples were tested. The mass activity was obtained by normalising the current with the total mass of Ni and Fe determined from the deposition current and time.

To compare the differences between lattice oxygen participation in NiFeO\(_x\)H\(_y\) nanoparticles and thin film, thin films of NiFeO\(_x\)H\(_y\) were electrodeposited. Using a three-electrode setup, a current of -0.2 mA/cm\(^2\) for 5 min in an electrolyte of 0.1 M Ni(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)·6H\(_2\)O and 5 mM FeCl\(_2\). The composition determine by XPS indicates a mixed of 32\% Fe and 68\% Ni at the surface (See Figure S5).

**Turnover frequency**

To calculate the turnover frequency (TOF) we used the following formulas:

\[
\text{TOF}(s^{-1}) = \frac{r_{O_2}}{\text{# of active sites}}
\]

The rate of O\(_2\) turnovers (\(r_{O_2} [s^{-1}]\)) was calculated from the raw current:

\[
r_{O_2} = i \times \left( \frac{N_A}{zF} \right)
\]

Where \(i\) (A) is the current, \(N_A\) is the Avogadro number (6.022\(\times\)10\(^{23}\) O\(_2\) molecules per mol O\(_2\)), \(z\) the number of electron involved in the evolution of 1 mol of O\(_2\) and \(F\) (96,485 C/mol) the Faraday constant.

We determined a minimum (TOF\(_{\text{min}}\)) and a maximum (TOF\(_{\text{max}}\)) TOF based on two different assumptions on the number of active sites.

For the calculation of TOF\(_{\text{min}}\), we assumed that all metal atoms deposited are active for OER. In order to calculate the total number of Ni and Fe metal atoms deposited on the surface (\(N_{\text{metal atom}}^{\text{total}}\)), the number of deposited particles (\(N_{\text{particles}}\)) were multiplied by the average number of atoms in each particle (\(N_{\text{particle}}^{\text{metal}}\)):

\[
N_{\text{metal atom}}^{\text{total}} = N_{\text{particles}} \times N_{\text{particle}}^{\text{metal}}
\]
The number of particles ($N_{\text{particles}}$) can be calculated from the deposition current ($I_{\text{depo}} [A]$), time of deposition ($t_{\text{depo}} [s]$) and the electric charge ($6.242 \times 10^{-18}$ electrons/C) using the following equation:

$$N_{\text{particles}} = I_{\text{depo}} \times t_{\text{depo}} \times C$$

Finally, to calculate the number of metal atoms in a particle, we used the deposited particle mass set by the mass filter ($m_{\text{particle}} [kg]$), the Avogadro constant ($N_A [mol^{-1}]$) and the average molar mass ($M_{Ni_xFe_{100-x}} [kgmol^{-1}]$) using the composition determined from the XPS after electrochemical treatment for each sample.

$$N_{\text{metal atom}} = \frac{N_A \times m_{\text{particle}}}{M_{Ni_xFe_{100-x}}}$$

To calculate the TOF$_{\text{max}}$, the number of surface Ni and Fe atoms had to be calculated. The diameter of the nanoparticles was determined by TEM images, and used to calculate the surface area per particle ($A_{\text{particle}}$) assuming spherical shape. Finally, this area was multiplied by the total number of particles, $N_{\text{particles}}$, and the density of surface metal atoms to get the total number of surface Ni and Fe atoms. The assumed density of surface metal atoms ($\rho_{\text{atoms}}$) of 12.5 metal atoms per nm$^2$ is based on the metal-metal distance of 2.83 Å for NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ measured in-situ under OER conditions.

$$N_{\text{surface atom}} = N_{\text{particles}} \times \rho_{\text{atoms}} \times A_{\text{particle}}$$

**X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS) characterization:**

LEIS (Figures S12-S13) and XPS spectra (Figures S14-S16) were recorded for each sample after deposition (without breaking the vacuum) and after activity testing. In order to get rid of the remaining electrolyte on the surface after the activity test, the samples were thoroughly rinsed with ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ cm) before loading into the UHV chamber in order to prevent the formation of a “thick” potassium layer hindering the detection of other elements.

For LEIS measurements 1 keV He$^+$ ions from an Omicron ISE100 ion gun were used and the energy of the scattered ions was recorded with the same 7-channel analyser used for XPS measurement operated in constant retard ratio mode (with a retard ratio of 5). The LEIS spectra presented are normalized based on the intensity of the gold peak at approx. 925 eV.

For the XPS measurements unmonochromatized MgKα radiation from a SPECS XR50 dual filament X-ray gun was used. The electron energies were measured with an Omicron NanoSAM 7-channel energy analyser operated in constant pass energy mode. A pass
energy of 50 eV was chosen to increase the signal from the low loadings of nanoparticles. For each sample, a survey scan and detailed scans of Au 4f, O 1s, Ni 2p_{3/2} and Fe 2p_{3/2} were recorded. All the spectra were charge corrected based on the Au 4f_{7/2} peak, which we assumed to correspond to metallic Au at 84 eV binding energy. A Shirley background was subtracted from the detailed spectra presented and the intensities were normalised with the Au 4f peak area.

**Identical location Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) imaging:**

Identical location SEM imaging was performed on a sample containing 5.4 nm NiFe particles on the Au electrode after deposition and transfer under atmospheric conditions and after electrochemical testing. SEM images were acquired at 5 kV using an FEI Helios EBS3 microscope equipped with a field emission gun and a through-the-lens detector for high resolution imaging.

**Identical location Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) imaging and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDX) line scans:**

Identical location HRTEM images were recorded at 80 kV electron energy, using a FEI Titan E-Cell 80-300 ST TEM with a monochromated electron source and post objective aberration correction. For the identical location TEM studies particles were deposited on Au coated Cu TEM grids with suspended monolayer graphene layers (Quantifoil, Germany). After imaging, the grids were mounted to an RDE setup and subjected to 2 CVs at 10mVs⁻¹ between 1 and 1.5 V_RHE in 1 M KOH. After the electrochemical oxidation the particles were transferred back to the TEM and imaged a second time. EDX line scans were recorded using an Oxford silicon drift detector on random particles before and after electrochemical oxidation.

**Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry (EC-MS) experiments:**

In order to investigate oxygen exchange between the NiFe particles and the electrolyte, isotopically labeled electrolyte (with ¹⁸O) and electrochemical mass spectrometry were used. The EC-MS setup is based on a microfabricated membrane coated with a fluorinated polymer and a well defined capillary and it is described elsewhere. Below the membrane, a small cavity is pressurized with He carrier gas and together with the capillary forces the electrolyte is kept out of the chip. The cavity is connected to a vacuum chamber equipped with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer Vacuum QMA 125) through a well-defined microfabricated capillary limiting the flow of molecules to a level what can be handled by a single turbomolecular pump. For the experiments a self-designed stagnant layer electrochemical cell was used where the electrolyte thickness was 100 µm which, together with the design of the vacuum chamber and microchip, gives a time response below 1 s. Details of the experimental method and setup used can be found elsewhere. All
experiments were performed using 0.1 M KOH electrolyte either made with ultrapure water (natural isotope distribution) or $^{18}$O enriched water (97.2% H$_2^{18}$O, 1.3% H$_2^{17}$O, 1.5% H$_2^{16}$O, Medical Isotopes). The mass spectrometer signals were calibrated internally for each experiment, as was steady-state ratio of m/z=34 to m/z=36 for procedure a. The raw data for these calibrations are shown (for procedure a) in Figure S6.

**Data availability:**

The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
Figure 1: Deposition of mass-selected nanoparticles. (a) DC magnetron sputtering, gas aggregation mass-selected nanoparticle source with lateral time-of-flight mass filter. Mass selected NiFe nanoparticles were deposited on polycrystalline gold disks for activity measurements. (b) Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images of 4 different masses of NiFe nanoparticles, and (c) size distributions determined using the diameter measured on the TEM images showing the average size and 2σ for each mass deposited.
Figure 2: Ex situ characterization of the deposited 6.7 nm NiFe particles. (a) Low energy ion scattering (LEIS) spectra, (b) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra, and (c) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of nanoparticles as deposited (green traces, left SEM image) and after electrochemical testing (blue traces, right SEM image). The LEIS spectra were normalized to the height of the Au peak. The XPS spectra, shown for the Ni 2p$_{3/2}$ and Fe 2p$_{3/2}$ regions, were charge corrected and normalized with the Au 4f peak area after the subtraction of a Shirley-background. The reference XPS binding energies were taken from References 52–54. The SEM images are taken at identical location to evaluate the resistance against sintering and corrosion.
Figure 3: Stability of NiFe nanoparticles at $1.6\text{V}_{\text{RHE}}$ in 1 M KOH. The figure shows the mass activity of $\sim100$ ng 6.7 nm NiFe nanoparticles at $1.6\text{V}_{\text{RHE}}$, iR corr., in 1 M KOH. Note that the label on the x-axis shows the time of the measurement in days. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.
Figure 4: High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) investigation of the particles. High resolution TEM images of 6.7 nm (950k amu) NiFe nanoparticles deposited on Au TEM grids. (a) HRTEM image of a nanoparticle with Fourier transform of the highlighted area showing Ni₃Fe phase. (b) and (c) show identical location HRTEM images of nanoparticles before (b) and after electrochemical oxidation (c).
Figure 5: Catalytic activity of the NiFe nanoparticles. (a) Cyclic voltammetry at 10 mV/s of representative NiFeO$_x$H$_y$ nanoparticle samples for each nanoparticle size. The current is normalized to the total metal mass loading. (b) Mass-normalized activities at $\eta = 270$, 300 and 370 mV. The average mass activity and standard deviation come from three independent samples. All activity measurements were done on Au substrates in N$_2$-saturated 1 M KOH at 1,600 rpm. The metal mass was determined from the nanoparticle deposition current.
Figure 6: Turnover frequency as a function of size, and comparison to state-of-the-art non-noble metal catalysts. (a) Turnover frequency calculated from the total metal mass (TOF\textsubscript{bulk}), the Ni redox peak (TOF\textsubscript{redox}), and the estimated surface atoms (TOF\textsubscript{surface}), of the NiFe nanoparticles at $\eta=300$ mV measured in N\textsubscript{2}-saturated 1.0 M KOH at 10mV/s as function of particle size. The Ni redox peak was used to measure the TOF of the NiFe thin film. (b) TOF of state-of-the-art non-noble OER catalysts in alkaline. From ref. 47 for NiFe LDH-Exfoliated; from 42 for NiCeO\textsubscript{x}; from 24 for NiFeO\textsubscript{x} film; from 55 for Gelled-FeCoW; from 46 for NiFe LDH hydride; from 48 for NiFe-LDH + GO; from 16 for FeNi(OH)\textsuperscript{2} film and from 56 for PrBaCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5+d}. When possible both minimum (bulk) and maximum (surface or redox) TOF were estimated. The TOF\textsubscript{redox} of Gelled-FeCoW was calculated using the Co redox peak, and the TOF\textsubscript{surf} for PrBaCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5+d} was calculated based on surface area from N\textsubscript{2} physically adsorption (BET).
**Figure 7: Isotope labelling experimental procedures.** Schematic representation of the isotopic labeling experiments. Procedure *a* uses H$_2^{16}$O to oxidized the nanoparticles and H$_2^{18}$O for the oxygen evolution, while the opposite is done for Procedure *b*. Procedure *c* uses $^{18}$O$_2$ gas to oxidize NiFe and the oxygen evolution is performed in $^{16}$O water. In the representation, M refers to Ni and Fe metal atoms. *The main text focuses on procedure *a*. 
Figure 8: EC-MS and LEIS results from isotope labelling experiment using procedure

a) First electrochemical potential cycle in H$_2^{18}$O electrolyte after sample preparation with
^{16}O. The bottom panel shows the potential (black, left axis) and current (gray, right axis). The top panel shows calibrated mass spectrometer signal of $^{16}$O$^{18}$O (m/z=34) (red) detected during oxygen evolution in 0.1 M KOH made with H$_2^{18}$O (top panel). The $^{16}$O$^{18}$O signal expected without lattice exchange due to the composition of the electrolyte, which is a constant fraction of the $^{18}$O$_2$ (m/z=36) signal, is co-plotted (dashed green). The top panel also shows simulations of the m/z=34 signal if 1% of the total $^{16}$O contained by the oxidized catalyst came out as $^{18}$O$^{16}$O in 5s (magenta), 15s (cyan) or 45s (blue). b) The low-energy ion scattering spectra of the sample as deposited (grey), after EC-MS experiment (purple) and after sputtering (blue).
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